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4. Generalized Categorial Grammar

4.1 Classical and Recent Categorial Theory: Preliminaries

Modern Categorial Grammar has many forebears. The original

formulation with specifically linguistic import is due to Ajdukiewicz

(1935), who reformulated Lesniewski’s (1931) system of semantic

categories, which was itself based on ideas of Husserl (1900-01, 1913) on

Bedeutungskategorien, "meaning categories.” Husserl, along with Frege

and Bolzano, was interested in recasting the inherited notions of

Aristotelian logic into a more precise, more finely articulated system.
1 In

more recent times Bar-Hillel et al. (1964), introduced the notion of

"directionality” into the categorial framework. Lambek (1958) developed

a syntactic calculus for categorial grammar, based upon three primitive

combinatory operations (product, and left- and right-division). Montague

(1974) employed categorial grammar specifically for the semantics of

natural language. Partee and Bach (1980, 1983, etc.), among others,

proposed extensions to Montague’s categorial analysis, arguing that more

expressive formal power was required for certain constructions in

natural language, and in particular, the notion of a nonconcatenative

head-wrapping operation, and the broaching of a cross-categorial theory

of coordination in terms of types. Ades and Steedman (1982) and Steedman

(1985) gave linguistic motivation for adding the operations of function

composition and (constrained) type-raising and thereby increasing the
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formal power of categorial grammars (operations already inherent in the

Lambek calculus), having particularly strong impact on the theory of

coordination, with respect to giving a clearer, more formal interpretation

to the Coordinate Likeness Principle. Van Bentham (1983, 1986, 1988, 1991,

etc.) and Moortgat (1988), the former from the perspective of a theory of

semantic types, and the latter from that of a theory of syntactic types of

direct use by computational linguistics, reconsidered Lambek's

formulation of categorial grammar as a syntactic calculus. The latter two

theoreticians, in particular, have done much to introduce a contemporary

rigorization to the study of categorial grammar, borrowing greatly from

the coincident interests of theoretical computer science in the “formulas-

as-types” view of Curry and Feys (1958), et al. (greatly used in automatic

theorem proving and functional programming languages) and the

methods of denotational semantics introduced by Scott and Strachey

(1971), and others (including, of course, for English, Montague (1974)).
2

This chapter first provides an introduction to generalized

categorial theory, including the definitions of categories, types, rules,

and forms of polymorphism which are relevant to the theory. Next

follows a section specifically discussing portions of the formal apparatus

employable by categorial and other theories of linguistics, that

concerning domain structures such as lattices and partially-ordered sets

in terms of which categories, types, and features can be represented, and

operations upon those structures, such as unification, generalization,
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meet, and join, which thereby affect the manipulation of the linguistic

elements. Because pronominals figure so prominently in this thesis,

being essentially the basis of the analysis of the interaction of

coordination and verbal agreement, two sections complete the chapter,

one investigating the syntactic and distributional properties of the

pronoun, the other exploring some of the logical space of potential

categorizations available within the generalized categorial framework for

the pronoun.

4.2 Categorial Theory Background

This section provides a general introduction to the Generalized

Categorial framework which will be employed and extended in the

remainder of the thesis. Most of the description is based upon common

assumptions used generally in categorial theory, accompanied by

additional, foundational issues specific to Generalized Categorial Grammar

as recounted by, for example, Moortgat (1988, p. 1-26) and van Benthem

(1991 pp. 21-33).

Certain notational requirements and conveniences must first be

established. I will assume synonymy between the two descriptions

‘category’ and ‘syntactic type’ for the purely syntactic constructs used

herein; either usage thus refers to an element of the syntactic algebra,

and corresponds to the ordinary notion of a syntactic category in
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linguistics, i.e., noun, verb, noun phrase, etc. The unqualified description

‘type’ and the description 'semantic type’ are themselves taken to be

synonyms, with either usage representing a purely semantic construct,

that is, an element of the semantic algebra. Most of the basic theoretical

apparatus of categorial grammar applies equally to syntactic categories

and semantic types; variances will be duly noted.
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4.2.1 Categories and Types

In categorial theory, the notion of type is paramount. A type is a

formal symbol or set of symbols assigned to each unit of natural language,

however that unit and its granularity with respect to natural language is

defined, which is intended to represent some minimal datum or set of data

about that unit of language. The minimal function of a theory of types is

to classify objects and thus enable distinguishment between one object

and another by reference to the symbols representing the classes (or

types) of the two objects. The use of ‘syntactic type’ specifically refers to

the capability of the object to combine with other objects, where

‘combine’ is a formal operation such as concatenation, multiplication, and

functional application. In contrast, a ‘semantic type’ specifically refers

to the semantics of the object, as, for example, whether the object is an

individual, a proposition, a function over objects, etc. The linguistic units

usually represented by categorial types are lexical entries, where ‘lexical

entry’ is a meaning-bearing form generally supposed to inhere in the

natural language understander's competence (or facility for

understanding language), and thus here meant to include morphemes,

words, and Every lexical entry thus, by definition, has two types

associated with it: a syntactic type or ‘category’ and a semantic (object

domain) type or, here, simply ‘type’.4
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In this thesis, the usual syntactic types (categories) will be used: N

(noun), NP (noun phrase), V (verb), VP (verb phrase), etc.
5 With regard

to the semantic types, there are two atomic types, e (entity) and t (truth

value) and rules for creating higher types from the atomic types. The

following definitions and notation for semantic types will be employed:^

148. Df. Relation: a relation R on D to C, where D and C are nonempty

sets, is the set of ordered pairs (x, y) represented as xRy or

R(x,y), x e D, y e C, and Ris a subset of the Cartesian product of

D xC (i.e., the set of all ordered pairs (x,y)).

149. Df. Function: a function F is a relation R(set of ordered pairs)

where Vxyz[ [(x,y) eR a (x,z) €R] -> y=z ] and is represented as

the pair (x, F(x)) or as F(x) = y or as F:x-> y.

150. Df. Domain of Function F: the set of all first coordinates of

ordered pairs of F, i.e., (x, F(x)), that is, all x.

151. Df. Range of Function F: the set of all second coordinates of

ordered pairs of F, i.e., (x, F(x)), that is, all F(x).

The type expression (e->t)->t thus represents a function from

argument type (domain) (e->t) to result type t (range). The notation

(e->t)->t is equivalently written as ((e,t),t) and (et)t and et,t. For
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simple types, concatenation of the type symbols will be employed; for

example, (e-»t), (e,t), (et) and et are all equivalent. In general,

parentheses will be used; where they are not, left associativity will be

assumed.

Associated with each syntactic category is its corresponding

semantic interpretation, phrased as an expression of the lambda calculus.

The semantic interpretation of the verb ‘sleep’, for example is the

expression: Xx.sleep'(x), where sleep' itself represents ‘the meaning

associated with the token ‘‘sleep’”. The expression ‘X x.sleep'(x)’ thus

signifies ‘the set of individuals x that sleep”.

With respect to syntactic categories, a categorial directional slash

notation is used, where:

1) the argument of a function always occurs under the 'V or */* and

represents the domain of the function;^

2) the result of a function always occurs above the slash, and

represents the range of the function.

For example, a function F is represented by the notation X/Y; the

domain(X/Y) is Y; the range(XZY) is X. Here, directionality is

represented by the ‘tilt’ of the slash, i.e., given the form X\Y, the

argument X is to be found leftward (backward); given the form X/Y, the
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argument X is to be found rightward (forward). All functions are

curried, i.e., functions of one rather than n-ary arguments. Note that

such unary curried functions are equivalent to n-ary uncurried

functions.

An additional connective is •
,

the product or concatenation

operator. This should not be confused with the composition operator •

(which we allow to remain undefined until a later section, cf. Semantics

and Pragmatics in Chapter Five). An expression is of the product category

denoted (X • Y) if it is the ordered concatenation of an expression of

category X and an expression of category Y (Moorgat, 1988; van Bentham,

1991).

Complex syntactic categories and semantic types must be able to be

generated from simple categories/types, and so a recursive formal

definition is given.

152. Df. Category: c is a well-formed syntactic category (i.e., c g

CATEGORIES) iff:

i) c g ATOMIC_CATEGORIES, where ATOMIC_CATEGORIES =

jn(noun), np, s(entence), pp(prepositional phrase)}, or

ii) c is the result of concatenating c’, o, and c”, where

i) c’, c”g {ATOMIC_CATEGORIES, CATEGORIES}, and

ii) o g CONNECTIVES, where CONNECTIVES = {/, \, •}.



Examples:

a) n is a category by clause Category.!.

b) n/(n/(n\n)) is a category because:

1) nis a category by clause Category.!,

2) / e CONNECTIVES,

3) (n/(n\n)) is a category by clause Category.ii, because:

a) n is a category by clause Category.i,

b) / g CONNECTIVES,

c) (n\n) is a category by clause Category.ii, because:

1) nis a category by clause Category.i,

2) \ e CONNECTIVES.

153. Df. Type: tis a well-formed semantic type (i.e., t e TYPES) iff:

i) t e ATOMIC_TYPES, where ATOMICLTYPES =

fe(entity), t(ruth value)}, or

ii) t is the result of concatenating t’,
’

and t”, where t’, t”G

|ATOMIC_TYPES, TYPES}.

Examples:

a) t is a type by clause Type.i.

b) e->t is a type by clause Type.ii.

Putting it all together, the following table displays the

information associated with sample lexical entries.

215
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154. Table of Categorial Lexical Entry Examples

Description Example Syntactic Category Semantics Type

Common noun 'man’ N man(x) e-»t

lifted (R4) 8
N/(N\N) Xx..x(a) (e->t)->t

(N/N)\N Xx..x(a)

Proper noun ‘John’ NP John’ e

as Gen, Quant (R4) NP/(NP\NP) Xx.x(john’) (e-> t)->t

(e->t)-> ((e->t)->t)

Noun Phrase ‘the man’ NP kxAy.x(man(y))9

(e->t)->t

Determiner ‘the’, ‘every’ NP/N

(== XQ,R.Vx(Q{x) ->R(x))

Pronoun10 ‘he’ NP??? he’ e

as Gen. Quant (R4) X/NPXX Xx.x(he’) (e->a)->a

TV 11 ‘see’ (NP\S)/NP XyAxP’(x,y) e-> (e->t)

(X\S)/Y XyAxP’(x,y) p->(a-> t)

IV ‘sleep’ NP\S XxP’(x) e-4t

X\S XxP’(x) a->t
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4.2.2 Reduction and Structural Rules

In a categorial grammar, phrase structure rules are replaced by

categories associated with each lexical entry which partially constrain

the ability of the entry to combine with other entries. Categorial systems

can be either directional or nondirectional. If directional, the category

associated with each complex (i.e., functional) entry constrains both the

argument requirements of that category and the directions of

combination with the arguments. The transitive verb category (TV), for

example, represented in the directional system as (NP2\S)/NPi

(subscripts signifying order of combination), requires combining first

with a rightward NPi, to yield another functional category NP2\S, which

then seeks leftward for a NP2 in order to yield a final S category. We will

note here that the syntactic calculus employed in this thesis (unless

explicitly stated otherwise) is directional, whereas the semantic calculus

is undirectional.

In addition, replacing the usual phrase structure notion of

constituent analysis is the categorial notion of derivability. A category or

a type is derivable from other, simpler categories or types if it is able to

be reduced to those by way of a certain set of very general reduction

rules. The following are the usual reduction rules, as recounted in, for

example, Moortgat (1988), p. 11.
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155. Reduction Rules (Axioms or Theorems) 12

1. Function Application (Rl)

X/Y Y =>X

f a f(a)

Y Y\X =>X

a f f(a)

2. Function Composition (R2)

X/Y Y/Z =>X/Z

f g Xx.f(g(x))

Z\Y Y\X =>Z\X

g f Xx.f(g(x))

3. Associativity (R3)l^

(Z\X)/Y =>Z\(X/Y)

f XxAy.f(y)(x)

Z\(X/Y) =>(Z\X)/Y

f XxAy.f(y)(x)

4. Type Lifting (R4)

X =>Y/(X\Y)

a Xf.f(a)

X =>(Y/X)\Y)

a Xf.f(a)
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5. Main Functor Division (R5)

X/Y =>(X/Z)/(Y/Z)

f XxAy.f(x(y))

Y\X =>(Z\Y)\(Z\X)

f XxAy.f(x(y))

6. Subordinate Functor Division (R6)

X/Y =>(Z/X)\(Z/Y)

f XxAy.x(f(y))

Y\X =>(Y\Z)/(X\Z)

f XxAy.x(f(y))

In addition to reduction rules, structural rules are employed. A

structural rule is not a logical rule for a connective, but a rule that

enables one to use previously proven theorems as lemmas or subproofs in

the proof of new theorems. Hence, structural rules permit a

simplification and shortening of the proof procedure.

156. Structural Rules 14

a. Cut Inference Rule (in Lambek/Gentzen calculus)
15

U,T,V => Y if

T => X and

U,X,V => Y

where X, Y are types, U, V are possibly null sequences of types,

and T is a non-null sequence of types
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b. Geach Rule (parameterized function application):

(b, c) =>((a, b), (a, c)) [cf. van Benthem, 1991, p. 26]

X/Y =>(Y/Z)/(X/Z)

f(g(a))=g(f(a))

f(y)=x

f(b)=c

4.2.3 Polymorphism

Another key notion in categorial theory is polymorphism, which

simply signifies the use of Variable' types. We note three forms of

polymorphism arguably required in natural language (in a generalized

categorial analysis) (cf. van Benthem (1991), pp. 174-183):

157. Polymorphism

a. derivational polymorphism (“one basic type assigned, and then all

others derived” [ibid, p. 174], eg., from type t, one can derive an

infinite number of types in the Lambek Calculus, all on the basis

of the two inference rules of elimination and introduction:

((t, t), t), ((t,t),(t,t),t)) ... [ibid, p. 178]).

h.substitutional polymorphism (the usual notion of Variable’ type,

i.e., the coordination schema (X\X)/X, where X (simplistically)

ranges over every type).
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c.range or parametric polymorphism (constrained type ‘families’

seemingly required for semantic notions such as groups and

collections [ibid., p. 179-180]).

With respect to variable types, there are two additional concepts

which should be briefly described, that of subsumption and the notion of

‘key type’. Simple substitional polymorphism can be viewed as being the

‘atomic’ form of the variable type, meaning that the variable ranges over

a relatively simple or ‘‘flat” (or terminal) domain of atoms. Range or

parametric polymorphism implies that the domain of the type variable is

more structured, and hence the variable takes on a range or hierarchy of

types. There may or may not be a topmost node to this local type

hierarchy. If there is a topmost node, it may or may not be the ‘key type’;

nor may the ‘key type’ necessarily be the bottommost or most specific

type of that hierarchy. Groenendijk and Stokhof (1988, p. 53), for

example, argue that "coordination should be performed at the lowest type

that can be reached from the key type [of a construction], provided that it

respects (i.e., stays within) the relevant subdomains there ”

[ltalics,

theirs]. A key type is (Ibid, p. 39)

the type in which the intuitive entailments between [here]

interrogatives in that construction are accounted for by the

general definition of entailment that our framework provides,
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noting (Ibid, fn. 5, p. 66) that this key type is not necessarily the minimal

(least complex) type for an expression, eg., the key type for proper names

being ((e,t),t).

A topmost node to the local type hierarchy signifies that the nodes

which lie beneath it are ‘subsumed’ by it, i.e., there is a subsumption

relation between the subsuming topmost node and the subsumed lower

nodes. Here, ‘subsumption’ should informally be understood as a relation

between two nodes (or first-order logic terms) imposing a partial

ordering such that a more general node (term) t subsumes a more specific

node (term) t’. More formally, given terms (i.e., constants, variables,

function symbols) t, t’, then t’ < t iff t’ = tO, where 0 is a substitution

(replacement) of specific values for specific variables in t and t 0 is the

functional application of substitution to a term, 0 defined as (from Ait-

Kaci (1984, p. 47)):

158. Df. Substitution: a substitution 0 is the a finite set of pairs

{ <v i
such that 0(v) =tjif v = and 0(v) = v otherwise,

where v is a variable, and t, a term. 0(t) is equivalently written tO.

Example:

If t = f(x, g(y), f(g(x), a, y)), and

0 = {<x, g(b)>, <y, h(x, a)>}

then t 0 = f(g(b), g(h(x, a)), f(g(g(b)), a, h(x, a))).
16
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Polymorphism, along with the notions of key type and

subsumption, is important here because the proposed categorial template

for coordination necessitates the use of variable types. In categorial

theory, the syntactic category for coordination (both conjunctive ‘and’,

and disjunctive ‘or’) is (X\X)/X, read as: "a function which, given a

rightward argument of variable category X with which to combine, will

yield a function that in turn seeks a leftward variable category X with

which to combine, to finally yield a result of variable category X.” The

nature of the syntactic variable X here is relatively straightforward: X

ranges over any category. Potential complexity of the polymorphism

comes in, however, when the semantic types are considered, as the

quotation from Groenendijk and Stokhof (1988) implies parametric or,

possibly, ad hoc polymorphism.

4.2.4 The Lambek/Gentzen Calculus

In the axiomatized version of categorial grammar that is the

Lambek/Gentzen sequent calculus L (representing the implicational

fragment of propositional logic), the six reduction rules are theorems,

derivable from the sole axiom schema ‘a => a’, where *a* is a sequence of

types. The entire expression
‘
a => a’ is a sequent: the general version of

the sequent expression is ‘x vy’, where
'

x* and V are sequences of

types, *%’ being the non-empty antecedent, and V the possibly empty

succedent.l7 An example sequent is the following:
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NP NP\S => S

where 'NP NP\S’ is the antecedent, 'S' is the succedent, and the

expression can be read: from the sequence (of types) 'NP NPW, derive

the type 'S’; the sequent 'NP NP\S => S’ is valid iff the type S can be

derived from 'NP NP\S’ by use of the inference rules and the axioms. (A

clarifying example will follow shortly.)

There are two inference/deductive, ’direct’ rules:

159. Inference Rules

1. - Elimination = Modus Ponens (from p, p-> q, infer q;

i.e., p, p->q l~ q) [Note: ’l~’ is logical syntactic consequence.]
18

2. -> - Introduction = Conditionalization (if premises S validate

conclusion p, then from S-{p}, conclude p-* q;

i.e.,S l~ p, S-{p} l~ p->q) [Note: ’l~’ is logical semantic consequence.]

These two inference rules have bidirectional representations and are

expressible as the following (cf. Moortgat (1988), p. 28):
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160. Inference Rules of (bidirectional) L

(top-down: from goal sequent to axioms):

Introduction: succedent

(lambda abstraction:

eg., \R, Y\X: Xv. Term,Y:v, X: Term)

[/:right] T=> X/Y if T,Y => X

[\:right] T=> Y\X if Y,T => X

Elimination: antecedent

(function application:

eg., in \L, X: f(a), Y\X:f, Y:a)

[/deft] U,X/Y,T,V => Z if T=> Y and U,X,V => Z

[\:left] U,T,Y\X,V => Z if T=> Y and U,X,V => Z

One additional rule, as noted above, is the structural rule of Cut:

161. Cut Structural Rule

Cut: U,T,V => Y if T=> X and U,X,V => Y

where T, U, V are sequences of types, and X, Y are types.

The Cut rule is a rule used to shorten proofs by using previously proved

lemmas. It was Gentzen’s discovery (his ‘Hauptsatz’, cf. Gentzen(l93s,

1969), Wallen (1990, p. 16)) that any proof of a sequent involving the Cut

rule can be translated into a proof in which the Cut rule is not used.
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The resulting Lambek/Gentzen calculus L and related, more

powerful languages (permitting other structural rules of Permutation,

Contraction (deletion), and Expansion (Copying)
19

win form the

theoretical framework of this thesis.

From the perspective of linguistics, one benefit of using such a

theoretical framework as offered by Generalized Categorial Grammar (in

its Lambek-Gentzen or other formulation) is that the notion of

constituency becomes much more flexible, being relativized to a

derivational rather than a fixed form, the latter characteristic of phrase

structure-like theories. 20 Nonconstituent coordination, for example, is as

easily handled as constituent coordination and, in fact, derives from the

same principle, the coordination of likes. In its Categorial phrasing, the

Coordinate Likeness Principle emerges as a template for combining

categories, i.e., the type associated with the word ‘and’, for example, is the

polymorphic (X\X)/X [X\(X/X)J. This type expression can be given an

alternative, equivalent interpretation -- as a functional type whose range

type and domain types are required to be equal.

In fact, in certain categorial theories this identity requirement

holding between the range and domain types is relaxed: the two types

need only be compatible, that is subsumable by some common type. This

is to say, in the type expression ‘X2MXi/X3)’ (where the individual types
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are subscripted for ease of reference), there must exist a most-general-

unifier (mgu) for X2, and X3, and hence Xi. This requirement is

expressible as:

Vxi, Vx2, Vxs, 3x4 [mgu(xi
?

X2, X3) = X4], where xi, X2, X3, X 4 g some

domain D.

Depending upon the structure of the domain, mgu may be equivalent to

the “greatest-lower-bound” (GLB) of the constitutive types, as, for

example, when these types' values inhere in a domain which is a lattice.

The next section describes such structured domains.

4.3 Lattices, Partially-Ordered Sets, Domains

This section presents definitions and background information on

lattice and domain theory.

4.3.1 Lattices and Unification

A lattice is a partially ordered set any two of whose elements have

a greatest lower bound (gib) and a least upper bound (lub). A partially

ordered set (poset) consists of a set A and a partial ordering, i.e. (A, <),

where is not meant to signify “less than or equal to” but any partial

ordering; a partial ordering is a reflexive, antisymmetric, and transitive
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relation. An element x of a poset (A, <) is a gib of a subset B of A iff x is a

lower bound of B and, for every lower bound y of B, y <x; i.e., if y< z for

every z g B, then y< x. x is a lub of B iff it is an upper bound of B and

preceded every upper bound of B; i.e., if z <y for every z e B. (Cf. Bavel,

1982; also Moll et al, 1988).

Equivalently, a lattice can be defined in terms of an algebra with

two-place operations a and v, which are idempotent (eg., x a x = x),

commutative, (eg., x a y = y a x), associative (eg., (x a y) a z = y a (x a z)), and

absorptive (eg., x a( x v y) = x) (cf. Landman, 1991), pp. 236-237).

A lower or meet semi-lattice L is a lattice such that there exists a

unique gib for any two elements x and y in L; an upper or join semi-

lattice has the corresponding lub property. Observe further that a semi-

lattice has the first three (lattice) algebraic properties but not the last

(absorption), because by definition a semi-lattice is either a join or a meet

semi-lattice, i.e., a poset closed under the (respective) join or meet

operations.

The gib of two elements x and y is also called a meet (x A y); the

lub of two elements is also called a join (x V y). A distributive lattice L is

a lattice such that its meet and join are distributive over each other, i.e.,

for all elements x, y, and z of L,
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x A (y V z) = (x A y) V (x A z) and

x V (y A z) = (x V y) A (x V z).

L is a complemented lattice iff

Vx 3 y (x,y g L) [x A y = 0 & x V y =l],

L is a boolean algebra iff L is a lattice with 0 and 1 which is distributive

and complemented.

L is a complete lattice iff every subset of L has one gib (meet) and

one lub (join). In another linguistic context, that of so-called "group”

readings of plural noun phrases (Link, 1983), note that the structure used

for encoding the domain of individuals in a model is a complete join semi-

lattice, which is a semi-lattice in which each subset of L has a lub (join),

but not necessarily a gib (meet).

Because I employ a notion of unification (and generalization) in

this thesis, a statement of a typical algorithm is required here. I will give

two formulations, one general and one specific. The general formulation

is that of the most-general-unifier (mgu) in term unification; the specific

formulation is that of the unification of categories in a categorial

framework.
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162. Most General Unifier (Knight, 1988, p.2)

Two terms s and t (variables, constants, or functions) are unifiable if

there exists a substitution a (as defined previously, a function from

variables to terms in which a(s) is interpreted as the result of

replacing every variable xin s by ct(x)) such that ct(s) = a(t).

a is the most general unifier (mgu) of s and t if for any other unifier 0,

there is a substitution x, such that the composition of the substitutions

(denoted xa(t)), x a(s) = 0(s).

163. Categorial Unification Algorithm (Moortgat, 1987, p. 47)

XI and X 2 unify:

if XI and X 2 are atomic categories and identical, they unify;

or

if XI is a variable and X 2 is not,

they unify and XI is instantiated to X2;

or

if X 2 is a variable and XI is not,

they unify and X 2 is instantiated to XI;

or

if XI and X 2 are complex categories

and if they have the same connectives

and if their immediate subtypes unify,

they unify.
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In the categorial algorithm, the assumption is made that the category

‘bottom’, symbolized by 1, is atomic and represents the bottommost (most

informative) node in the hierarchy, typically, the empty set; the

(nonesssential) category ‘top’, symbolized by T, is non-atomic and

represents the topmost (least informative or most general) node, i.e., the

“universe” of categories in the lattice (because the disjunction of every

subset). The unification operator, symbolized here as LJ or uif the context

makes it clear that set union is inappropriate (and, alternatively, A, the

meet operator of lattices, if the domain structure is indeed a lattice), is

defined with respect to Top and Bottom as follows:

i. iLJx = x

ii. TLJX = T

The generalization operator, symbolized by F 1 or n (in a non-set context;

alternatively, V, in a lattice context) has the following relationships:

iii. XFI X- 1

iv. T□ X = X
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4.3.2 Categories and Features

Before introducing some of the background on domain theory, we

need to sketch a brief overview of the nature of categories and features.

In our view, the notion of category is that represented by the following

statements:

164. The Notion of Category

a) categories are (only) a short-hand specification for a range of

features, i.e., feature-bundles, and there is no other substantive

content to them;

b) features are (only) a short-hand specification for a range of

values, i.e., value-bundles, and there is no other substantive

content to them;

c) values are (one-place) predicates and (viewed extensionally)

mappable into a boolean space {O, I}. lst_Person (x) thus denotes a

set of individuals S’ of which it holds of each individual x that that

individual is lst_Person, i.e..

Vx(x g S':{a, b, c,... n}, S’ c S:{a, b, c,... n, n+l})

[lst_Person (x)];
21

equivalently, using the characteristic function of S',

fS'(a) = lst_Persons'(a) = {1 if a g S', 0 if a e S'}. It is this latter

interpretation of values taken here;
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d) [actually, a corollary to (c)]: sets of atoms are interpreted

disjunctively;

e) the categorial hierarchy is viewed as consisting of

complement-specifying partial functions, i.e., a category is (only)

the disjunction of its possible subcategories.

In the framework of Gazdar et al ("Category Structures”,

1987/1988, hereafter abbreviated CS), for example, some of these

assumptions are disputed. There, categories are viewed as sets but as a

special kind of set, a "partial function from features to values. ”2 2
They

argue against modelling a set in terms of its characteristic function, as in

(164c) above, because "two sets on the same domain will unify just in case

they are exactly the same set.” (CS, 1987, p. 26) A way out,they say, is "to

model sets as partial functions into a single value range (as opposed to

total functions into a two value range)” (CS, p. 26), i.e., as a partial

characteristic function on the domain, mapping features (=categories)

into {l}, not {O, I}. This is a conjunctive interpretation and thus views

unification as union. However, the view taken in this thesis is a

disjunctive interpretation,^ 3 identified by (CS, 1987, p. 27) as "perverse”,

in which categories are viewed as complement-specifying partial

functions. What is meant by a "complement-specifying partial function”

is the notion that a value can be interpreted as the intersection of its

complement with the original set (or domain of values for the

feature/category). For example, an instantiation of Person with the
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value Ist, normally represented as ‘Person: Ist: 1’ (where 1 is the Boolean

true or +), can be represented equivalently as Person: ((Ist v 2nd v3rd) n

(2nd v 3rd)'), where signifies complementation. This is perfectly

valid if the structure of the domain is indeed a Boolean lattice, as we have

suggested. In a Boolean lattice, every element has a unique complement.

An assumption in force throughout, of course, is that there can be no

cycles in categories, i.e., there are no

Ql Q = {CI, C2,... Cn, Ci},

for, if there were cycles, the partial ordering (set inclusion) would be

violated.

Our primary interest in the disjunctive interpretation of features

is that this allows one to easily encode in the typed feature variable the

range of its possible values. The feature variable for Person, for example,

call it X, is completely underspecified but bounded to the set {lst v 2nd v

3rd}.

The "perversity" comes in conflating the notions of the usual

interpretations of set-membership and property (=predicate). However, I

do not see this conflation as necessarily perverse. Yager (1987), for

example, notes that set theory is semantics-free, and that both

conjunctive and disjunctive interpretations, depending upon the nature
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of the domain, have been proffered. His example (Yager, 1987, pp. 2-3) of

a domain with both conjunctive and disjunctive interpretations is

probability theory:

P({xi, X2, X3}) = .6

is really

Prob(outcome is xi or outcome is X 2 or outcome is X3) = .6

We note that in probability theory we sometimes also use a conjunctive

interpretation when we say X is the set of possible outcomes; however,

when we consider X as the event consisting of all the possible outcomes,

we are using it disjunctively. In addition, he recalls to the reader the

theorem of propositional logic

(ax aa2 a
...

a an) l — (3-1 va2 v
...

v an)
7

noting only that by inferring the disjunctive form, much information is

lost. That is the main reason that a conjunctive set is usually interpreted

conjunctively: a disjunctive interpretation is a weaker inference.

Furthermore, we observe also that recent attempts have been

made to construct logics of both propositional and first-order tautological
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entailment (Dunn, 1976; Belnap, 1976; Patel-Schneider, 1991). A variant of

the latter is a decidable logic able to be used as a knowledge

representation language in artificial intelligence, since considerations of

truth and falsity are enriched with a notion of (in)supportability of

truth/falsity. These logics are weakened in that the class of admissible

inferences permitted in each are a subset of their respective standard

propositional and first-order forms. It would be interesting to compare

the semantics of this representation with that of the representation

developed here, since these logics map values into the subsets rather than

elements of the truth-value set {t, f}. The truth-value domain could be

construed as a lattice of the form:

{t)

\ /
<f)

N
(K

It is interesting once again to speculate along the lines of (Patel-

Schneider, 1991), who notes that one problem with first-order tautological

entailment (and also standard first-order logic) is that quantification is

equivalent to infinite conjunction or disjunction. In his decidable

formulation of this (first-order) logic, he establishes three notions of

entailment (with respect to the truth-value subsets of {t, f}), definable in

terms of sets of situations, two of which are likely candidates for
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knowledge representation: t-entailment and f-entailment. In t-

entailment, the quantifier entailments

VxPx -»t Pa a Pb Pa v Pb -A\. 3xPx

hold; in /-entailment,

VxPx -hf Pa a Pb Pa v Pb ->f 3xPx

hold. Hence, an existential expression is true in the logic of t-entailment

(the version suggested as most amenable to knowledge representation) iff

a particular individual makes it true, t-entailment thus

...
retains more entailments involving conjunction and

universal quantification while losing entailments that involve

disjunction and existential quantification. On the other hand, f-

entailment makes disjunction and existential quantification

primary, relegating conjunction and universal quantification
to a somewhat secondary status.

[Patel-Schneider, 1991, p. 374.]

Furthermore, under t-entailment certain equivalences and inferences of

standard first-order logic do not hold, in particular disjunctive syllogism

and modus ponens. The interest here resides in the possible

correspondence between these weakened tautological entailment logics

and those categorial calculi like the Lambek system which are analogous

to the implicational fragment of propositional logic.
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From the perspective of the type theory of programming

languages, our view here would thus seem to require the second-order

typed (polymorphic) lambda-calculus, in which types can be values in

the lattice (Bruce and Meyer, 1984). According to (Cardelli and Wegner,

1985), however, the only known denotational models of the second-order

calculus are "retract models” (Scott, 1976), in which types are not sets of

objects but functions called retracts; these "can be interpreted as

identifying sets of objects, but are objects themselves.” It is outside the

scope of this thesis, however, to do more than suggest the underlying

formal rationale for the structure of the adopted domain of the

implementation.

It should be emphasized that under our view, categories are

underspecified. One beneficial side-effect of such a view, is that thereby

an efficient encoding scheme is enabled: the categories are viewed as sets

of disjunctive values, upon which efficient operations such as unification

can be performed. Categories are (only) composed of a sets of features, all

of which must possess some value, but any of which can be unspecified as

to its value. Values, correspondingly, must possess some value themselves:

each value's value is underspecified as the disjunction of the elements of

the set {O, I}, i.e., 1.
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4.3.3 Domains

Now, we introduce some notions from domain theory. A domain

is an "omega algebraic consistently complete partial order,” per Buneman

(1987), who approaches the definition from the perspective of the

semantics of functional programming languages, adding that:

We can think of the "meaning” of a record (a partial description)

as the set of maximal elements (the set of complete descriptions)
that it approximates.

The following diagrams are from Buneman (1987) and are reproduced

here to give a flavor for the kind of theory of features which may be

desirable for the categorial analysis taken within this thesis. If we indeed

do view syntactic categories purely as feature bundles, i.e., as "records” in

the above sense which will be interpreted accordingly, then the diagrams

are very pertinent to our effort in categorial theory.
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165. ‘Meaning’ of a Partial Description as Approximation

I*o {y Iys. x, y maximal inD}

In the above, we assume that our sets are co-chains, Cd for the set of

cochains in D.24 Any two members are incomparable (if a set contains

two comparable descriptions - the worse (that is, ordered by ‘goodness’ of

description, by which the more general is less than the more specific)

description is redundant.



166. Hoare Under-Approximation

A >H B s Vae A. 3be B. a > b

Hoare Ordering

A

V'/V/V/V/V'/VV/V/V'/VVI

B "under-approximaLes" or “consistently

describes" A.

241
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167. Smyth Over-Approximation

A >S B = Vbeß. 3aeA. a >b

Smyth Ordering

A

B "over-approximates" or "completely

describes" A

Under this co-chain assumption (Cd, and (Cd, are lattices (domains

with a top element), and thus, and (the join or GLB of H and S,

respectively) always exists; least upper bounds do not in general exist. 25

4.4 The Syntactic Category of the Pronoun

In the above enumeration of major syntactic categories and their

corresponding semantic types, note that the problematic assignment is
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that of pronouns.
26 This thesis will develop the idea that an incorporated

pronoun in the verb is the cause and locus of subject-verb agreement,27

and thus propose that the pronoun is a function, with a complex

category.2B The structure of this category is, however, still somewhat

enigmatic, and so, some time will be spent analyzing the possible

categorizations. It should be noted that the categorization of the pronoun

is not something that categorial theorists inordinately worry about; in

fact, the converse is true: no one ordinarily questions that the category of

the pronoun is NP, though that assumption may obscure much. Needless

to say, the assumptions are not due to willful obscurantism. The analyses

heretofore have simply not been deep enough, being that the renascent

interest in categorial grammar theories remains exactly that: new, too

recent. For examples of the wide spectrum of categorizations, note that

Moortgat (1988) keeps an arm’s distance away, observing Lambek’s

subject (S/(NP\S)) and object (S/(NP)\S) pronominal categorizations (p.

16-17), while retaining a base NP category for the relatives ‘who’ and

‘what’, raisable (via R4’ for purposes of peripheral extraction) to type

S/(S/NP) (pp. 86-88), and category ((N\N)/(S/NP) for a parasitic gap

'which’ (p. 89); Morrill (1987) categorizes personal and demonstrative

pronouns NP, 'who’ as (N\N)/(S\NP), 'whom’ and 'which’ as

(N\N)/(S/NP), thus ''building in” the case distinction; Carpenter (1990a)

assigns the pronoun the category NP (p. 6-7, noting, per determiners, that

one motivation for maintaining the determiner as functional category

and NP as not is for the semantic simplicity such an assignment affords).
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On the one hand, pronouns behave more like full NPs than either

proper names or common nouns, unable to be modified adjectivally or

with quantifiers.

Proper names, for example, can be adjectivally modified. Some

examples are:

168. Adjectivally Modified Proper Names

a. Poor John failed the examination again.

b. Harried but persevering Mary is still selling tickets.

c. *Poor he failed the examination again.

In addition, proper names can, in some cases, be quantified or determined:

169. Quantified/Determined Proper Names

a. Some Joe washed the truck, some Bob, the car.

b. Each Mary hit a home run.

c. The Sudan was nearly Mr. Stanley’s final resting place.

d. ?The Sam went to the store.

Concerning the latter example, however, it can be argued that here the

proper names are being used as common nouns, eg., the class Joe of Joes,

parallel to the class 'man' of 'men'.
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In addition, Giusti (1991, p. 448, who also cites Reis & Vater (1980))

notes that in French, German, and English, it is impossible (and in Italian

marginal) for a pronoun to follow a quantifier, though it can precede a

quantifier and this behavior is the opposite of the full NP:

170. Pronoun and Quantifier Ordering

[GiustPs (1991) examples 29-30, 33-34]

French German

a. j’ai vu tousles enfants a. Jetzt sind sie alle gegangen

b. *j’ai vu les enfants tous b. *Jetzt sind alle sie gegangen

c. *j’ai vu tous eux c. *Jetzt sind die Gaste alle gegangen^^

d. j’ai vu eux tous d. Jetzt sind alle die Gaste gegangen

English

a. They all are coming

b. *AII they are coming.

c. ?The horses all are running.

d. All the horses are running.

Furthermore, proper names always seem to possess definiteness or

referentiality (except possibly when they are quantified, if they can be

quantified, per the note above).
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It is not clear, however, that Giusti’s (1991) judgments of English

are accurate. It seems that part of the inappropriateness of (b), for

example, lies in the case of the pronoun. Though still not quite perfectly

acceptable, (171) is much better:

171. ?All them are coming.

This variance in acceptability seems to be due to the fact that the full NP

forms exemplified by (d) are derived from the partitive, e.g., 'all of the

horses are running'. The partitive formulation with the pronoun, 'all of

them are coming’, is perfectly acceptable, and so this is the reason that

the collapsed form (171) is more acceptable (as opposed to the horrendous

nominative usage 'all of they are coming’). These generalizations

concerning quantifier and pronoun orderings seem to suggest the

following categorizations (with quantifiers classified as np/np, i.e.,

modifying functions seeking np arguments, and pronominals as np or

np/np\np, i.e., either as arguments to quantifier functions or as

functions seeking (function-valued) quantifier arguments):

172. Possible Pronominal Categorizations

a. np/(np\np) npVnp

R2

np!/(np\np)
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b. *np/np npV(np\np)

R2?

c. ?np np/np

d. np/np np

RI

np

under the three assumptions that,

1) the rules are ordered R 1 > R 2 > R3...,

2) that a left-to-right derivation is preferred, and

3) that the rule invocation begins at the location of the word currently

being parsed and employs its directional category as the initiation

point.

This latter assumption permits (172a) but not (172b), for example,

because the category annotated with an exponent, npl, is the initiating

category for the rule. It is unclear why example (172b) is not legitimized

by an application of association R 3 and then R2, however. Consequently,

these categorizations will not be argued here as being conclusive.

Pronominals and the full NP share other properties. In English,

for example, the quantifier/pronominal form requires that the pronoun

be preceded by 'of, in a partitive construction, as in the following:
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173. Some of them are teachers.

*Some them are teachers.

Some of the men are teachers.

*Some of a men are teachers.

Some men are teachers.

Hence, it appears, perhaps unsurprisingly, that all personal pronouns are

definite.3o

The analysis of pronouns as definite descriptions has a long

tradition in semantics (eg., Cooper (1979); see also Heim (1982) for an

analysis of definite descriptions as pronouns). Typically, pronouns are

analyzed in terms of bound and free variables, bound or not bound by the

usual universal or existential quantifiers of the predicate calculus or (in

theories admitting such) by generalized quantifiers based on these. There

is still some controversy, however, about the quantificational nature of

indefinite pronouns, an analysis originally proposed by Bertrand Russell

(who concomitantly argued that indefinites are not referring

expressions.) Heim (1982, p. 15), for example, notes that Kripke (1977),

based on a suggestion by Grice (1967, 1971), distinguishes "speaker

reference” and "semantic reference,” with indefinites (per Russell)

lacking the latter but not the former. Indefinites can serve as

antecedents for anaphoric pronouns (as "donkey sentences” make clear:
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eg., 'Every farmer who owns a donkey, feeds it’ with the anaphoric

(indefinite) 'it' referring back to the indefinite antecedent 'a donkey’).

Note also that (typically definite) Bach-Peters sentences such as

174. The Pilot that shot at it hit the MIG that chased him.

exhibit similar binding difficulties; in these sentences the coreference

relations are intermixed. See McCawley (1981, pp. 182-4), Kartunnen

(1971, 1976), Pollard and Sag (1991, p. 246).

Heim (1982), similar to analyses of Discourse Representation

Theory (Kamp, 1981), ultimately rejects the analysis of indefinites as

possessive of quantificational force, arguing instead that they are

variables or referential indices, either free or bound pragmatically by "a

quantifier whose scope encompasses the entire text” (p. 253).

Alternatively, Groenendijk and Stokhof (1991) [G&S 91] argue for the

reinstatement of a (directly) compositional analysis of indefinites,

advocating the use of a 'dynamic’ predicate logic for problematic

constructions exemplified by the donkey-sentences, in which pronouns

are interpreted as being 'dynamically’ bound outside of the scope of their

ostensibly binding quantifiers. The latter kind of analysis dispenses with

the (non-compositional) requirement of an intermediate level of

semantic representation or logical form intervening between
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syntactic form and meaning proper, of the former kind of analysis (cf.

G&S 91, p. 94); the meaning of a construction of natural language, in their

view, is only partially attributable to its truth conditions, and greatly

depends on "the way it changes (the representation of) the information

of the interpreter” (G&S 91, p.43). In dynamic logic, the translation of

the given donkey-sentence is into the usual:

175. Vx[[farmer (x) a 3y[donkey(y) a own(x,y)] ] -> beat(x,y)]

rather than into the translation that best corresponds to the intuitive

meaning of the sentence:

176. VxVy[[farmer (x) a donkey(y) a own(x,y)] -> beat(x,y)]

In their view, it is the meaning of the connectives which change, into a

dynamic interpretation (G&S 91, p. 50); for example, implication becomes

177.1(1) -» vl = !<g,h )l h» g & Vk: < h,k >eW =» <k,j > e W

and so ‘3xPx -> Qx
7 is equivalent to Vx[Px -> Qx]

7

.
In their words, in (i), (p.

51):
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We can treat a pronoun which is anaphorically linked to such a

term [an indefinite term translated as an existentially
quantified phrase] as a variable corresponding to the

quantifier. The dynamic interpretation of the existential

quantifier and the implication, ensures that the proper

bindings result, and that the indefinite term has the required
universal force.

In this thesis, we wish to remain neutral with respect to many of

these semantic issues concerning pronouns, emphasizing simply that

within the categorial framework, a compositional semantics is retained

and a level of logical form is not needed, circumstances which are

desirable from our perspective. These issues will become more important

if the essentially syntactic notion of pronominal incorporation we

elucidate later is seen to have a semantic or pragmatic correlate or be, in

fact, inherently representable purely within the semantics and

pragmatics.

There are classes of pronouns which are indefinite: for example,

the class exemplified by "Somebody”, "something”, "someone”,

"anybody”, etc., and the relative pronouns, but these are not among the

personal pronouns. Moreover, even these aforementioned indefinite

pronouns are perhaps better analyzed as lexicalized quantifier noun

forms and hence not admitted into the category of pronominal.

Furthermore, those pronominal forms such as "one' ordinarily

characterized as indefinite personal pronouns, bear some similarity to

these quantifier noun forms, and hence arguably could be added to that
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class. But, alternatively, 'one’ could be characterized as the bare English

[+human] personal pronoun, in contradistinction to the bare [-human]

pronoun ‘it’ which is universally recognized as being a personal

pronoun. This latter tact seems much more fruitful (though not crucial)

and will be pursued in this thesis. The complete set of the English

personal pronouns thence is the following: I, you, he, she, it, one, we,

they.
31 Note also that, like NTs, the personal pronouns can be followed by

relative clauses and prepositional phrases:32

178. He who looks, finds.

She in the hat is smiling.

I who came from the country... [cf. Moravcsik, 1978, p. 360]

In addition, with the exception of ‘one’, the personal pronouns cannot be

quantified, as the following examples bear witness:

179. *Every he is going to the store.

*AII they love cookies.^ 3

Any one of the girls could have done as well.

These generalizations suggest that the category of personal

pronoun should be equivalent to that of a quantified, definite NP like

"Each man”, typically rendered in Categorial grammar as NP/(NP\NP),

the type-lifted version of NP. I would like, however, to potentially
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categorize the (unstressed or incorporated) personal pronoun as NP\NP

(or xlnp).34 The distinct categorization of NPs and pronouns is bolstered

by evidence from some languages such as Irish, as we shall see, in which

an ordinary, overt pronoun cannot coordinate with a lexical NP unless

the pronoun is suffixed with a particle (which functions as an emphatic,

contrastive, reflexive, etc.) Hence, the NP\NP categorization may be

preferred, given as a tentative scenario for language

acquisition/historical evolution the following:

180. Scenario for Pronominal Incorporation into Verb

a. Initial pronoun and noun category: NP

b. (over)Topicalization of sentences:

eg., 'John, he sleep’;

hence, [NP NP verb ...] constructions,

Pronoun reanalyzed as type NP\NP to derive full NP:

John he sleep

NP NPVNP X\S

toc.G(x) Xy.sleep’(y)

RI

NP

RI, X=np

S
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c. Verb "incorporates” the pronominal into its argument structure

via composition, R2: NP\NP X\S =>NP\S

Xx.G(x) Xz.sleep
,

(G(z))

d. Now, verb (with incorporated pronoun) is applied to subject NP:

The man in the hat sleep-s

NP NP\S

kz.sleep’(G(z))

RI

S sleep
,

(G(man_in_the_hat
,

))

An alternative scenario to the above for pronominal

incorporation, for which I am grateful to Manfred Krifka, is one that

more directly links predicate-argument agreement with the

identification of argument-slot associations, i.e.,

181. Alternative Scenario for Pronominal Incorporation

a. Positional identification of argument slots:

John Mary saw

NP NP (S\NP)\NP

—S\NP

b. Expression of anaphoric relationships by agreement features:

John
....

he, Mary ....
she

NPm NPm NPf NPf
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c. Use of pronouns to identify argument slots, and agreement to

associate with arguments (NPs being extra-clausal):

(John) he her saw (Mary)

NPm NPm NPf (S\NP)\NP NPf

d. Incorporation of pronouns; pronouns are used to indicate

arguments without specification of directionality and/or

application order. The full NPs become part of the clause again:

John he - her - saw Mary

NPm NPINPm NPINPf (S\NP)\NP NPf

—(S\NP)INPf—-

—(SINPm)INPf

SINPm (Alternatively, subject

S applied first)

These scenarios are comparable to the semantico-pragmatic

analysis we finally argue for in Chapter 5, in which the incorporated

pronominals are interpreted semantically and not syntactically, as

argument slots which are themselves functions.

In many cases, as we shall see, it may be preferable to allow both

categorizations for pronouns, the full NP/NPVNP (or its polymorphic
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rendition, X/NPXX) and the reduced NP\NP (NP/NP). In the next section,

the candidate categorizations of the pronoun are examined in detail.

4.5 Alternative Categorizations of the Pronoun

In this section, we investigate alternative categorizations of the

pronoun (weak or strong) in the generalized categorial framework. For

brevity, we use the Lambek calculus notation here, rather than the

Gentzen sequent formulation. The manner in which this investigation

will be pursued is as follows. First, a rule of substitution is defined,

amounting to a form of limited resolution. Then partially specified

categorizations (i.e., categorizations which include variables and constant

categories) will be proposed for the pronoun. These categorizations will

be limited to functors having as range the category NP and will be

inserted in the category representation for a string of English. Then a

derivation will be shown in which the substitution rule is used to

instantiate the variable categories in the proposed categorization of the

pronoun. The continuation of the derivation after instantiation will then

be displayed. The purpose of this entire exercise is to sketch the behavior

of a reasonable set of hypothetical categorizations of the pronoun as they

affect the rest of the derivation; i.e., we seek to determine some

operational generalizations about the logical space of the categorizations,

and thereby weed out some possibilities based upon their problematic

derivational behavior. The alternative categorizations which are
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problematic are set off graphically by being printed in a smaller, single-

spaced font, to flag the reader.

First, let us assume a limited Rule of Substitution Polymorphism,

denoted ‘==>
s', much like that already independently required for Boolean

and non-Boolean coordination [i.e., X\X/X] (per "polymorphic variants of

L, where sequents can contain variable subtypes at any level of

recursion” (cf. Moortgat, 1988, p. 165; van Benthem (1991), pp. 175-183),

with the stipulation that the main connective, if there is one, must be

5

182. Rule of Substitution

a) X/Y a ==>s X/Y Y [i.e., Yis the only acceptable value for a;

reducible to X by Rl]

b) the general case:

P a ==>
s p y, if P y

ry>2
6

where y is the result of replacing the type ai in a by the type pi

in p such that the replacement permits the type expression p y to

be reduced in a single step (i.e., to an exPress i°n Shaving a

degree less than or equal to the degree of either p or a, using only

inference rules Rl or R2.

The above simply means that the type variable a\ unifies with

the type expression p (via the inference rule of Resolution, i.e., is a
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substitution instance of the type) in order to motivate a subsequent

legitimate combinatorial rule (or inference) of Function Application or

Composition (R lorß2, respectively). In (186a) above, pi can only be Y.

If the single-step rule, which is admittedly arbitrary and constrained to a

single-step merely to limit our choices by bounding what we have to

consider, was relaxed slightly to include the inference rule of

disharmonic composition R2' (i.e., more choices would be

available. We note that R2' is not ruled out by either the principle of

Directional Consistency or Directional Inheritance (Steedman( 1987), p.

407ff), two principles which follow as theorems in the system L + {<,>}, the

left and right infixation operators (Mixed Composition) respectively of

Moortgat (1988), pp. 114-120.36 This relaxation is not taken, however, and

from now on, unless explicit contrary mention is made, we will restrict

the range of the variable type to be a set of those types each of which

when instantiated in the variable type expression will yield a result

derivable in a single step by the application of only rules R 1 or R2.

For example, in (186a), the set of types is only |Y}. Xis ruled out

because the resulting expression ‘X/Y X’ will not reduce via a single

application of R 1 or R2.37 The only other possible substitution, X/Y, will

similarly not permit the entire expression to reduce.

This use of variable types does not yet require more formal power

than the typed lambda calculus. However, should we introduce variables
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ranging over variable types, as, for example by introducing a type a

ranging over a subset Ei of the total set of types E, and a type p ranging

over a subset E2of E, where either El -E24 oorE- El 0, then the

second-order calculus will be required.

Next, assume the category of pronoun = x/np\x, x/np\np, or

np/np\x.3 8
This assumption views pronouns, therefore, as variable

functional types yielding NPs, i.e., polymorphic functions ranging over

NPs. This set of alternatives proposes a distinction between Nouns, NPs,

and Pronouns along the lines of the following:

183. Noun Types

Proper Nouns and Pragmatically/Deictically Bound (definite)

Common Nouns: np, np/np\np

(generic and indefinite) Common Nouns: np

x/np\x, x/np\np, or np/np\x

Now, we will try the various cases, using the example sentence

"He sleeps”.
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184. Assume pron = (x/np)\x. There are six alternatives:

a. Let x = np

he sleep

(x/np)\x4o
np\s

[+topic (+ def)]

Substitute [
f

npVx]

(np/np)\np

R2

he-sleeps

(np/np)\s

Here, the problematic result is an expression which requires a leftward

type np/np, generally that of determiners.

b. Let x = np

he sleep

(x/np)\x np\s

Otopic (+ def)]

Substitute [‘np’/x], R 3

np/(np\np)

R2' (variety: Y/Z,Y\X => X/Z)

he-sleeps

s/(np/np)

In the above problematic version, instead of R2, an authorized variety of

R2' is employed, a relaxing of our rule.
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c. he sleep

x/np\x np\s

[+topic (+ def)]

Argument Lowering^"!

np

RI

he-sleeps

s

This alternative reasonably yields S.

There are other substitutions which could be made in (184a). Any

of the following are possible (if illegitimate by our restricted single-step

rule) substitution instances of x: E= {np, np\s, s/np, s}, and so the other

possible (relaxed single-step) derivations (with x ranging over the other

values of the set E) are the following:

d. Let x = np\s

he sleep

x/np\x np\s

Substitute [
f

np\sVx]

(np\s)/np\(np\s) ??

The derivation is blocked. There is no rule to combine the two

expressions.
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e. Let x= s/np

he sleep

x/np\x np\s

Substitute ['s/npVx]

(s/np)/(np\(s/np)) ??

The derivation is blocked. There is no rule to combine the two

expressions.

f. Let x= s

he sleep

x/np\x np\s

Substitute [V/x]

s/(np\s)

RI

he-saw

s

Hence, only the function application derivations (184c, f), and

the function composition derivations (184a-b) are unquestionably valid

(at least, in a single-step), even though (184a) derives (np/np)\s and (b)

s/(np/np). Note, however, that in the general case, there may be an

infinite number of substitution instances for a variable type, due to the

logical infinity of the system LR, the Lambek/Gentzen calculus with

Resolution (cf. Moortgat, 1988, Ch. 5). Properties of the LR system, such as

count-invariance, functional (categorial) monotonicity, etc., can be used
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to constrain the proof space. Moortgat (1988) also proposes that a lemma

database be used in conjunction with the Cut inference.

Should we seek to use rule R2', Disharmonic Composition, in any of

our alternatives (as we have in (188b)), a cost is incurred. The rule R2'

entails the collapse into the permutation closed extension LP of the

system L, which collapse we prefer to Following Moortgat (1988),

we might seek to confine this LP extension to the lexicon, a confinement

we in fact do propose here: these derivations are meant to add plausibility

to the pronominal incorporation hypothesis for predicate agreement,

taken as possible derivations from a language acquisition and historical

perspective, not necessarily from a synchronic perspective.

Synchronically, we view these derivations as having already occurred

(especially 184a-b) and having been lexicalized. Assuming that the

language here has subject agreement (and our example is English), the

result of (184a-b) can be viewed in two ways: 1) the arguments of the verb

become reanalyzed, from np\np => np (alternatively, np/np) in the

course of the language's evolution; or 2) the arguments of the verb

remain functors and these functors are hive' during syntax (and,

possibly, with directionality abstracted away) i.e.,
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185. John he-sleep

np (nplnp)\s

??

John-he-sleeps

But it is still unclear what the rule that licenses the above result

might be. It may be that the initial pronoun is what we have alluded to as

a weak pronoun, not the strong pronoun which surfaces as a discrete

word in English; it may instead be similar to the generally unstressed

pronominal clitic of many other languages. Before investigating such a

possibility, however, let us first complete our survey of other possible

categorizations with respect to a strong pronoun. Again, we set off

problematic categorizations in a smaller, single-spaced font.

186. Assume pron = x/np\np. Then x = |np, s, np\s}.

a. Let x = np. There are four alternatives, including the two (188a-b)

and the R2' version of the following:

he sleep

(x/np)\np np\s

R2

he-sleeps

(x/np)\s

Note that the result here is rather perplexing, since we have an

unbound type V left in the leftward argument of the verbal complex.



The same statement applies to the R2' alternative, s/(x/np) (utilizing the

composition rule form Y/Z,Y\X=> X/Z).

b. Let x = s.

he sleep

(x/np)\np np\s

Substitute [V/x]

(s/np)\np

R2

(s/np)\s

he-sleeps

It is unclear how to interpret this result.

c. Let x = np\s.

he sleep

(x/np)\np np\s

Substitute ['np\sVx]

((np\s)/np)\np

R2

((np\s)/np)\s

he-sleeps

It is also unclear how to interpret this result.

187. Assume pron = np/np\x. .
Then x = {np, s, np\s}.

a. Let x = np. There are two alternatives, identical to (188a-b).

265
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b. Let x = s. There are two alternatives, one identical to (190b) and

one using functional application:

1. he sleep

np/(np\x) np\s

Substitute [V/x]

np/(np\s)

R2' (variety: Y/Z,Y\X => X/Z)

s/(np\s)

he-sleeps

2. he sleep

np/(np\x) np\s

Substitute [V/x]

np/(np\s)

RI

s

he-sleeps

c. Let x = np\s.

he sleep

np/(np\x) np\s

Substitute ['np\sVx]

np/(np\(np\s))

R2' (variety: Y/Z,Y\X => X/Z)

s/(np\(np\s))

he-sleeps

This result also has no clear interpretation.

In the above rendering of the possible combinatorics for

pronouns, we have seen that the most likely categorization for pronouns
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of English is (in addition to categories np and np/np\np) either that of

category x/np\x, np/np\x, or x/np\np, if np is the value for x (cf. 184a-b,

186a, 187a-b). However, none of these latter categories results in s. Of the

categorizations which result in s, all have s assigned initially to x or x

remains uninstantiated. None of these possible categorizations appear

either intuitively plausible or likely candidates without causing severe

distortion to our theoretical foundations. The table in (188) displays the

relevant information.

188. Derivation # Pronoun Cat x Result Operation

184 a x/np\x np (np/np)\s R 2

184 b " np s/(np/np) R2'

184 c " NA s Arg Lower

184 d " np\s (np\s)/np\(np\s) ??

184 e " s/np (s/np)/(np\(s/np)) ??

184 f " s s R 1

186 (cf. 184a) x/np\np

(cf. 184b)
"

186 a " NA (x/np)\s R 2

" NA s/(x/np) R2'

186 b " s (s/np)\s R 2

186 c " np\s (((np\s)/np)\s R 2

187 a (cf.lB4a) np/np\s

(cf. 184b)
"
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187b.l "
s s/(np\s) R2'

187b.2 "
s s R 1

187 c " np\s s/(np\(np\s)) R2'

Because the categorizations we have looked at seem implausible,

let us now assume that the category of the pronoun is a member of the set

{x\np, np/x, possibly the nondirectional xlnp, nplnp}, but remains live

after incorporation into the verb, ie, that it is partially saturated only.

Here, we begin to view the pronominal involved as a weak pronoun.

In the following examples* hypothetical assignments and

derivations based upon these categorizations are given. The pronoun is

represented as Tie’, but in fact this is a slightly inaccurate representation

for the weak pronominal. The relevant analysis for our purposes is

(189b), the derivation that includes function composition.
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189.

a. John he sleep

np x\np np\s

Subst TnpVx]

np\np

RI

np

john-he

RI

s

john-sleeps

b. John he sleep

np x\np np\s

Subst [*npVx]

np\np

R2

np\s

RI

s

After time (viewed diachronically), the verb captures the pronominal

category via the operation of composition, in effect, a partial

lexicalization; viewed synchronically, the weak pronominal still exists
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(invisibly) in the string. In the diachronic view, subsequently, either

weak pronouns cease to exist (because captured by the verb) or full

pronouns are reanalyzed to np; in the synchronic view, both weak and

strong pronouns continue to exist. 43 Note that in the above, by using V,

no assertion is made about the nature of the category.

In this section, we have demonstrated some of the conceivable

categorizations of the pronoun for a possible incorporation analysis.

From a derivational perspective, none look promising except the ordinary

categorizations of np or np/np\np, and the reduced forms np/np and

np\np, and possibly the partially specified forms of these, i.e., types of

the same structure but with variable subtypes such as np/x, etc.
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Footnotes to Chapter 4

1 For a more complete account of the antecedents of modern Categorial
Grammar, see Casadio (1988), upon which most of our rendition is based.

Note also in this context the work of Brentano (cf. Marty (1918)),

which we will broach in a later section of this thesis, regarding his

distinction between thetic and categorical statements, in the discussion of

desubjectivization and the prosodic effects on subject/predicate
agreement, an issue recently raised by H-J. Sasse (1987). See also Sgall et

al. (1986), p. 203-207, p. 84, on the distinction between thetic and

categorical judgments.

2 There are too many possible citations to mention in regard to these

directions in contemporary computer science, and at the risk of slighting
other equal worthies, I cite only a few, general sources: Combinatory

Logic and the Lambda-Calculus (and types): Hindley and Seldin (1986).

Logic in Computer Science: Gallier (1986). Type Theory: Martin-Lof

(1984). Denotational Semantics: Stoy (1977), Milne and Strachey (1976).

3 This statement is not intended to disallow the assignment of types to

other kinds of linguistic constructs, such as phonological segments,

syntactic features, etc., but simply seeks to demarcate the level I will be

concerned with in this thesis.

4 Lexical entries may have more than a single syntactic category or a

single semantic type. If strict compositionality is relaxed, for example,

each syntactic category may have associated with it a vast range of

semantic types, perhaps one of which (a base or "key type”) is lexically

assigned and the rest determinable by application of authorized type

inference or shifting rules.

5 Categories such as V and VP will, however, be given a functional

definition in terms of other, primitive categories. An intransitive verb

(IV), for example, will have the category NP\S, a notation explained in the

body of the text.

6 These definitions are paraphrased from Bavel (1982), p. 144, 183, Gallier

(1986), p. 5.

7 In other words, if the slash tilts rightward, the argument is to the right;

if the slash tilts leftward, the argument is to the left.
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8 The definition of the reduction rule of Type-Lifting (R4) is given in the

section immediately following this table.

9 Or alternatively, Xx.iy.x(man(y)), if we want to emphasize that the types

of the variables are distinct.

10 The category X/NPXX ascribed to pronouns (possibly NP/NP\NP) will be

a crucial plank in the categorial analysis of agreement developed herein.

Pronouns cannot have exactly the same category as either Proper names

(PN), or common nouns, as Moravcsik (1979, p. 359, cf. also FN 15) notes:

‘"Personal pronouns can’t be modified or determined, and they cannot be

adjectivally quantified.”

The category most clearly parallel to the pronouns is that of the full NP;

hence the possible base pronominal categorization of the ‘lifted’ NP, that

is, NP/NPVNP.

Note that this assignment is identical to the 'higher-order’ noun-

phrase types proposed in Zeevat, Klein & Calder, 1987), their C/NPXC; cf.

also Emms (1989) who assigns quantifiers the semantic type ((e,x),x), as

cited in van Benthem (1991), p. 174-5.

11 For both Transitive Verbs and Intransitive Verbs, at this point, at least

one variant of the functional category assigned to each contains one

argument (or two, for TVs) which is variable, i.e., the functor is

unspecified as to the (domain) type it seeks to combine with. In all cases,

however, the range type is specified as S. The preliminary justification
for these category assignments is the fact that verbs do select for

complements which are not NPs, though arguably all subjects are

required to be NPs (with the possible qualification that a sentential

subject, for example, may or may not be interpreted finally as an NP).

This variant categorization is employed in the text to display the

hypothesized process by which the pronoun is incorporated into the

verb.

12 These reduction rules will later be given a sequent formulation, and be

seen as derivable theorems in the Lambek/Gentzen calculus, following
from a single axiom (the sequent a => a, where a is a sequence of types

(or formulae), or in some alternative Gentzen-style formulations, a finite

set of formulae [cf. Wallen (1990,p. 13)] and the various connective

introduction and elimination rules. For example, (per Moortgat (1988):

Introduction: succedent

(lambda abstraction:
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eg., \R, Y\X: \v. Term,Y:v, X: Term)

[/:right] T=> X/Y if

T,Y => X

[Vright] T => Y\X if

Y,T => X

13 Associativity (R3) applies only to functions with two arguments, one

leftward and one rightward. Type Lifting (R4), however, permits

somewhat the same capability for functions of one argument, where that

argument is itself a function. This notion will be used later in our

analysis of agreement, in which the subject functionally composes with

the incorporated pronoun of the verb.

14 There are additional structural rules in the Lambek/Gentzen sequent

calculus, about which more will be said later; to note, the additional rules

are: Weakening, Contraction, and Exchange.

15 Cf. Moorgat (1988, p. 31-37); Gallier (1986, p. 110-111); Wallen (1990, p.

12-16) who comments on the Gentzen Hauptsatz (Gentzen, 1935), to the

effect that any proof using the Cut Rule can be transformed into a proof
that is Cut-free. Cf. Lambek (1958), with regard to the latter, and a

formulation of the Cut Elimination Theorem for the system L, Lambek's

Gentzen sequent calculus for the associative, directional categorial

system.

16 Or, in the notation of Siekmann (1986, p. 366), 0 = {x l-> g(b), y l-> h(x,

a)}.

17 In the Gentzen formulation of propositional logic (rather than our

Lambek variation here), either the antecent or the succedent or both can

be empty (Gallier, 1986, p. 62); in the pure Gentzen system, sequents are

composed of sequences of propositions, not types.

18 I employ the phrases Togical syntactic consequence' and Togical
semantic consequence' to make clear the meaning that these are not the

linguistic 'syntactic' and 'semantic' usage, but the nomenclature of first-

order logic.

19 In these, more powerful systems, type properties such as 'count

invariance' no longer hold, as we shall see.

20 One possible drawback of such a relaxation is, of course, the explosion

of syntactic analyses thereby, many with equivalent semantic

interpretations. Wittenburg (1986) describes this result as the problem of

'spurious ambiguity'. Moortgat (1988, p. 58), observing Buszkowksi's
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(1988) completeness result for the directional categorial calculus, calls

the property ‘structural completeness’, and believes it demonstrates that

the notion of an autonomous syntax is ‘empirically void’ (p. 57), and that

thereal constituent determinant is the prosodic phrasing of the natural

language expression, which can be directly interpreted semantically.
Structural completeness here is defined as:

Moortgat (1988, p. 58-59):

If a sequence of expressions reduces to a result type Y, given a set of

initial (lexical) type assignments to the atoms, the resulting type can be

derived for any grouping of the subexpressions into constitutents...

An expression thus belongs to a range of types, and derived types can be

generated with an interpretation reducible to the interpretation of the

basic type.

Buszkowski (1988):

Structural completeness of L. If a sequence of categories Xi,...,Xn reduces

to Y, there is a reduction to Y for any bracketing of Xi,...,Xn
into

constituents.

Steedman (1991), similary argues that it is the intonational structure

which receives the semantic interpretation, that (p. 291) ‘intonation

structure and surface structure are in fact isomorphic’.

21 In this view, lst_Person(x) is like the formula Green(x), which is

meant to represent or pick out all those individuals x (if any) which are

green.

22 Their scheme consists of levels: type 0 features take atomic values, type

1 features take categories as values, type n features take type n-1

categories as values, etc. (CS, 1987, p. 4-5)

23 (CS, 1987) cites FUG (Kay, 1979) and (Karttunnen, 1984) as, on the one

hand, using set-valued attributes with a disjunctive interpretation, and on

the other, discussing the issues of the disjunctive view. See also (Kaspar,

1987) and (Eisele & Dorre, 1988) on unification with respect to disjunction.

24 A chain (also called linearly ordered set) is a tuple (A, R), where A is a

set and R is a linear ordering (Bavel (1982), p. 175), (Cohn (1989), p. 8, pp.

38-45).

25 Buneman (1987) points out that one application under the above

orderings is deductive databases (with inheritance, e.g., Ait-Kaci, Maier,
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Bancilhon), which are closures in the Hoare powerdomain. Furthermore,

one may want to

have a notion of types in which the two orderings agree (Hoare and Smyth),
to obtain an answer to the query: “get me all things in the database whose

type is at least Employee" here, types are “live", upward closed, sets

ordered by Smyth order; as opposed to Hoare ordering, in which types are

“safe", downward-closed, sets ordered by Hoare ordering.

26 In addition, the categories of TV and IV are not wholly unproblematic,

possessing as they do arguments of variable type.

27 A generalization of this statement can be argued (as will be discussed

later) that, in fact all noun-related agreement is explainable in terms of

pronominal incorporation. An even more general suggestion, not to be

fleshed out here, is that all agreement is attributable to an incorporated
element: tense/aspect "agreement” or sequences could be due to an

incorporated ‘pro-verb’ in the auxiliary -- witness the literature’s

plethora of detailed correspondences between pronominals and

tense/aspect, eg., Partee (1973), Partee (1984), Hinrichs (1981), Gopnick

(1992).

28 The incorporated pronoun in the verbal complex thus corresponds to

AGR in GB, for example, or little pro, and is a Chomsky (1986) instance of a

"functional category”. We will have more to say about the GB equivalents
later.

29 If ‘alle’ is taken to be a floated quantifier, then the example is

acceptable (Krifka, p.c.).

30
Many have also remarked that empty subjects in null-subject (or pro-

drop) languages always have definite reference (eg., Rizzi, 1982;

Chomsky, 1982).

31 And dialectally dependent, a [2nd person, plural] form: ‘y’all’, ‘you

guys’, et al.

32 Krifka (p.c.) notes, however, that this statement doesn't quite jibe with

the facts of German, which lacks such a pronoun-headed free relative

clause, requiring instead constructions such as:

Wer sucht, der findet. ‘(He) Who looks, that who finds/
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33 The ellidable COMP-headed form exemplified by 'All (that) they love is

cookies' is, of course, quite different. Cf. also FN. 10.

34 Farther along in this thesis, the various alternative categorizations are

analyzed. The unstressed or weak pronoun may in various languages no

longer overtly exist, but lives on only as an artefact of the semantics.

This semantic/pragmatic interpretation will be presented later.

35 In the Lambek/Gentzen calculus as used by Moortgat (1988), a rule

similar (but more general) to our Rule of Substitution is the Cut

inference. The Cut rule is

U,T,V => Y, if T=> X, and U,X,V => Y

where X,Y are types, and U,T,V are sequences of types, with T non-empty.

36 Moortgat (1988), p. 118 displays a table of the sixteen instantiations of

composition in the system LP (L with the structural rule of Permutation,

allowing the permutation of antecedents), given below. The highlighted
rules are those not ruled out by Steedman’s two principles of Directional

Consistency (rules out bottom left and top right) and Directional

Inheritance (rules out the unhighlighted rest).

X/Y,Y/Z=>X/Z Y/Z,X/Y=>X/Z

X/Y,Y/Z=>Z\X Y/Z,X/Y=>Z\X

X/Y,Z\Y=>X/Z Z\Y,X/Y=>X/Z

X/Y,Z\Y=>Z\X Z\Y,X/Y=>Z\X

Y\X,Y/Z=>X/Z Y/Z,Y\X=>X/Z

Y\X,Y/Z=>Z\X Y/Z,Y\X=>Z\X

Y\X,Z\Y=>X/Z Z\Y,Y\X=>X/Z

Y\X,Z\Y=>Z\X Z\Y,Y\X=>Z\X

In the system L + {<,>}, the highlighted rules are theorems if mixed

composition is interpreted as "the combination of an infixation main

functor with an ordinary concatenative subordinate functor." (Moortgat,

p. 120).

37 If the rule was relaxed to include R 4 type-lifing (i.e.,
R1

=£4
)>

this substitution would be partially acceptable, i.e.,

X/Y X =>X/Y (X/Y)/X\(X/Y) (via R4) =>(X/Y)/X (via R 1 )

but is degree-increasing (where 'degree' is the number of connectives in

the type), and so may lead to an infinite proof.
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38 These are similar to the ‘higher-order’ noun-phrase types proposed in

Zeevat, Klein & Calder, 1987), i.e., their C/NP\C; cf. also Emms (1989) who

assigns quantifiers the semantic type ((e,x),x), as cited in van Benthem

(1991), p. 174-5.

39 Note that the possible category triple [np/x\np, np/x\x, x/x\np} is

disallowed, since we want to retain the notion of a pronoun as being both

a functor and having its range as NP, at least at this stage of spelling out

the alternatives. These suggested noun types, moreover, are not crucial

for our thesis.

40 \ye Could immediately apply Argument Lowering here, reducing the

pronoun to NP and then combining via R 1 with the verb; but then why
not just categorize the pronoun as NP lexically and remove a step? We try

the alternative in (b).

41 Recall that Argument Lowering is the inverse of raising, R4, i.e.,

X/Y\X => Y, and is a valid theorem in L.

42 Cf. Moortgat (1988), p. 90-94.

43 I see a process here much like that of verbs capturing prepositions in

English to become verb-particle semi-idioms, a stage after cliticization,

eg., 'Jane looked the word up in the thesaurus.' In fact, I think examples

like this (and even full idiomatic phrases) demonstrate that incorporation

intersects the morphological and syntactic levels, representing a partial

lexicalization, with (word-internal) elements still able to be affected by

syntactic operations. These verb-particle forms, for example, continue to

require an object for the 'incorporated' preposition, with, however, a

different case requirement, the evolution looking something like:

look(x) up np => look(up(x)) np

I I I

[oblq/loc] [locative] [accus/theme]

In this example, after incorporation the preposition 'up' has changed the

argument structure of the verb 'look'.

An alternative way of viewing this is as a semantic/pragmatic

process, which will be described shortly.



5. The Categorial Analysis of Coordination and Concord

As we have seen, there are at least five primary problems that a

theory (categorial or other) of the interaction between coordination and

concord must address: ordinary agreement, neutralization or null

agreement, cover class agreement, disagreement, and verb-coded

coordinations, these latter of which seem to involve both morphology and

syntax. We can list these and identify sub-problems for each:

190. Concord and Coordination Interaction Problems

a. Ordinary Agreement
1. Closest conjunct agreement
2. Resolution mechanism

3. Features involved

b. Neutralization

1. Syncretism: purely phonological?
2. Semantically disallowed?

c. Cover Class Agreement:

1. Cover classes/categories
2. Default values

3. More complex structures: sequence, hierarchy, lattice.

d. Disagreement

1. Statement of possible rule: complement operator?

2. More complex structures

3. Closest/Farthest conjunct strategy

4. Comitatives

e. Verb-Coded Coordinations

1. Weak and strong pronominals
2. Interaction between syntax and morphology

Moreover, there are additional questions to be asked of such a

theory: What are the categories or types in the theory? What are

features: sub-categories or sub-sorts, syntactic or semantic entities? Are

278
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concord processes dependent, independent, or partially dependent upon

ordinary combinatorial rules such as function application, composition,

and type-raising? If independent, what is the mechanism: unification,

checking for non-distinctness? If dependent, are the concord facts in

agreement with typical combinatorial facts, e.g., are functional

application controller and controllee directional flows of concord always

consistent? What is the relationship between concord and type-raising?

Does the concord derived from an operation of functional composition

differ from that of application? If concord processes are partially

dependent on ordinary category-combining rules, what are the

variations? Are they regular? Do the coordination-concord facts indicate

a more correct choice of formalism among the different combinatoric

rules? How can an overt conjunct conjoin with an implicit conjunct

represented only by verbal inflection, as in verb-coded coordination, and

what do such constructions imply about the interaction of syntax and

morphology? Moreover, where is the correct allocation of information

for concord-coordination facts: in the phonology, morophogy, syntax,

semantics, discourse, or some subset of these? How would a strict

generalized categorial analysis, using the Lambek/Gentzen calculus, for

example (which posits the direct semantic interpretion of prosodic

structure, thereby treating syntax as non-autonomous, artefactual and

thus dispensable), handle the coordination-concord facts?
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Furthermore, assuming a categorial framework, why don’t other

apparent instances of function application to combine syntactic entities

result in visible agreement, if all agreement is to be explained on the

basis of function application?

In the following sections, an attempt is made to answer these

questions. Within the generalized categorial framework, a theory will be

constructed that locates our intersecting interests in coordination and

concord in the pronominal which is posited as being incorporated by the

verb that participates in the agreement relation. The nature of this

pronominal and its incorporation is studied with respect to the kinds of

data noted ealier as being crucial to the elucidation of the interaction of

coordination and concord.

Following the initial statement of the hypothesis for pronominal

incorporation and a view of the incorporation process in terms of

semantics, pragmatics and the formal rules of composition involved, a

large portion of the chapter investigates the phenomena described in

Chapter Five within the categorial analysis of pronominal incorporation,

including a detailed look at two of the Celtic languages, Irish and Welsh,

and other examples of verb-coded coordinations which are crucial to this

thesis.
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5.1 The Pronominal Incorporation Hypothesis

5.1.1 Preliminaries

Suppose subject/verb agreement and morphological

incorporation into the verb are derived from the verb’s lambda bindings

in various stages (of saturation).
1 The following scenario attempts to

illustrate this supposition and its plausibility by constructing an analogy

between the semantic roles of verbs and the incorporated pronominal

function.

First, let us assume the following:

191. Transitive Verb: AxA y.verb' (x,y)

= APAxAy.P(x,y)

(A.PAxAy.P(x,y)) verbl = AxAy.verbl' (x,y)

so the transitive verb verbl = AxAy.verbl' (x,y)

where possibly x, y already have Case/theta-role information, i.e.,

viewing these (verb-internal, argument-slot information sources) as

complex functions themselves, e.g.,2

x: Ax'.actant(x') or Ax'.source(x')

y: Xy' .patient(y') or Xy' .target(y')
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Here, we interpret the argument positions as being functions of type e->e,

i.e., taking an entity and transforming it or marking it as possessing a

certain role. Then, it is possible to view transitive verbs as:

192. Transitive Verb: XP.X x.Xy.Xz.P(x,y)

= [ [(XP.Xx.Xy.P(x,y)) (Xx' .target(x')] (Xy' .source(y')]

= XP.P(Xx'.target(x'), Xy' .source(y')).

The relevant licensing operation here is function application. If,

however, the operation is function composition, we would see:

193. Transitive Verb: XP.X x.Xy.P(x,y)

= [ [ (XP.Xx.Xy.P(x,y)) (X x' .target(x')] (Xy' .source(y')]

= XP.Xx'' .Xy'' .P(target(x''), source(y''))

after change of variables, and under the assumption that the type(x) =

type(x'), and similarly for y.

Now, we assume that a pronoun (of some kind) can behave in

much the same way as the semantic roles in the above, and, in particular,

can compose with the verb, for illustration here, an intransitive verb: 3
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194. [(SLEEP: (x)) (pronoun)] where pronoun = Ay. pro' (y)

= SLEEPS: Xz.sleeps'(pro'(z))

Finally, an argument for x is absorbed via function application,

where x= john' (here, I am assuming that
r

john' is of type e):

195. [(Xz.sleeps'(pron(z)) (John')]

= JOIIN_SUEEPS: sleeps' (pron(john'))

and, therefore, subject-verb agreement falls out as a direct result of the

function application of the verb over the NP subject, where the subject

slot of the verb is an incorporated but unsaturated, null or partially-

specified pronominal functorAS

If the incorporated pronoun is partially specified and not null,

then indeed the verb itself does not have to furnish any of the agreement

information, but simply inherits directly from the merging of the

information from the incorporated pronoun and the NP.

I take as plausible the origin of the incorporated pronoun as

deriving from topicalization (topic-shifted, left-dislocation, etc.)

constructions such as:

196. John, he bought the boy a ball.
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The semantics of the incorporated pronoun thereafter retains the notion

of topic, i.e., background or continuing information.6

Implicit in this analysis, then, is that the privileged behaviour of

the subject is simply due to two causes: (1) it is the first (or equivalently,

last) argument in the verb’s subcategorization frame; (2) it is an

incorporated pronoun. Languages which do not have such concord would

therefore not have incorporated pronouns in the first (last) argument of

verbs. Languages which have multiple verb concords (subject, direct

object, et al.) such as the Bantu family would therefore have multiple

incorporated pronouns in the frames of verbs.^

If this state of affairs is true of all verbs (in English), then the

analysis, for example, delineates between the so-called expletive or

pleonastic pronoun constructions ("II is raining.” "There is a man

walking toward the house.”) and standard NP-subject first constructions:

an overt pronoun is required to saturate the verb’s first (last) argument

in the expletive case, because the argument is totally unspecified for

value(s), but is, however, still an incorporated Pro-drop

languages, conversely, have verbs whose first (last), incorporated

pronominal argument is always partially specified for value(s), hence

require no overt pronoun. Note that there is no such requirement for an

infinitive verb form, since, it is proposed, such a form does not possess an
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incorporated (null or partially-valued) pronoun, but only an argument

slot (though with case requirements).9 It is of course conceivable that, in

the case of expletive (pleonastic) pronoun constructions, the relevant

operation that combines the (inferred) expletive subject and the verb is

some other form of operation than function application (Rl) or

composition (R2), and that this is the reason for the variance in

agreement (eg., some speakers accepting sentences like There is two men

and a woman coming to the house’). But it will be argued that that is not

the explanation; rather, the expletive subject which is entirely

unspecified as to features receives a semantic/pragmatic interpretation

by accommodation (or inference) and not by the direct linking of

agreement.

The following, for example, is a representative analysis of a

construction containing an expletive pronoun:^
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197. There is *

two men'

X NP\(S/NP) NP

there' Xx. Xy. is' (pro' (x) ,y)
I

‘

I

[] []

R III

[semantically infer an unspecified NP]

S/NP

Xy. is' (pro' (there' ),y)
I

[]

RI

S

is' (pro' (there') ,two_men')

There may be no real distinction between anaphoric agreement

(the agreement between anaphoric pronouns and their antecedents) and

subject-verb agreement: the latter, initiated by function composition into

a partially specified, incorporated subject pronoun by a reference-linked,

subject noun phrase argument, triggers the former and fleshes out the

pronominal coindexation. 12

It is interesting in this context to point out some parallels between

this categorial (function-argument) view of agreement and the usual

structural/configurational account in, for example, GB (Bosch, p. 175-183,
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etc.) There are some obvious correspondences between the kinds of

incorporated pronouns and the various 'empty categories' of GB.^3

The differences between the two theories are profound, not

necessarily in terms of descriptive coverage and generalization, but in

their fundamental explanatory force. For example, the proposed

categorial theory would posit a common underlying mechanism for all

agreement phenomena: function composition; as we have seen, GB and

related theories posit movement (both theories also require constraints

on their respective primary mechanisms). Now, it is true that movement

and coindexation of variables (the categorial analog of movement) are

isomorphic.
14 gut the categorial view is perhaps more perspicuous and

parsimonious, and may have greater predictive power. It is more

perspicuous in that no additional abstract machinery (terms and

operations) is needed other than that already in use in general

mathematics, i.e., the notions of functions and the lambda calculus, the

axiomatic method, type theory (and its syntactic formulation in Lambek-

Gentzen sequent logic).

The categorial theory is more parsimonious in that no

stipulated independent subsystems are required beyond the core

(axiomatizable) notions of directionality, recursive definition of category,

etc. The rest is empirically determined: for example, does a language have

subject, object agreement, etc., and does the simplest hypothesis cover all
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those agreement facts (the notions of whether there are one or more

specific incorporated pronouns and which (if any) of those are

functions)? Furthermore, from the perspective of “formulas-as-types,”

in principle, a categorial theory employs one representation level only,

the level of type assignment, though of course in practice, multiple levels

may be used.

The theory may also possess greater predictive power in that it

lays down a possible evolutionary scheme for languages and language

families, a scheme which can be verified by appeal to both historical and

future evidence: that, for example, a pidgin or creole will use a personal

pronoun from the superstrate language as an agreement morpheme and

in topicalized locutions. 15 For example, in most of the Atlantic creoles

(typically derived from West African languages), pluralization is

represented as a free morpheme cooccurring with a noun (Holm, 1988, p.

193) which is often animate. This plural morpheme is homophonous to

the third person plural pronoun, and often indicates definiteness. The

following figure displays NPs from various Atlantic creoles and Yoruba

(the plural morphemes underlined).
1 6
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198. Creole Pluralizing Morpheme Homophonous to the Third Person

Plural Pronoun (Holm, 1988, p. 191)

Language: ‘man’ 'men’

x /

Principe (Portuguese Creole): Omi inr Omi

Haitian (French Creole): nom nem vo

Papiamentu (Spanish Creole): homber homber nan

Saramaccan (English Creole): omi dee omi

Sranan (English Creole): man den man

Jamaican (English Creole): man dem man

Yoruba: pkunrin awpn pkunrin

Therefore, a normal historical progression could be the following:

199. Possible Evolutionary Scheme for Languages

a) a (ordered) sequence is employed consisting of a topicalized

referring noun phrase, an explicit pronoun and a verb

uninflected for any properties but tense, aspect, mood, and

negativity;

b) later, another sequence is used, one consisting of a referring

noun phrase and a verb inflected with typically pronominal

features in addition to normal verbal ones;

c) later still, encliticization of verbal forms (including pronominal

and verbal features) occurs onto the initial (subject) referring

noun phrase.
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In other words, it might be predicted that for a given language family, in

general, morphemes move leftward over time.

5.1.2 Semantics and Pragmatics

To investigate further the possible dimensions of the Incorporated

Pronominal Hypothesis we are pursuing, let us sketch the view from the

perspective of the semantics and pragmatics involved in the agreement

process.

First, the general semantics of the verb and the pronoun can be

given by:

200. verb= XG. AF. Xx. Xy. F(G(x),y)

pro= XU. Ax. H(x)

If we let F = verb', H = pro' (here, pro' represents an actual pronoun), then

pro • pro' = Xx. pro'(x) (where *•* is a concatenation operator)

verb' • pro'

= XT. Xx. Xy. F(((X.z. pro' (z))(x)),y) (verb')

= Xx. Xy. verb' ((pro' (x)),y)
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The formal properties of the concatenation operator will be left

unanalyzed temporarily. Soon, we shall investigate which inference rule

of the categorial calculus it represents.

An example of the above semantic template is the following:

Let verb' = saw', pro' = then

verb' • pro' (alternatively, pro' • verb')

= Xx, Xy. saw' ((3_sg(x)),y)

so ((Xx. Xy. saw' ((3_sg(x)),y))(John' ))(her')

= (Xy. saw' ((3_sg(John')),y))(her')

= saw' ((3_sg(John')),her')

where Proper Name (PN) = Xx.a, i.e., a constant function (and pronoun =

Xx.H(x)) such that (X x.a)y =a, John= Xx.john'.

Now, if John' was bound to x, before G was known, in the

expression

XG. XF. Xx. Xy. F(G(x),y), that is

XG. XF.Xy. F(G(John' ),y),

and ditto for the verb F, that is
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A.G. Ay. saw' (G(JohrT ),y),

but the pro-form was substituted for G, that is

Xy. saw' (((XU. Xx. H(x))(John' )),y),
18

we would know that H would have to be some pronominal form such that:

201. Inference of Maximal Feature Values and Subsumption

when H(John') =w,

that w [features] = H [featsx] uJohn' [feats], 19

in other words, that if w [feats] and John [feats] are known, we c

can infer the maximal H [featsx], i.e., H [featsx] are subsumed by

the w [feats], call it co, i.e., to E] H [featsx], read as "to subsumes ‘H

[featsx]’”.

In other words, we have a limiting interpretation. Of course

typically 'H [feats x]’ will be identical to that of the NP, and the type

inference is trivial. On occasion, however, in certain languages, the

inference will be non-trivial. I am thinking here of so-called anomalous

or disagreement, where, as we have seen, often the interpretation of the

subject is as a mass or collective entity, and other constructions such as

verb-coded-coordinations (Chapter 3). In these latter cases in particular,

the interpretation of the incorporated pronoun is ambiguous: only the
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maximal interpretation is known, although this may be confined to a

more constrained interpretation by pragmatic means. The following

examples from Schwartz (1988) demonstrate this principle.^o

202. Polish Verb-Coded Coordinations

a. [her 8]

poslismy z matkQ do kina

went+lPL+AUX &/with mother to cinema

'mother and 1 went to the cinema'

‘we went to the cinema with mother’

b. [her 49]

poslismy z prezidentem rzeczpospolitej do kina

went+lPL+AUX &/with president republic to cinema

'we went to the cinema with the President of the Republic'

??'the Pres, of the Rep. and I went to the cinema'

203. Chilean Spanish [her 13a]

fuimos al cine con mi madre

we-went to the cinema with my mother

'my mother and I went.../we went...with my mother'

In (202b), the verb ‘poslismy' is interpreted as meaning ‘‘we

went", where the ‘we' is preferentially exclusive (and the conjunctive

particle ‘z' is interpreted comitatively); the second interpretation is
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apparently ruled out by pragmatics: it is considered unlikely or

inappropriate (but rarely ungrammatical) for the speaker to be so

familiar or closely associated with such a high personage. The

incorporation hypothesis would allow for both interpretations;

pragmatically, however, one is ruled out. 2 1 Similarly (and more

explicitly), in (202a) and (203), that is, in Polish and Chilean Spanish,

there are two interpretations, which I would depict graphically as:
2 2

204. went and mother

s/(NE) X\X/X NP [3sg]

went' (((Xx. XH. H(x)) lx. Xy. AND'(x, y) Xx.mother' (x))

& Subst ['npVx]

S

went' (((lx. XU. H(x))(mother')) => went' (XH. H(mother'))

I I

[3sg] w
23

H [featsx] u [3sg]

If we assume a feature resolution rule such as

205. Feature Resolution Rule

NP NP V

aNumber pNumber [a u p]Number

yPerson SPerson [yu 6]Person

where DOMAINNum = {a, P e {-pi,

and DOMAINpers = h> Se {l, 2, 3}},
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and the two domains are structured as:

206. Domain Structure

DOMAIN DOMAIN
Num Pers

(Ov 1} (1 v 2 v 3}

0 1 {1 v2> (2 v3) {1 v3)

{l} {2} {3}

Domains of Number and Person

Assuming that the following operations hold:

207. Domain Operations

DOMAINNum DOMAlNpgj*s

o+l=l I+2=l

I+l=l 2+3=2

o+o=l I+3=l

i.e., 0<1; 3 + 3 = 3

i.e., 3 < 2 < 1;
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and the operation ‘u ’
is defined as follows:

208. Unification Operation

i) auP = a + p

ii) Yu6 =y,ify> 6, else 6; i.e., [(y> 5 y) v (y< 5 -*6)]

and H [featsx] is totally underspecified for values, i.e., acts as a variable

with its possible value constituting the entire range of values in the

language for those features, say, {1 v 2 v 3 }a{+ v Then the equation

H [featsx] u [3sg] = |la+), i.e.,

H [featsx] u {3 a-} = {1 a +}

(with the possible H [featsx] c {{l v 2 v3}a {+ v -}})

holds, which is compatible with the following initial values for H [featsx]:

{{l a-}i,{l a+}\ve}.
25

Hence,

{la+}E {{l a ~}l, {1 a +}WE}, that is,

co E H [featsx], read as “co subsumes ‘H [featsx]'
w

,
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which is the given interpretation rule. We can view the process for

solving this equation in a sense as the same as solving an inequality

equation: there may be multiple solutions; we can only discover the

maximum solution which subsumes all possible solutions.

Note that I have underlined the verb’s argument (the pronominal

function (M£)) to show that this is slightly anomalous in the Lambek-

Gentzen bidirectional calculus, insofar as the syntactic requirements of

both the verb and the internal pronoun will be met simultaneously, but

that semantically the pronoun is already partially instantiated.2 6 The

accompanying semantic expressions, however, are accurate. Shortly, we

will in fact propose an extension to the syntactic calculus (advocated for

other forms of morphological affixation) and argue that such an

extension is motivated not only by our requirements here with VCCs, but

with all so-called 'incorporations’ (and morphological 'complement

inheritance’ forms, etc.) Peripheral cliticization can be handled within L

with no additional formal requirements (that increase the formal power),

by employing Associativity (R3), etc., as Moorgat (1988), pp. 74-79, among

others, has demonstrated (but some modifications will be proposed

concerning cliticization later). But incorporation cannot.

To reiterate, this interpretation of the incorporated pronoun is

not necessarily purely semantic in character; in fact, I think that it is

primarily pragmatic. It has been previously observed in the literature
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that the rules of inflectional morphology do not seem to affect the

meaning of their input morphemes, as noted, for example, by Carlson

(1983), p. 71, and FN 3.

What I would like to suggest by the above is that the verb in the

agreement relation with subjects in many languages is a verb that has

incorporated a pronoun, part of whose semantic/pragmatic function

is/was to act as Topic for the sentence. The pronoun which has been

incorporated plausibly occurred in a left-dislocation form of

topicalization (a form very common in both early child utterances and in

pidgins) diachronically in the language. In the synchrony,

nevertheless, that diachronic occurrence still holds power now,

however, as a theoretical construct only evidenced by its side-effects.

From the perspective of the formulas-as-types categorial grammar

framework, the incorporated pronoun still influences its syntactic

neighbors, even though it is wholly contained within the verb. One

might say that the pronoun is the still partially active remnant of the

morphologized topic. Subject-predicate agreement is its trace. In this

case, much of the trace (in many languages) of the incorporated pronoun

is expressed by way of the semantics (as directed by the pragmatics), with

the syntactic combination of the subject NP and its verb, licensed by a

directional function application, saturating at one fell swoop the

argument requirements of both the verb and its incorporated

pronominal. Once the subject has been ‘bound’ by the verb and
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simultaneously by the incorporated pronoun, the syntactic/semantic

feature specification of the subject is unified with that of the pronoun or,

if the pronoun has no specification, the interpretation of the pronoun is

derived from the result of that unification. As mentioned earlier, this is

usually trivial. But not always. And the complex facts demonstrate the

significance of this analysis, about which more later.

Concerning the ability of incorporated elements to continue to

exert influence, note that Stump (1991) comments on the possibility of an

inflected form which has undergone a category-preservation rule

maintaining some influence (while not quite the same circumstances, I

believe this acknowledgment is relevant to our discussion):

In those cases in which category-preserving derivation applies to

an inflected form, the inflection does contribute to the

morphosyntactic feature content of the derived form; that is,
inflections that are morphologically realized 'inside of an

outermost layer of category-preserving derivation (or

compounding) function logically as if they were 'outside of this

layer. Instances of this phenomenon are legion, and include the

Georgian case cited by Harry Bochner (1984); the Oneida case

mentioned by Clifford Abbott (1981); the first of the two Slave cases

discussed by Keren Rice (1985) ...; Sanskrit cases like

pari-n.i:-

'marry' (lit. 'lead around’),

imperfect pary-a-n.ayat
'

he married’;

German cases like

Kindchen

plural Kinderchen;
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English

[ un- [ happi -er]];

and, I believe, the case of Russian verbs in 's'/s’a’ raised by John
Nerbonne. A detailed formal account of this phenomenon is

developed in my article 'A Paradigm-based Theory of

Morphosemantic Mismatches
1

,
to appear in the December, 1991,

Language.

Furthermore, Sadock (1991), p. 91-92, observes that

[object] incorporating verbs, and only these, may impose

restrictions on the formal plurality of an external NP, which they
do when the internal N is lexically specified as to formal plurality.

Though some verbs may select a semantically plural complement ...,

only incorporating verbs select for syntactic plurality [emphasis,
his].

...
Despite the fact that it [a formally plural noun] now [after

incorporation into the verb] is semantically singular ...,
its formal

plurality is reflected in the fact that it demands plural agreement

When incorporated, the stem still requires a formal plural outside

of the verb, construed as a modifier of the incorporated noun:

Greenlandic Incorporation

i. [his 11]
Ataatsinik qamuteqarpoq.

ataaseq-nik qamut-qar-poq

one-INST/pl sled(pl)-have-INDIC/3sg
'He has one sled.’

ii. [his 12]

*Ataatsimik qamuteqarpoq.

ataaseq-mik qamut-qar-poq

one-INST/sg sled(pl)-have-INDIC/3sg
'He has one sled/

The incorporation analysis presented here is tantamount to a

reinvention and reconstitution of (little) pro in, for example, GB-

parented theories. 27 No movement is posited, however, and the obvious

coindexation which exists is explained by the fact that a formal functional
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operation has occurred -- in the morphology. Little pro doe not simply

correlate with the verb's inflection but, in fact, constitutes it. Thus, the

pleonastic subject pronominal, call it proarb (rather than the PROarb

of GB), required in certain languages when no overt NP subject is found,

will be explanable in terms of both pragmatics and type inference: the

incorporated pronoun, a function once the locus of the sentence's topic

and morphologized as such, given no overt argument, must be interpreted

most generally, that is, nonspecifically and indefinitely (lacking definite

reference). It must have the maximal interpretation for the feature

domains of the language, i.e., H [featsx] = to. It so happens that certain

languages have an additional phonological/pragmatic requirement that

such entities which shift topicality must have phonetic (phonological)

realization.^

On the one hand, the analysis is just a restatement of subject-

predicate agreement using a different theoretical apparatus. On the

other, it correlates diachrony and synchrony, maps commonly-used,

rather chaotically formalized theoretical machinery to a well-formed and

well-motivated base and thereby makes formally available a large

number of analyses, and, finally, makes certain generalizations about the

classes of natural languages, in particular, about the so-called agreeing

and non-agreeing languages, the subject vs. topic languages, and the pro

vs. pro-drop languages. In the following sections, I will further elaborate

the incorporation analysis and sketch these implications.
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First, however, I will attempt to motivate the use of function

composition and the related, simpler operation of Division in the (lexical)

syntax by reference to arguments advanced by Moortgat (1988), pp. 95-

108, for complement-inheritance morphology and verb-raising triggers

in Dutch and German.
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5.1.3 Function Composition and Division

To begin, we observe that in Generalized Categorial Grammar the

operation of function composition is derivable from and hence equivalent

to two, more elementary combinatoric operations: Division (R5, R6),

followed by Application (R1).29

Second, we note that complement-inheritance requires

Composition (Moortgat, (1988), p. 97 [his example 3.2.3]:

209. Interpretation of Complement Inheritance 30

a. uncommitted to NP

[Rl] A: un(committed(to(mary)))

[R2] (A/PP): Xx.un(committed(x))

(A/A): un

(A/PP): committed

PP: to(mary)

b. indebtedness to NP

[Rl] N: ness(indebted(to(mary)))

[R2
?

] (N/PP): toc.ness(indebted(x))

(A/PP): indebted

(A\N): ness

PP: to(mary)
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In the above examples, we want to say that both the modifier prefix 'un’

and the category-changing suffix ‘ness’ semantically have scope over the

argument to the participle, and in the latter case, that this semantic

requirement demonstrates a need for a disharmonic syntactic form of

composition.

Third, if the lambda form is as has been depicted earlier, e.g.,

John_saw: Xy. saw' (((A.H.H(John' )),y)

then the pronominal H must have combined with the verb by way of an

application of some form of either Composition (R2) or Division (R5, R6)

or Application (Rl). We can quickly dismiss the latter's possible

occurrence, and then investigate the others by rephrasing our objective:

given the syntactic • concatenation operator, we want to know its formal

properties. That is, in the following intransitive formulation,

210. verb 1
• pro' =>verb^

Xx. verb' (x) Ay. XG. G(y) Xz. verb' (AG. G(z)) ?

verb' {Xz. AG. G(z)) ?

is • formally Rl, R2, R 5 or R6, or some sequence of these (possibly along

with applications of R 3 and R4)? From a semantic point of view, it
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apparently could be Rl, since function application can operate equally on

atomic or non-atomic categories (types):

211.vert)l pro'

Xx.verb' (x) Ay. MS. G(y)

RI

verb' (Ay. A,G. G(y))

Here x = Ay. A.G. G(y) and y does not yet have to be instantiated, which is

exactly what we want. But we need to find the possible corresponding

syntactic categories such that the combining is legitimate. Let us give the

most conservative syntactic category to the verb, X\S (S/X), i.e., the verb

is a function which looks to its left (right) for an argument, which if

found results in a valid derivation of S, a sentence. The syntactic domain

argument here can be anything (note that I am merely holding the

domain requirement in abeyance). And we can do the same for the

pronominal: Y\NP (NP/Y), i.e., the pronoun is a function which looks left

(right) for an unspecified argument, which if found results in the valid

derivation of NP. Surely, this is the most conservative tack available:

mimicking the given semantic form of both the verb and the pronoun in

the syntax, and placing no (domain) type requirement on the argument.

Now the verb and the pronoun look like the following:
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212. pro'

S/X (or X\S) NP/Y (or Y\NP)

Xx.. verb' (x) Xy. XG. G(y)

RI [let X = NP/Y]

S

verb' (Xy. XG. G(y))

This is formally still fine, except that we have lost the information in the

syntax that something else is required here, that y has not yet been

instantiated. If the derivation is syntactically complete, how can the

semantics remain incomplete? What would it then mean to complete the

semantics? Obviously, R 1 won’t do here.

What if we keep the above categorizations and instead vary the

operation, installing R 2 rather than Rl?

213. verbl pro'

S/X (or X\S) NP/Y (or Y\NP)

Xx. verb'(x) Xy. XG. G(y)

R2 [let X = NP]

S/Y (or Y\S)

Xz.verb' (XG. G(z))
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This is better: we still have a syntactic requirement, parallel to the

semantic requirement. But, of course, we still have the above implicit

inference or instantiation of X (which we have tried not to notice, so far).

Let us remove the implicit instantiation and instead fix it in the verb's

category:

214. pro'

S/NP (or NP\S) NP/Y (or Y\NP)

Xx.. verb' (x) Xy. XG. G(y)

R2

S/Y (or Y\S)

Xz.verh' (XG. G(z))

Everything now looks well, or does it? Do we really want the resulting

verb to combine with anything, in order to derive an S?

So, let us try another approach, the smallest incremental

liberalization of our first: let us require that the arguments be equal, i.e.,

that X=Y=NP.3I
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215. verb 1
pro'

S/NP (or NP\S) NP/NP (or NPVNP)

Xx., verb' (x) Xy. XG. G(y)

R2

S/NP (or NP\S)

Xz.verb' (XG. G(z))

Recalling that R 2 = R 5 (or R6) + R 1 (that is, that R 2 is logically equivalent,

as noted earlier, to an application of R 5 or R 6 (Division) followed by an

application of Rl), we can rephrase the above to be:

216. verb 1
pro'

S/NP (or NP\S) NP/NP (or NP\NP)

Xx. verb' (x) Xy. XG. G(y) [= Xy. pro'(y)]

RS

(S/NP)/(NP/NP) [or (NP\NP)\(NP\S)]

Xv'.Xv" (Xx. verb'(x))(v' (v''))

RI

S/NP (or NP\S)

(X v'. Xv''
.

(Xx. verb'(x))(v' (v''))) (ty. XG. G(y))

= Xv''. (X x. verb'(x)) ((Xy. XG. G(y))(v''))

= Xv". (Xx. verb' (x)) (X G. G(v''))

= Xv''. verb' (X G. G(v''))
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And this finally is the hypothesis I wish to entertain here. Of course, one

implication is that there may be two kinds of pronouns: diminished or

weak pronouns, and fully saturated or strong pronouns. To elaborate, a

plausible diachronic scenario for the kind of derivation presented above

is one causally related to left (or, language-dependently, right)

dislocation.3 2 Given the understanding that has been established of the

formal operations involved, let us take another look at such a scenario.

217. Left Dislocation Scenario Revisited

a. John he33 sleep

NP NP\NP NP\S

John' Xy. XG. G(y) kx. sleep'(x)

b. R 5

(NP\NP)\(NP\S)

Xv'.X/'' (lx. sleep'(x))(v' (v''))

c. R 1

NP\S

Xw' '. verb' (£. G(v''))

d Rl

S

verb' (XG. G(john')

It is steps (b-c) which become lexicalized, i.e., these represent the

incorporation of the pronominal into the verb. Thereafter, the verb has
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as category, NP\S, the typical categorization. However, the verb's

semantic form is more complex than is ordinarily represented, lx.

verb'(>.G. G(x)). The effect of this incorporation process functionally is

that the subject is directly tied to an argument position of the verb, and

empirically, its external trace is predicate agreement. Because categorial

grammar constitutes a single-level syntax, the incorporated pronominal

is explicitly represented as a type, even though there may not be any

distinct phonetic form for it in the speech string (or the phonetic form is

simplified). In some languages, such as the Bantu and certain Caucasus

languages, multiple incorporations have taken place, and hence multiple

verbal agreement relationships are encountered. One other effect of

these multiple incorporations is that word order restrictions can be

relaxed. That is, viewed generatively, i.e., prior to the construction of the

surface speech string, from the perspective of the logical form or

conceptual structure, the agreeing arguments are doubly bound, by both

the verb and the pronominals, and the slot requirements are composed.

An alternative formulation of the above notion of pronominal

incorporation is that which employs the type transitions of argument-

raising and argument-lowering.
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218. Argument Lowering
3 4

(s/(np\s))\s =>np\s

Xx. P' (X/. v(x)) Xx. P' (x)

where P': (((e-> t)->t)->t), v: ((e->t)->t), x: e, i.e.,

Xx
e.XP((e P(Xv(( e-> t)~>t)-v(x)) = u( e->t)

219. Argument Raising

np\s =>(s/(np\s))\s

Xx. P'(x) Xx. P' (X/. v(x))

where P': (((e-> t)->t)->t), v: ((e->t)-*t), x: e, i.e.,

Xxe-XP((e->t)—^t) P(Xv(( e-> t) —>t)-v(x )) = - *t)

As can be seen below, the application of R 5 (Main Functor

Division) is formally equivalent to raising the NP argument verb-

internally when the R 5 divisor (domain of the argument to the main

functor) is NP, as would be the case if we posited an initial weak pronoun

of category np\np (the pertinent result indicated by marker '<==*’):
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220. Equivalence of R 5 and Verb Argument-Raising

a. Argument-Raising of Verb:

np np\s

u' Xx. P'(x)

Argßaise

(X/np\X)\s

Xx. P' (X/. v(x)) <==*

If subject not raised:

* R 1

If subject raised:

R4

np/np\np

Xv'. v' (u')

RI

S

(Xx. P' (Xv. v(x))) (Xv'.v'(u'))

= P'(Xv. v(Xv'. v'(u')))
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b. Weak Pronoun and Verb Division:

np np\s

u' Xy. XG. G(y) Xx. P' (x)

RS [i.e., divide both sides by hip']

(np\np)\(np\si

Xv'.Xv" (Xx. P'(x))(v' (v"))

RI

(np\s)

Xv".P' ( >G. G(v'')) <==*

RI

s

P(X G. G(u'))

That is, the marked expression in (220a) is formally equivalent (i.e., as a

structural template) to the marked expression in (220b), abstracting away

from the possible variant typing of v and G, being identical after

substitution of variables:

Ax. P' (Av. v(x)) == Av'P' (AG. G(v''))

For comparison purposes, the following graphically displays two

additional cases: 1) argument-raising the subject and, 2) first type-lifting

the subject and then argument-raising it.
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221. Subject Argument-Raising

a. Argument-Raising of Subject:

np np\s

u' Ay. P'(y)

R4

s/(np\s)

Av. v(u')

RI

s

(Av. v(u')) (Ay.P'(y))

= (Ay. P' (y)) (u')

= P'(u')
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b. Argument-Raising of Lifted Subject:

np np\s

u' Xy.P'(y)

R4

np/np\np

Xv. v(u')

R4

s/((np/np\np)\s)

Xz. z(Xv. v(u'))

RI

s

(Xz. z(Xv. v(u'))) (Xy. P' (y))

= (Xy. P'(y)) (Xv. v(u'))

= P' (Xv. v(u'))

As we see, then, formally the following have the same effect on

the verb: raising the NP argument of the verb vs. incorporating a weak

pronominal. No real significance is placed upon this correspondence yet,

because of the divergence in type of the embedded functors, beyond the

suggestion that the former may be the synchronic equivalent of the

diachronic latter. It is interesting, however, to note a few points

concerning the category proposed for the weak pronoun, NPVNP (NP/NP).

First, it is very similar to that of a determiner/quantifier: it is

endocentric, befitting a modifier, yielding exactly the same entity that it
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seeks as argument (hence, 'operator’-like). Second, it is always the

'argument fragment’ of the raised NP, NP/NPXNP: that is, with left

associativity (NP/NP)\NP, it is the left 'argument fragment’ NP/NP; with

right associativity NP/(NP\NP), it is the right 'argument fragment’

NP\NP. If strong pronouns are categorized as raised NPs, i.e., as X/NPXX

(or, more conventionally, NP/NPXNP) and clitics are weak pronouns

(NP/NP or NPXNP or the variable versions NP/X and XXNP), then the

phenomena of pronominal cliticization observed in the literature is more

easily understood: pronominal clitics can affix to either NPs or verbs (or

any functional category requiring base or raised NP arguments) via R5

and R 1 (or just R2). At this point, however, it is unclear that clitics are

only weak pronouns; they may in fact be either weak or strong, but

nevertheless functional in nature. Incorporation may be represented by

the lexical operation of raising the argument of the verb, though it is

unclear whether a distinction must be made and what that might consist

of. In either case, our hypothesis states that the two phenomena are

related morphosyntactic processes and may in fact be identical.

We recapitulate the hypothesis graphically, here using R5:
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222. Hypothesis: Pronominal Incorporation (and Cliticization?)

Let P be a specific verb applied to the verb template in the following,

i.e.: XV.Xx.V(x) (P) = Xx.P(x)

Pronominal Incorporation/Cliticization

NP\NP NP\S

Xx'.sQ,Q(x') Xx.P(x)

RS

(NP\NP)\(NP\S)

XyAy'.(Xx.P(x))(y(y'))

RI

NP\S

\y. Xy' . ((Xx.P(x))(y(y'))) (Xx' X QQi*'))

= Xy'. ((>x.P(x))((Xx'.XQ,Q(x'))(y'))

-Xy'.((*LP(x))(X dQiy'))

= Xy'.P(sQ,Q(y'))

In the next section, we investigate how the analysis of agreement

as pronominal incorporation holds for the constructions noted earlier.

5.2 Coordinate Subject NP and Ordinary Verbal Agreement

The analysis of subject-verb agreement as a phenomenon derived

from the incorporation into the verb of a pronominal argument must be

applied to the ordinary and anomalous agreement constructions which
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were described earlier, especially those in which coordinate subjects

figure. The coordinate subject constructions are particularly important

because by its very nature, the resolution of disparate feature values

originating from conjuncts in and-conjunction requires a process of

unification, the same process used in the computation of the feature

values of the incorporated pronoun which figures in the subsumption

relation presumed to hold between the subject and the pronoun.

Furthermore, there are certain forms of coordinate subject-verb

agreement in which the conjuncts actually participate directly with the

resolution of the featural content of the verb's pronominal values, i.e., in

the same process, in so-called verb-coded coordination. In these forms of

coordination, one or more subject conjuncts coordinate with the

pronominal. Before looking at these rather anomalous constructions,

however, we first sketch the mechanism of ordinary subject-verb

agreement with a coordinate subject.
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223. Ordinary Coordinate Subject-Verb Agreement (Czech):

Explicit Syntactic Pronominal Category Alternative

Jan a Vera inc_pro sii do biografu.

M F M-PL

John and Vera went to the movies

np x\x/x np np\np np\s/pp pp\np np

Xx
'

AQ.Q(x') XxAy.go' (x, y)

&, x=np R 1

np pp

John' Avera' R 2 to_the_movies'

XxAy.go' (XQ,.Q(x), y)) <==*

RI

Xy.go'(AQ,Q(john' a vera'), y))

go' (AXLQjJohn' Avera' ), to_the_movies')

R1

PP

The Implicit Pronominal Incorporation Semantic Alternative to

the above is the same except that verb’s semantic form is assumed to be

that which is marked by the pointer '<==*’, i.e., XxAy.go'(XQ.Q(x), y)). This

alternative abstracts away from the syntactic operation which results in

this semantic form: it is inconsequential whether composition, argument-

raising, or some other syntactic operation derived this. The remainder of

the derivation is identical.
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The semantic/pragmatic interpretation of the incorporated

pronominal is determined by the rule in (224).

224. Agreement Formula for Ordinary Semantic Interpretation

Given:

a. the domain D of language-specific features (such as the following

for person, number, and gender) such that

D = {{l v2v3}a{+v -} a {f v m}}}, and thus subdomains Di of D, i.e.,

Dpers ={l v 2 v 3(, Dnum ={+ v ■}> Dgen ={f v m}, i.e.,

D = Dpers a Dgen

b. the feature values of individual subject conjuncts yi> Y2> ... Yn,

and the actual assignment a as marked on the verb, itself

consisting of subdomains otpers* anurm agem

i.e., a = apers A «num A agen

c. The usual definitions of unification over the domains, 3 6

Then, the pronominal equation is:

G[featsxl) uYIuY2 u Yn = where G [featsx] c D

== G[featSx], read as “a subsumes ‘G [featSx]”’, and in general a

will subsume a number of possible assignments.

It is this rule we shall apply in later derivations to determine the

possible range of semantic-pragmatic readings for the incorporated

pronominal.
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5.3 Word Order Variations

In a previous section, we observed the sometimes distorting effect

that word order variations can have on the interaction of coordination

and verbal agreement. In VSO languages like Standard Arabic and the

Celtic languages, for example, when the subject is preposed with respect

to the verb, ordinary agreement can be disrupted, resulting in a

resolution strategy we have called 'nearest conjunct' agreement, i.e., the

agreement relation thereby holding only between the verb and one

conjunct. 3 7 In SVO languages such as English, Palestinian and Syrian

Arabic, the Slavic and Bantu languages, the converse occurs, resulting in

the employment of the same resolution strategy: when the subject is

postposed with respect to the verb, typically the verb will agree only with

the first conjunct or with no conjunct at all. The same holds generally

true in languages such as German, Hindi, Marathi, and Latin, which are

predispositionally SOV order: agreement is disturbed.

In the generalized categorial framework employed here under the

analysis of pronominal incorporation qua agreement, word order

disruptions are expected for two reasons: 1) the combinational rules apply

in general to the words of a sentence in a temporally linear order, i.e.,

left-to-right in a graphemic representation, or by the property of

Structural Completeness of the categorial calculus, as noted by Moortgat

(1988), p. 58, there is an interpretation which is semantically equivalent
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to such a right-branching order; and 2) once a resolution of features (or

the computation of subsumption) occurs, as licensed by an appropriate

combinational rule such as R 1 or R2, no subsequent resolution occurs

unless thereby licensed by an additional rule application.

An example from English can be given. In this example, we make

the assumption that the category for oblique (non-argument)

prepositional phrases in general is (np\s)\(np\s), i.e., endocentric

functions seeking (and yielding) an intransitive verb, or, more

generally, x\x.3B Such a categorization seems more sound than placing

the argument-encoding burden on the verb which only optionally

subcategorizes for the prepositional phrase. In this view, optional

arguments to functions are themselves endocentric functions which seek

the functions they are optionally arguments to. Then prepositions are

functions of category ((np\s)\(np\s))/np, abbreviated pp/np, or, more

generally x\x/np.
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225. From the university comes a professor and a student

x\x np\s np x\x/x np

Xx.from_the_univ' (x) kx' .come' (JG.G(x'))

Subst [*npVx], R 2

np\s

Xx' .come' (from_the_univ' (>G.G(x' ))39

&

np

a_professor u a_student4o

P (change of directionality, see below)

s/np

Xx'.come'(from_the_univ'(>G.G(x')) [G determined here] <==*

RI

s

come' (from_the_univ' (G' (a_professor ua_student))

In this example, a new kind of rule is required, a structural rule of

limited permutation, which we frame in terms of a change of

directionality. Such a rule of permutation in general causes the formal

collapse of the Lambek-Gentzen calculus called system L into the

permutation-extended system LP, a step taken with trepidation. The

general permutation rule can be phrased as in Moorgat (1988), p. 45:
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226. Structural Rule of Permutation

T =>X if permute (T,P) and P => X

The specific rule we require, or rather the pair of rules are necessary for

languages which mark pragmatic functions by way of word order. They

are unavoidable, being required for a range of constructions in which

elements are dislocated to serve some pragmatic function, including

Heavy NP Shift, clefting, left and right dislocation, etc. The rule of

permutation is our first non-concatenative connective, and for our

purposes, the extension we require is one which permutes by changing

the order of directionality. Furthermore, unlike Moortgat’s (1988), p. 108-

124, arguments to constrain certain formally powerful forms of the non-

concatenative connectives (such as infixation and extraction) to lexical

items, thereby preventing the collapse of L into LP, what we require

here is a nonlexical device to permute. Hence, this extension is

potentially hazardous precisely because it is not restricted to the lexicon.

The way this permutation operation should be viewed, however, is rather

as a discourse device (what would have been called in past versions of

linguistic theories, a 'stylistic transformation’) to modify the intent of the

communication, i.e., to emphasize by way of making a new topic out of one

component of a discourse rather than another. Here, inversion functions

as a desubjectivization device to make a nonpredicative, event-centered

utterance, a 'thetic’ construction in the terminology of Sasse (1987).
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227. Pragmatic Change of Directionality P

X\S

S/XX=*X\SX

if topic(X), where X is a non-null type.

We observe that word order variation is potentially problematic

for the directional Lambek-Gentzen system because of two competing

factors: on the one hand, the directionality of functors seeking

arguments as expressed by the connectives V* and V is a powerful device

which yet keeps the system decidable; on the other hand, to relax

directionality as seems required by word order inversion is to cause the

collapse into the permutation extension LP. In general, we do not want a

rule such as A/B => B\A, as we would get if a full logic for the Infixation

connective was constructed (i.e., by added a notion of Elimination to that

of Introduction for Extraction). Our solution, therefore, seeks to keep the

rule of permutation out of the ordinary syntax entirely and permit it only

as a pragmatic rule to organize the discourse, a rule to change the

directionality of a functional type which can be applied only once and

then only at the penultimate step of the derivation, immediately before

the final inference rule combines the last two
1

In (225), a derivation is depicted in which the postposed subject

coordination does not enjoin any particular agreement value on the verb.

The verb obtains its value during the process of composing with the
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preposed prepositional phrase. This composition in effect acts as

ordinary agreement, the incorporated pronominal being given an

interpretation at the time of the resolution of the features (the default

assignment for the language, which is typically third person singular).

Since the prepositional phrase in general possesses no value (but not

null, because in our scheme null is a valid assigned value, and here we

emphasize the lack of assignment) the determination of G is

straightforward:

G [featsx] u PP[feats] = {3 a -}

G [featsx] = {3 a-}, and so trivially

G [featsx] EE {3 a-}, because

{3a-} {3 a -}

What blocks the subsequent resolution of the features of the

coordinate subject with that of the verb is the now inaccessibility of the

incorporated pronominal: because a prior interpretation has taken place

(when the pp composed, marked with the sign '<==*’ in the example),

there is no longer a pronominal present. Hence, there is in fact no

record that a resolution of the features of the conjuncts has occurred at

all (except in case-inflected languages where modifiers of the

coordination reflect its resolved features). Because we will see many

examples of such inaccessibility because of previous composition or

arguably, even type-lifting (eg., in the section on verb-coded
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coordinations in Irish), but perhaps surprisingly not because of previous

functional application, we posit a general principle:

228. R 2 and R 4 are Barriers to Subsequent Pronominal Interpretation:

a. The composition (R2) of any element with the element containing

the incorporated pronominal establishes (fixes, freezes) the

interpretation of the pronominal. Subsequent combinatoric

operations cannot effect the interpretation.

b. The type-lifting (R4) of any element establishes the

interpretation of the incorporated pronominal within the

element. Subsequent combinatoric operations cannot effect the

interpretation.

We note that the property that both R 2 and R 4 (and R5, R6) have

in common is the interposing of some function between the incorporated

argument and subsequent combinatoric operations. This is clearly seen if

we inspect the semantic representations:

229. Semantic Forms of the Reduction Laws

Rl: (toe. P(x)) (a) =>P(a)

R2: (ta. P(x)) {X y. Qiy)) =>Xv. P(Q(v))

R4: x =>Xv. v(x)
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In this figure, lambda abstraction is the property that both R 2 and R4

have in common. In the Lambek-Genzten system, lambda abstraction

corresponds syntactically to the Introduction inference rules (/R, \R),

rules which regulate the connectives in the succedent of a sequent, i.e.,

(cf. Moortgat, 1988, p. 28):

230. Lambek-Gentzen Introduction Inference Rules

/R: T=> X/Y if T,Y => X

\R: T Y\X if Y,T => X

Principle (228) can thus be reformulated to encapsulate this insight, and

we propose the following:

231. Lambda Abstraction (Introduction) is a Barrier to Subsequent

Pronominal Interpretation (LAB):

The lambda abstraction of any element containing an incorporated

pronominal establishes (fixes, freezes) the interpretation of the

pronominal. Subsequent combinatoric operations cannot effect the

interpretation.

This generalization is tentatively asserted to represent a universal

principle holding in languages with incorporated pronominals, i.e.,

languages exhibiting agreement. It predicts that type-raising a

pronominal from NP to NP/NPXNP, for example, makes the original
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feature values of the pronominal inaccessible for later resolution

processes. It also predicts that any composition between the

(pronominal-incorporated) verb and another linguistic element freezes

the interpretation of the pronominal which results at the time of

composition. The interpretation (i.e., the inferred feature values) of the

pronominal are inaccessible to later operations and resolution processes.

5.4 Verb-Coded Coordinations

In this section, we analyze constructions called verb-coded

coordinations (as in Schwartz, 1987), i.e., those in which one overt

conjunct is coordinated with an implicit pronominal in the verb, the

latter marked only by the inflection on the verb. The typical

configuration is the following (depicted in tree notation):

232. Verb-Coded Coordination

s

XX
np & np v
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In general, such constructions pose severe problems for

configurationally based linguistic theories which presume a relation of

government holding between nodes. Given our categorial perspective,

the above diagram seems to indicate that an operation of composition is

required.

5.4.1 Irish

Irish is the first language to be investigated in this section. The

syntactic description of Irish used is that given by McCloskey (1986), who

specifically looks at the interaction between conjunction and apparently

anomalous inflection, with respect to pro, a pronominal empty category

in Government Binding Theory. Initially, a statement of the facts in Irish

is required.

Irish is considered a pro-drop language with basic VSO word

order, as are the other Celtic languages, with some qualifications.
42 As

noted earlier for Breton and Welsh, Irish generally demonstrates

agreement between the subject and the (consequently, inflected) verb

only in very limited cases. A null-subject inflected form of the verb, if

one is lexically available, must occur in a sentence (233a-c). A nominal

subject, like the overt pronominal, will not agree with the verb: (233d)

has a singular subject and (233e) has a plural, but the verb is the same in

either case, the analytic form homophonous to the third-person singular.
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233. Irish Verbs: Inflected and Noninflected^

a. Cuirim 0 suas e.

put-PRES-ISG up it.

"I put it up/

b. *Cuirim me suas e.

put-PRES-ISG I up it.

c. Ta me 'mo dhochtuir.

am I POSS-ISG doctor

T am a doctor/ [lit.: 'am I my doctor’]

d. Churifeadh Eoghan isteach ar an phost sin.

put (CONDIT) Owen in on that job

'Owen would apply for that job/

e. Churifeadh na leachtoiri uilig isteach ar an phost sin.

put (CONDIT) the lecturers all in on that job

'All the lecturers would apply for that job/

Furthermore, this so-called null argument inflection occurs in

two other contexts in the language (with monotonically decreasing

grammatical acceptability): as the object of a preposition, and in

possessor-position within an NP (whose head is prefixed with a possessive

clitic)
44 For our purposes, the more interesting cases of these forms of

inflection are those which occur in coordinate constructions.
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234. Irish Coordinate Constructions with Null Pronominals^S

a. Bhios 0-fein agun Tomas ag caint

be (PAST-ISG) -EMPH and Thomas talk (PROG)

le cheile.

with each other

Thomas and I were walking to one another/

b. go raibh an-aithne acu 0-fein

COMP be (PAST) great-acquaintance at (3PL) EMPH

agus Daidi Jim ar a cheile

and Daddy Jim on each other

That they and Daddy Jim knew each other well’

(Lit./that acquaintance was at them and Daddy Jim on one

another’)

c. a ghabhaltas 0-fein agus a

MASC-3SG holding EMPH and MASC-3SG

mhathar

mother (GEN)

Tiis own and his mother’s holding’

Note that pronouns in Irish are "strengthened by

emphatic/reflexive, contrastive, or demonstrative” (McCloskey, 1986, FN.

3, p. 248) affixes: '-fein’ in the given examples, but also the contrastive

‘sa’, for example. And only the strengthened forms of pronouns can be

conjoined. McCloskey argues in some detail that these affixes themselves
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cannot be considered pronouns, but are suffixes to a null pronominal

pro. I will, however, refer to them as particles.

In (234a), the verb ‘bhios’ is inflected for first person singular

because there is no overt pronoun, only the emphatic particle ‘fein’

conjoined with an overt nominal. In (234b), the preposition ‘acu’

similarly is inflected for third person plural because there is no overt

pronominal object. The possessive/genitive construction in (234c)

displays a null pronominal conjoined with an overt nominal possessor.

These examples are similar to those which Schwartz (1987, 1988)

has termed Verb-coded coordinations’, and consist of two conjuncts each,

one of which is an overt, lexical NP, the other of which is an implicit

pronominal indicated only by the inflection on the verb. As previously

noted in Breton and Welsh, however, there are a few wrinkles in the

verbal agreement relation:

1) when an overt pronoun or NP occurs as subject or as first (leftmost)

conjunct in a coordinated subject NP, there is no verbal agreement,

but the verb form is that of the ‘analytic’ or default form used for

any non-pronominal argument, a null instance of a ‘closest

conjunct’ strategy, since there is no resolution, per se,
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2) the null pronominal cannot occur as the second (non-leftmost

conjunct) in the coordinated subject NP (or, for that matter, in the

prepositional object and possessive constructions).

3) the null pronominal can occur as the leftmost (closest) conjunct in

the coordinated subject NP (in which case, the verb is the ‘synthetic’

or inflected form).

Illustrating the above statements, the subject/verb agreement

facts in Irish thus are these (comparable to 233):

235. Subject/Verb Agreement in Irish'^

a. Overt Pronominal Subject (synthetic verb):

*lmim me.

leave (PRES-ISG) I

'I leave/

b. Overt Pronominal Subject (analytic verb):

Labhair me leofa 0

spoke (PAST) I with (3PL)

‘I spoke to them/

c. Overt Pronominal Leftmost Conjunct in Coordinate NP Subject:

*Bhios me fein agus Eoghan...

be (PAST-ISG) I EMPH and Owen

'Owen and I were../
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d. Overt Nominal Leftmost Conjunct in Coordinate NP Subject

(Non-Agreement):

Bhi Hoghan agus me fein i lathair.

be (PAST-DEFAULT) Owen and I EMPH present

‘Owen and I were present/

e. Null Pronominal Non-Leftmost Conjunct in Coordinate NP Subj

(required pron. particle):

*Bhios Eoghan agus fein i lathair.

be (PAST-ISG) Owen and EMPH present

‘Owen and I were present/

f. Null Pronominal Leftmost Conjunct in Coordinate NP Subj

(required pron. particle):

Bhios fein agus Eoghan i lathair.

be (PAST-ISO) EMPH and Owen present

‘Owen and I were present/

(235a) and (235c) are ruled out because overt pronouns are

present and an inflected, agreeing verb cannot co-occur with such.

(235b) and (235d) are grammatical because, though overt pronominals are

present, the verbs are in analytic form (i.e., non-agreeing, homophonous

to the third-person singular form). (235e) is a counterpart to (235d)

which contains an inflected verb and no overt pronominal, but with a

disallowed leftmost nominal conjunct, and so is ungrammatical. (235d) is
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like (235e) but has a leftmost null-pronominal. The cases distinguished

here can be summarized as follows.

236. Summary of Simple and Coordinate NP Subject and Verbal

Agreement in Irish

a.
* Verb pronoun PART (i.e., agreeing)

a'. Verb pronoun PART (i.e., not agreeing, analytic)

b. * Verb np (agreeing)

b l

.
Verb np (i.e., not agreeing, analytic)

c.
* Verb pronoun PART and NP (i.e., agreeing)

c'. Verb pronoun PART and NP (i.e., not agreeing, analytic)
I

[default]

d. Verb NP and pronoun PART

I

[default]

e.
* Verb NP and pro PART

f. Verb pro PART and NP

In McCloskey’s view, a Government-Binding analysis is called for.

He crucially assumes that an analytic form of a verb (required of the

surface form, if such a form exists) "has an AGR feature, but is

unspecified for the value of that feature” (McCloskey (1986), p. 252-3),

that is (using X-bar categorial notation), for example:
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Analytic_VEßßO Synthetic_VEßßO
I I

[Tense: Pres [Tense: Pres

Agr: ] Agr: 3Sg ]

In the following configuration, AGR governs the argument position of

the verb which is instantiated by the left conjunct in coordinate subjects

(or the ordinary, single NP subject position), but not the mother node of

the conjuncts.



237. GB View of Irish Agreement and Coordinate Subject (=ll9b)

A. English s = IP

Government \ /
j-

npL AGR
1

yp

X/XnL
NP c °r>J np [ p] n(jm ] y N p

He I

[3 pers] [ 1 pers]

[sg num] [sg num]

[nomcase] [nomcase] saw the dogs

He and I saw the dogs.

B. Irish S = IP

VP AGR
1

NP
k

AP

M Pers]
/// \r

, ,

V

139
NP

f
conJ NPJ IVnum]

/pro-fein
Eoghan

11 pers] [3 pers]

[sg num] [sg num]

[nomcase] [nomcase] ilathair

EMPH

Government Bhi os fei n agus Eoghan i lathai r.

‘Owen and I were present'

In this figure, the empty category pro is in the position governed by AGR

(and thus legitimized to be in that position), hence gets assigned

338
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nominative case, along with the other conjunct NP, though it is unclear

how the latter does, since in GB nominative case is licensed by

government, and crucially McCloskey defines the government relation

here to bypass the mother node and thus the non-leftward conjuncts, as

demonstrated by the government relation he defines. In addition, pro and

agr are co-superscripted or otherwise co-indexed, thus ensuring that they

have the same (non-case) features.

238. Government Relation (McCloskey, 1986, p. 259) (=120)

a. We define a relation R:

aRp iff

for all (p, cp a maximal projection,

9 dominates a iff (p dominates p.

b. Df. Government: a governs p iff

i. a g

ii. p g Xmax

iii. either:

a. aRp and p immediately dominates no Hmax
(denoting a head

which itself is a maximal projection), or

b. there is a 7, such that aRp and p is the leftmost H max

dominated by 7.

A further complication is that the notion of 'leftmost’ in the above

formulation cannot be defined in terms of strict adjacency because, as
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McCloskey (1986, fn. 8, p. 259) notes, lexical material may intervene

between pro or an overt NP and AGR: in particular, adjectives may

intervene between pro and AGR in inflected possessor constructions,

which pattern much like the pro-drop verb.47
Furthermore, he states

that the mother node itself possesses the merged (resolved) features of its

conjuncts (and thereby requires the above definition of government),

offering as evidence the following example of a feature-resolved mother

node in a possessive clitic construction containing conjoined objects

('CONTR’ here denoting 'contrastive’):

239. Ta mise agus mo dhearthair 'nar ndochtuiri

am I+CONTR and my brother our(lPL) doctors

'My brother and I are doctors/

(McCloskey, 1986, p. 261)

Rather than the GB analysis proposed by McCloskey, we shall

present an analysis under the Pronominal Incorporation Hypothesis in a

categorial framework. First, let us elaborate on (236).

There are two categorial perspectives for the data given in (236)

to be examined here. The first perspective views the incorporation

process as having already occurred to the verb, a perspective we have

used previously to demonstrate the essential semantic-pragmatic nature

of the process. The verb’s syntactic category thus is unmodified, the
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ordinary s/np category for intransitive verbs. The semantic form of the

verb, however, reflects the fact that an application of function

composition has already occurred, with the unspecified pronominal

functor internal to the lambda binding of the verb's argument, set to act

upon the eventual np argument. In this view, the overt pronoun is

categorized as np/np and its associated particle is categorized as np. We

shall see that there are problems with this view. Because of this, the table

displaying the derivations from this first categorial perspective (240) is

given in a smaller, single-spaced type, as warning to the reader not to

invest much time trying to understand these problematic forms.

In the following examples, the verbs themselves are annotated to

clearly indicate whether they are analytic or synthetic forms, which

annotations duplicate but make explicit the verbs' semantic forms.

240. Summary of Agreement in Irish (First, Problematic Categorial

View)

Let pronoun = np/np

part = (x/np\x)\np

verb = s/np

Assumptions: incorporated pronoun represented only as result of composition

in the verb’s semantic form.

Ordinary agreement:

Verbsynth

s/np

Xx. verb' (XH.H(x))

7

s

verb'(/H.H(a))
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a.
* Vert)Synt;h

pronoun PART

s/np np/np np
4 ®

Xx. verb' (>H.H(x)) Xy. XH'.H'(y) y'
49

* R 1

a’. Verb Analytic
pronoun PART

s/np np/np np

Xx. verb' (x) Xy. XH. H(y) y'

RI

np

XH. H(y'), hence H[feats] =y' [feats]

RI

s

verb'(y')

b. NP

s/np

Xx. verb'(x) y'

I I

[tense only] [IPL, e.g.]

RI

s

verb' (y') NB. No incorp, pron., so no composition of feats, so

no agreement.

b’. Same as a
l

.

c.
* Verb^y pronoun PART and NP

s/np np/np np x\x/x

Xx. verb'(>H.H(x)) Xy.XH'.H'(y) y" y'
* R 1

c’. Verb^^yl
pronoun PART and NP

s/np np/np np x\x/x

Xx. verb'(x) Xy.XH.H(y) y" y'

RI

np

XH. H(y''), hence H[feats] = y'' [feats]

&

np

y" uy' [y" [feats] yj [feats]]

RI

verb'(y'' uy')
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d. NP and pronoun PART

s/np np x\x/x np/np np

Xx. verb' (x) y' Xy.XH.H(y) y'' [feats]

I

[tense only]

RI

np

XH. H(y''),hence H[feats] uy'' [feats]

&

np

y" uy' [[H[feats] y'' [feats]] uy' [feats]]

RI

verb'(y'' uy')

e.
* Verb^H^y^o NP and pro PART 51

s/np np x\x/x np^2

Xx. verb' (x) y' [feats] y" [feats]

RI

s

verb' (y')
�

f. pro PART and NP

s/(np) np x\x/x

Xx. verb' y" [feats] y' [feats]

RI

s

verb'(/H.H(y"))

Implicit, of course, in the above graphic rendering of the

grammatical analytic verb forms, is the interpretation taken here: the

analytic verb forms are exactly those which do have not incorporated

pronominals. To underscore the point: agreement (verbal inflection) is

symptomatic of pronominal incorporation. If there is no incorporated

pronominal in the verb, there is no verbal agreement. One could,

alternatively, view the analytic verb forms as still possessing an

incorporated pronominal, but one that was completely unspecified (i.e., a
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null specification, as opposed to an underspecification) as to feature

values.^ 3 That is, the following case:

241. Analytic Verb Alternative: Unspecified Incorporated Pronominal

(First, Problematic Categorial View)

Verb NP

s/np np

Xx. verb' (XH.H(x)) y' [feats]

I I

[tense] []

RI

H[feats] uy'[feats] = []

s

But, in this case, one would then have to say that the subject NP itself

either has no syntactic or semantic features (because our theoretical

apparatus permits the resolution of both without regard to module

classification) or that the unification operation on a null specification

results in a null specification, i.e., that H[] u y'[feats] = [], which is

contrary to our assumption (cf. the section on features and categories)

that J- LJ X = X (when the 'bottom' or most informative, i.e., the null

specification, is unified with a non-null X, X is the result, in a lattice

context). 54 Furthermore, it is unclear in principle how one could

differentiate between a featurally null incorporated pronominal slot and

a ordinary NP argument slot (which induced no agreement), except in

terms of theoretical parsimony; in which case, one would have to choose
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the latter construct, i.e., as I have done, assuming only a non-

pronominally-incorporated form for the analytic verb.

Along these lines, however, note that we do want to allow for the

incorporated pronominal to be only partially specified: this allowance is

required for purely grammatical (formal) agreement, especially in those

cases where only a subset of the features of the language directly

participate in the verbal agreement relationship. In fact, in the related

Celtic language Welsh, it will be argued that a partially specified

pronominal has been incorporated.

There are, however, some problems with the first categorial view

of the Irish data as summarized in (240). It seems, for example, that the

overt pronoun patterns in a way very similar to that of the NP, except for

the fact that the overt pronoun can also have an optionally associated

affix-like emphatic-reflexive-contrastive particle. This would tend to

dissuade us from the depicted categorial assignment of np/np. With

respect to ordinary agreement, i.e., a standalone null-subject verb, there

is a problem: what licenses the reanalysis of the intransitive verb as a

sentence? Furthermore, it is unclear what prevents the application of R2

in (240a) between the incorporated (synthetic) verb and the overt

pronoun if the categories are correct. Additionally, note that the particle

in (240a) is optional and that if it was not present, the combination of

s/np + np/np under composition should result in s, rather than the s/np
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that it actually results in. Admittedly, it is unclear how one would

interpret the resulting doubly-composed semantic form of ‘Toe.

verb' (H(UhH(x)))’ under the first scenario (i.e., after R2(s/np, np/np)).

But it violates no formal requirement.

The same objections can be lodged against (240c). The only

mitigating factor here is that we have noted that the synthetic verb has a

more complex semantic form, demonstrating a composition of functions.

In addition, in both (240c) and (240e), given the categorizations, it seems

that the combination of the conjuncts should result in a single NP, which

then could combine with the verb. In fact, this is illegitimate.

Now, however, a second categorial perspective is offered on the

data from Irish which seeks to remove these objections.

242. Summary of Agreement in Irish (Second Categorial View)

Let inc_pro = x/np\x

pronoun = np

part = (x/np\x)\np

verb = s/np

Assumptions: only pronouns can raise in Irish.



Ordinary agreement:

inc-pro

s/np x/np\x

Xx. verb' (x) Xy. II(y)55

Subst [V/x], R 1

s

verb' (Xy. H(y))

a.
* Verbsynth

inc-pro pronoun PART

s/np x/np\x np (x/np\x)\np

Xx. verb'(x) Xy. H(y) y" Xy'.H'(y')

Subst [TipVx], R 2

s/np\np

Xx. verb' (H(x))

*

347
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a'. pronoun PART

s/np np (x/np\x)\np

Xx. verb'(x) y' Xy".H"(y")

R4

x/np\x

Xy. H'(y')

RI

np

a- H"(Xy.H'(y'))

a [feats]

RI

s

verb'(a)

There is an alternative, because PART is optional:

Verb^ pronoun

s/np np

Xx. verb'(x) y'

RI

s

verb' (y')



b. VerbAnalytic NP

s/np np

Xx. verb'(x) y'

RI

s

verb' (y')

c.
* Verbsynth

inc_pro pronoun PART and NP

s/np x/np\x np (x/np\x)\np x\x/x

Xx. verb'(x) Xy. H(y) y' Xy".H"(y") y"'

Subst ['npVx], R 2

s/np\np

Xx. verb'(H(x))

349
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c’. VerbAna
pronoun PART and NP

s/nP np (x/np\x)\np x\x/x

Xx. verb (x) y' Xy".H"(y") y
"

R4

x/np\x

Xy. H'(y')

RI

np

a=H"(Xy.H'(y'))

&

np

a'

RI

verb'(a')
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d. Verb^na^^c NP and pronoun PART

s/np np x\x/x np (x/np\x)\np

Xx. verb' (x) y' y" Xy .H (y )

R4

x/np\x

Xy".XH".H"(y")
RI

np

a= H'" (Xy''. >H".H" (y"))
&

np

a'

RI

verb'(a")

e.
* Verb^y inc_pro NP and PART

s/np x/np\x np x\x/x (x/np\x)\np

Xx. verb'(x) Xy.H(y) y" Xy .H (y''')

Subst ['npVx], R 2

s/np\np

Xx. verb' (H(x))

*
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f. Vert)Synth
inc_pro PART and NP

s/np x/np\x (x/np\x)\np x\x/x np

Xx. verb'(x) Xy'.H(y') Xy".H"(y") y"'

Subst [‘npVx], R 1

np

a-H"(Xy'.H(y'))

&

np

a'

RI

s

verb' (a')

As can be seen in the above figure, this analysis is much better.

There are far fewer problems and no untoward assumptions. In fact, the

only assumptions are three: 1) that there is a lifted pronominal implicitly

present in the string, that which we have been calling the incorporated

pronominal, whose existence syntactically is evidenced only by its side-

effects on agreement, but which possesses a clearly evident phonology; 2)

that the emphatic, reflexive, and constrastive particles which affix to

pronouns are categorized specifically for type-lifted versions of those

pronouns, i.e., of category (x/np\x)\np; and 3) that in Irish only

pronouns can be type-lifted. The third assumption is flatly stipulative,

hence in general undesirable, but one which seems to neatly
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compartmentalize the ad-hoc. One might even argue that such

confinement of the potentially formidable formal power of type-lifting to

a single category is the kind of parameterization of language that one

might expect, from a universalist perspective.

In the view depicted in (242), agreement qua non-default

inflection (default inflection being the analytic verbal form

homophonous to the third person singular) follows from the existence of

the implicit (incorporated) pronoun which has a base-generated

functional category. Type-lifting a normal, base-assigned pronoun of

category NP to a functional category is not equivalent to the base-

assignment of a functional category. In fact, type-lifting from a base-

assigned category itself seems to prevent the features of the base category

from percolating upward when that type-lifted category later combines

with some other category via application or composition. In (242a'), for

example, the overt pronoun becomes type lifted, but its inherent (base)

features are apparently inaccessible to the verb with which it eventually

combines via Rl, function application. In some sense, type-lifting ‘binds

over’ such values, acting as a barrier to resolution processes such as those

of and-conjunction, much like that of the operation of composition

between an element and the verb containing an incorporated

pronominal, as we noted in the section on word order variations and

which we termed LAB, the lambda abstraction barrier hypothesis.
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Now, we turn our sights to another Celtic language, Welsh. In

Welsh, it is suggested that the verbal form that corresponds to the Irish

analytic form has incorporated a partially specified pronominal, one that

is marked for at least singular number.

5.4.2 Welsh

In this section, Welsh, another Celtic language, is investigated,

demonstrating some divergences from Irish with respect to the character

of the incorporated pronominal. The apparently syntactically-induced

phonological process of mutation is analyzed and thereby seen to

underpin the pronominal incorporation hypothesis. Examples of

coordinated subjects failing to resolve to a compatible verbal concord are

noted, the strategy of closest conjunct agreement instead being pursued.

In the South East Wales dialect of Welsh, the overt pronoun subject

agrees with the verb in person and number (and, for third person,

singular, in gender also); the overt noun subject agrees with the verb

only in person. Note that the latter portion of this statement is another

way of describing the 'analytic' verb of Irish, i.e., in both Irish and

Welsh, an overt nominal subject selects for (or is selected by) a default,

third-person, singular verb; no agreement occurs (or, as we shall see,

partial agreement may occur). Moreover, in both languages, the basic

word order is VSO.
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243. Welsh Verbal Agreement: Overt and Implicit Subjects
56

a. Overt Pronominal Subject:

1. Gwelais i y ci.

Saw-ISG I the dog.

'I saw the dog’

2. Gwelsant hwy y ci.

Saw-3 PL they

'Saw they the dog.’ i.e., 'They saw the dog’

b. Overt Nominal Subject:

1. Gwelodd y dynion y ci.

Saw-3SG the men

'Saw the men the dog/ i.e., 'The men saw the dog’

2. *Gwelsant y dynion y ci.

Saw-3 PL

'Saw the men the dog/

c. Implicit Pronominal Subject:

1. Gwelais y ci.

Saw-ISG

Saw (I) the dog.
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2. Gwelodd y ci.

Saw-3SG

Saw (he/she) the dog.

d. Object Soft Mutation vs. Subject:

1. Diflannodd y ci.

Disappeared the dog.

2. *Diflannodd gi.

Disappeared (a) dog-OBJ

3. Diflannodd ci.57

Disappeared (a) dog-SUBJ

4. Gwelodd y dyn gi.

Saw the man (a) dog.

These patterns of agreement force a number of conclusions. First,

the overt pronominal subject (which occurs optionally; if not present, the

inflected pro-drop verb is sufficient) must belong to a category different

from that of the overt noun subject. This is so because the overt noun

does not agree with the verb in number, requiring instead the analytic

form (as in Irish). And yet, the overt pronominal probably should not be

categorized as the weak np/np (np\np) of the first categorial view of

Irish (which requires the overt emphatic/contrastive particle and, then,

occurs nevertheless only with the analytic verb form), because it can

combine directly with the verb (therefore more like the type-lifted

incorporated pronominal of the second categorial view of Irish).
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Furthermore, note that there exists in Welsh a particle *fe’ marking an

assertion which may be related to the emphatic/contrastive particle

‘fein’ of Irish, in that its presence preverbally licenses the presence of a

pronoun object intervening between it and the verb or following the

verb, as the following two examples make clear.

244. Assertion Particle Licensing Object Pronoun in Welsh

(Awbery (1976), examples 54-55, p. 17)

a. Fe’i gwelais.

Assertion: him saw (I).

b. Fe’i gwelais ef.

Assertion: him saw (I) him.

In addition, we can state one of two possible conclusions: 1) that

the analytic verb form in Welsh is exactly comparable to that of Irish, and

so, no agreement occurs because no incorporated pronominal exists; or 2)

that the analytic verb form in Welsh does contain an incorporated

pronominal, one that is marked for singular number. Parsimony

arguments, much as in Irish, would suggest we choose (1), but there

seems to be some extenuating circumstances in Welsh, in particular, the

phonological process of mutation, which rather suggest the choice of (2).
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5.4.2.1 Object Mutation in Welsh

At this point, a few comments about the phonological effect of

‘mutation’ are in order. There are three forms of mutation in Welsh: soft,

aspirate, and nasal mutation. Phonological ‘mutation’ is apparently at

least partially induced by the syntax, occurring to the initial segments of

objects and ‘mutating’ the segments.
5 8 in a larger study on the

interaction among the linguistic modules, one might be able to directly

correlate these phonological reductions to syntactic/semantic

pronominal incorporative processes. Here, however, I will only suggest

the course the analysis could take. In Welsh, the initial segment of a

direct object of an inflected verb will undergo ‘soft mutation’ if the

segment is in the following set: {p, t, c, b, d, g, m, 11, rh}. Soft mutation

converts these to the following segments, respectively: fb, d, g, f, dd, 0, f.

1, r} (Awbery (1976), p. 8). One set of facts that favors an incorporation

analysis of mutation is the paradigm of the periphrastic forms: these

consist of an inflected form of the verb ‘be’, along with an uninflected

verb and its object.

245. Ordinary vs. Periphrastic Forms in Welsh

a. Ordinary Form

Gwelodd y dyn gi.

Saw the man (a) dog

The man saw a dog.’
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b. Periphrastic Form

Mae’r dyn wedi gweld y ci.

Is the man after seeing the dog

'The man has seen the dog/

(Awbery (1976), examples 42, 32)

The periphrastic forms contain an inflected form of the verb 'be’,

'bod', and one of the preposition-like aspect markers: eg., *yn'

[continuous], 'wedi’ [perfective] (Awbery (1976), p. 13).
59 The two

interesting points to make about the periphrastic forms that corroborate

the incorporation analysis are these: 1) the uninflected verbs of

periphrastic forms do not induce mutation in their direct objects, eg., in

(245b), 'cT, ‘dog’, rather than the mutated 'gF of (245a); 2) there is

variance in the behavior of the object of the uninflected verb, depending

upon whether the object is a noun or a pronoun: if the object is a noun, it

immediately follows the uninflected verb (i.e., the position of the

ordinary subject of an inflected verb); if the object is a pronoun, then it

either precedes the uninflected verb or both precedes and follows it,

reminiscent of the phenomenon of clitic-doubling evidenced in many

languages.6o (245b) above illustrates the noun case; the following

examples illustrate the two pronoun cases:
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246. Pronoun Object of Welsh Uninflected Verb

a. Mae'r dyn wedi ei weld.

Is the man after his seeing.

‘The man has seen him.'

b. Mae'r dyn wedi ei weld ef.

Is the man after his seeing him.

‘The man has seen him.'

(Awbery (1976), ex. 46, 47)

Recall that in the ordinary, non-periphrastic forms, both the

noun and the pronoun object of the verb follow the subject, in VSO order.

And note further that possessives pattern in exactly the same way as

objects of the uninflected verbs of periphrastic forms:

247. Possessive NPs in Welsh

a. ci plentyn

'(a) dog (of a) child'

b. ei gi

‘his dog’

c. ei gi ef

his dog him

‘his dog'
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248. Periphrastic and Possessive Mutation in Welsh

a. Mae’r dyn yn fy ngweld i.

Is the man in my seeing me

The man is in my seeing me/ i.e., The man sees me'

b. fy nghi i

my dog me

‘my dog’

(Awbery (1976), ex. 48, 50-53, p. 16)

In (248), observe that (a)'s uninflected verb ‘ngweld' (from ‘gweld',

‘sell') and (b)’s possessive object ‘nghi' (from ‘ci', ‘dog') have

undergone mutation: in both cases, nasal mutation triggered by the

preceding, first person, singular pronoun. Furthermore, note that the

nominal possessive example (247a) has the non-possessive head noun

preceding the possessive, whereas this is disallowed for pronominal heads

in the possessive form.6l

These observations taken together suggest that it is the pronouns

in all forms of mutation in Welsh which cause the mutation: in the case of

inflected verb initial forms, the pronoun which causes the object to

undergo mutation is the incorporated subject pronoun. The possible

alternative hypotheses are enumerated as follows:
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249. Alternative Mutation Hypotheses

a. only the subject slot of verb has an incorporated pronoun and its

phonological content affects the initial segment of that which is

bound by the object slot,

b only the object slot of verb has an incorporated pronoun and its

phonological content affects the initial segment of that which is

bound by the object slot,

c. both subject and object slots of the verb have an incorporated

pronoun, and either:

1. the phonological content of the incorporated subject pronoun

affects the initial segment of that which is bound by the object

slot, or

2. the phonological content of the incorporated object pronoun

affects the initial segment of that which is bound by the object

slot, or

3. the phonological content of both the incorporated subject

and object pronouns affect the initial segment of that which is

bound by the object slot.
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These cases can be collapsed to three, for the purposes of the

mutation process:

250) left effect:

verb! [subj [subj-arg] [X] ] [obj [obj-arg] ] ]

251) right effect:

verb[ [subj [subj-arg] 1 [o.bj [obj-arg] [ Y ] 1 ]

252) fusion effect:

verb[ [subj [subj-arg] [X] ] [obj [obj-arg] [Y]]

[X] here represents the incorporated subject pronoun and [Y] the

incorporated object pronoun, the lines represent mappings to the

phonological tier, and the hatched lines represent deleted mappings

(which remap to the first segment of the argument, i.e., that which is

bound by the argument slot). Note also that (250) and (251) would have

symmetric duals where the affecting phonological material is prefixal,

rather than suffixal. I have purposefully left unspecified the

phonological tier information. Of these alternatives, I believe the Left
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Effect (hypothesis 249a) to be more accurate for Welsh. This embodies the

notion that only one pronoun is incorporated into the Welsh verb (and

possessive pronominals and most prepositions), and it resides in the

subject 510t.62 The hypothesis that both subject and object slots possess

incorporated pronouns with value singular is vitiated by the lack of any

other soft mutation effect, in, for example, constructions with adjuncts

that follow the object. The initial segment of such an adjunct, one might

suppose, should exhibit mutation if the double incorporation hypothesis

held, since, on the one hand, assuming a Left Effect, the same

environment conditioned by the incorporated subject pronoun on the

object argument should exist for the adjunct, but conditioned in its case

by the incorporated object pronoun. On the other hand, assuming a Right

Effect, that is, a phonological operation involving only the object

argument and the incorporated object pronoun, one would then also

expect: either a mutation of the subject argument, if there were also an

incorporated subject pronoun; or, if there were no incorporated subject

pronoun, then that noun subjects would pattern exactly like pronoun

subjects and neither agree with the verb. The Fusion Effect (i.e., that

phonological material from two, subject and object, incorporated

pronouns combine with the object's first segment to induce mutation)

cannot be eliminated as a possibility except by observing that it is

actually a stronger hypothesis than the Left Effect and subsumable by it.

Hence, I assume only an incorporated subject pronoun and a mutation

effect corresponding to the Left Effect above.
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One other possible objection to the hypothesis that only the

subject slot of the verb has an incorporated singular pronominal is that

then one would expect all verbs to be singular and only vary in person

(and possibly gender), a state of affairs that is contraverted by the

generalizations involving pronominal subjects: verbs with both overt

pronominal subjects and implicit, pro-drop subjects show a full range of

inflectional forms, including the plural. This is a strong objection, and I

will attempt to answer it. The main problem lies in the fact that the

value of the incorporated subject pronominal will clash with

the [-singular] value of the overt subject pronoun under the usual

interpretation of unification, to which I have so far adhered here.

Somehow these contradictory values must yield [-singular], as the data

demonstrates is the case, allowing, for example, the following form

(243a.2, from above):

253. Gwelsant hwy y ci.

verb overt-pronoun np

saw they the dog

[3 pers, +PL] [3 pers, +PL]

'Saw they the dog/ i.e., 'They saw the dog’

At the same time, we require the specification of the verb’s

incorporated pronominal in order to induce soft mutation in the verbal
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object/complement, an analysis which has strong reasons to be retained.

The solution I offer is the

incorporation occurs to the verb (which previously incorporated the

singular pronominal), a weak pronominal whose category is np/np. This

pronominal combines with the verb by an application of R2, composition,

and functions more like a clitic than a true incorporation.

254. Gwelsant hwy y ci

saw they the dog

verb weak-pronoun overt-pronoun obj

(s/np)/np np/np np np

I

taAy.verb' (XG.G(x), y) Xx.G'(x) y' [3 pers, -SG] y"
I I

[3 pers, +SG] G' [feats]

R2

(s/np)/np

Xz.( (kxAy.verb'(XG.G(x), y)) (ta'.G'(x') (z)) )

= Xz.( (XxAy.verb' y)) (G'(z)) )

= Xz.{ Xy.verb' (AG.G(G' (z)), y) )

RI

(s/np)

Xy.verb'aG.G(G'(y')),y) )

RI

s
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verb'(XG.G(G'(y')),y")

and so the verb’s features, w[features] in our previously established

vocabulary, must be:

w [features] = G[featsx] uG' [featsx] u y' [feats]

i.e., [3, +PL] = {-PL} uG' [featsx] u {3, +PL}

with G' [featsx] c{{! v 2 v 3} a {+ v -}}), ie., G' [feats] is maximally the entire

set of allowable values. Now, recalling that the unification operation for

number is additive, i.e., that

i) aup = a+p

ii) yu s=y,if y> 6, else 6; i.e., [(y> 5->y) v (y< 6 ->6)]

where a, p range over number, y, 5 range over person.

then, if w [feats], G[feats], and y' [feats] are known, we can infer the

maximal G' [featsx], he., G'[featsx] are subsumed by the w [feats], call itco,

i.e., co EE G' [featsx], read as "cosubsumes ‘G' [featsx]
,w

.

w [features] = G[featsx] uG' [featsx] u y' [feats]

i.e., {3, +PL} = {-PL} uG'[featsx] u {3, +PL}

= ({-PL} u {{l v 2 v 3 } a {+PL v -PL}}) u {3, +PL}

= {{l v2v 3} a {-PL}} u{3, +PL}
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= {3,+PL}

And that is all we know about the second incorporated pronoun: that it is

totally underspecified (not null, but most general).

5.4.2.2 Mutation and Incorporation

The promise of such an analysis of mutation is that it obviates a

direct syntactic statement of the essentially phonological operation of

mutation: presumably, the incorporated pronoun retains some

phonological representation, and it is that which conditions the

environment for the initial segment of the object. There is great

controversy in the literature concerning such an analysis. The fear is

that such an interpretation poses a problem for theories of morpho-

phononology which demand immediate contiguity of segments for

phonological processes, as Harlow (1989), p. 291, points out. Harlow’s own

proposal, that soft mutation is phrasally triggered by NPs (ibid, p. 303),

ably covers the facts, as far as it goes. His explanation, however, does not

provide a unified account of all the forms of mutation in Welsh: it says

nothing about nasal and aspirate mutation. The incorporated pronominal

hypothesis presented here seeks to unite these, and does so by proposing

that there is, in fact, contiguous phonological material present: that of

the incorporated pronoun. Two examples by Harlow (1989) [his sa-b],
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which appear to be problematic for an incorporated pronominal analysis,

i.e.,

255. Soft Mutation and Inversion in Welsh

a. Mae ci mawr yn yr ardd.

is dog big in the garden.

There is a big dog in the garden’

b. Mae yn yr ardd gi mawr.

is in the garden dog big.

There is a big dog in the garden’

could be explainable if, in fact, the gloss for (255a) is incorrect. If (255a)

is better interpreted as "A big dog is in the garden’, i.e., with the NP ‘big

dog’ being the subject, rather than the second argument (complement),

and (255b) is paraphrasable as ‘ln the garden is a big dog’, with the

prepositional phrase filling the subject slot, then the incorporation

hypthesis holds. In the latter case, soft mutation occurs because ‘a big

dog’ is the object. If indeed both expressions have the same

interpretation, then this fact hurts the incorporation hypothesis. The

two alternative syntactic analyses are the following:
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256. Syn/Sem and Phonology of Soft Mutation (categorial view) 64

a. Mae ci mawr yn yr ardd.

is dog big in the garden.

== ‘A big dog is in the garden’

(s/pp)/np np np\np pp/np np/np np

y)

I

syn:[+SG, aPers]

phon:[bod + ef ]

’be' 'he'

[pfeats] [+voice]

RI Rl

np np

RI R 1

s/pp PP

Ay.verb' (MLH(big_dog'), y)

I

syn:[+SG, aPers]

phon:[bod + ef ]

'be' 'he'

[pfeats] [+voice]
i n

•••

\ ii...

V VC...

RI [conditions not met

s for phonol. rule]
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b. Mae yn yr ardd gi mawr.

is in the garden dog big.

There is a big dog in the garden'

(s/pp)/np pp/np np/np np np/np np

RI R 1

np np

RI

PP

,

(XH.H(x), y)

I

syn:[+SG, aPers]

phon:[bod + ef ] c i

'be’ ’he’ [+ant

[pfeats] [+voice] -cor

N-cont]
V C V

These examples have the phonological content represented

autosegmentally, as per Lieber (1983), though this is not crucial for the

purpose at hand. What I would like to suggest is that the incorporated

pronominal retains phonological slot and featural information and that

derivational (via argument structure binding) contiguity "transfers" this

information to the object.6s
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Harlow’s theory commendably retains the notion of contiguity for

phonological processes, but at the same time violates the usual meta-

theoretic stricture on modularity, i.e., that linguistic principles should be

formulated in terms of the domains of their application, not crossing

those imaginary module boundaries unless the data absolutely demands

such an incursion, as a last resort when all other formulations fail. A

phonological process conditioned by a syntactic environment, as soft

mutation is in Harlow’s theory by the preceding NP, is an instance of

such a violation, and to be dispreferred if an alternative avoiding the

violation is available. Under the incorporated pronominal hypothesis,

the rule of soft mutation is entirely formulable in terms of phonology:

that the segmental contiguity necessary for its formulation is established

by another linguistic module, syntactico-semantic argument structure, is

dispensable.

A slight anomaly concerns the (pronominal) possessive forms:

they act like inflected verbs insofar as they induce mutation in their

objects. We have seen earlier, however, that there are indeed reasons to

classify both possessives and (inflected) verbs together. One might

therefore claim that the (pronominal) possessive form in (at least) Welsh

also contains an incorporated pronoun. This statement is hardly

controversial: obviously, pronominal possessives are pronominal. A

fuller generalization might be: pronominal possessives are (functional)

verb-like entities which contain an incorporated pronoun (with feature
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values) which acts like a transitive verb's subject, i.e., categorially, much

like:

257. Welsh Possessive Pronominals (categorial view)

pronominal poss: poss-np/np

Xy.POSS([syn_feats'], y)
I

[phon_feats']
X

C/V

Example:

fy nghi i

my dog me

poss-np/np np np\np

Xy.POSS(I_SG, y) y' Xz.G{z)
I I I

[+nasal] y' [feats] G[feats]
X \ I

X \I

V C

RI

POSS(I_SG, dog')

where y is the object of the possessive. 6 6, 6 7
Clearly, given this

representation, it is not remarkable that these possessive forms and

inflected verbs pattern alike, inducing mutation on their objects. These

facts, in conjunction with the soft mutation undergone by objects of
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inflected verbs (which corresponds to verbal mutation caused by a pre-

(uninflected)-verbal third person, singular, possessive pronominal)

would seem to argue for an analysis in which the incorporated

pronominal in inflected verbs is the partially-specified singular form,

unspecified for person and gender.6B

It is appropriate here to display the similarities exhibited by the

three forms, inflected verb, uninflected verb (in periphrastic

construction), and possessive (and as noted, most prepositions):

258. Similarities Between Inflected Verb, Periphrastic, and Posssessive

Forms in Welsh (with parentheses signifying optionality and a

subscript, coindexation)

Inflected Verb: verb
Syn-i (subj-pronO (obj)

+mutation [soft]

3SG Inflected Verb: verb3S g subj-noun (obj)

+mutation[soft]

Periphrastic Verb:

be S yn-j np-subj aspect verbisol np-obj

+mutation [soft] -mutation

Possessive: proni noun (proni)

+mutation[soft, nasal, or aspirate]
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Prep. Phrases:

prepsyn-i poss-proni noun (proni)

+mutation [soft, nasal, or aspirate]

We observe that mutation always seems to occur to the object of the

construction immediately following a pronoun (periphrastic, possessive)

or an inflected verb or inflected preposition. The simplest hypothesis is

that the inflected verb (and preposition) contains a pronoun. Object

mutation thus seems to represent implicitly a rudimentary form of object

agreement, not of syntactic, but rather, of phonological information. 6 9

Hence, the proposed categorial representation for verbs in Welsh is

(compare to pronominal possessives, above):

259. Welsh Verbs (categorial view)

Verb: (s/Y)/np

tocAy.verb' y)
I I

[tense] [+SG, aPers, pGen]
I

[+voice]

V
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5.4.2.3 Coordination and Concord

At this point, a few examples of a coordinated subject NP and its

concording on the Welsh verb can be given. In all cases, the resolution

strategy employed is that of the Closest Conjunct. 7 0

260. Closest Conjunct Resolution

a. Caffodd Wyn ac Ifor eu rhybuddio gan Emyr

Got[3SG] Wyn and Ifor their warning by Emyr

‘Wyn and Ifor were warned by Emyr'

b. Cyfarfu Wyn a fi.

Met[3SG] Wyn and I.

c. Cyfarfum i a Wyn.

Met[lSG] I and/with Wyn.

d. Caffodd Wyn a fi ein cymharu.

Got[3SG] Wyn and I our comparing.

Welsh thus exhibits much the same interaction between coordination and

concord as has been observed in Irish. The pronominal participating in

the coordination, however (unlike Irish), needs no accompanying

emphatic particle.
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5.4.3 Other Languages

Many other languages possess verb-coded coordinations, as

Schwartz (1987, 1988), Aissen (1989), and others have amply attested to.

These constructions have three essential characteristics: they occur in

languages with pro-drop or null argument forms; they occur in np

coordination (see also the section on comitatives); they are nearly always

described as inherently connected to the notion of topicality, being in

general given information. In other portions of the literature, such

phenomena are described either as directly representing or related to

phenomena such as 'overlapping reference problems with plural

pronominals’ (Baker, 1992), 'disagreement’, clitic-doubling (Sun~er, 1988),

etc.
7l

We will examine two examples, from languages as diverse as the

North American Siouan language Dakota and the Nilo-Saharan language

Kanuri, both cited in Schwartz (1988). In (261), 'niye’ and the object

inflection on the verb together constitute the direct object of the verb, an

example of object agreement. The subject 'Tim’ also enjoins subject

agreement onto the verb.
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261. Dakota

niye kici Tim oukiyakte

2SG & Tim help+3SG->lstDual=FUT

you and Tim he will help we two

'Tim will help you and me.'

In (262), the subject consists of an implicit coordinated pronoun,

whose existence is ascertained only by the presence of the agreement

marker for plurality on the verb, and an overt possessive np.

262. Kanuri (Hutchison, 1980)

tada-nze-a kasho

chiId+3POSS+ASOC came+PL

'he and his son came'

In the analysis of verb-coded coordinations presented here as

indicative of pronominal incorporation by the verb, these examples

would have the following derivations.

Because we have in general depicted the pronominal as having

already been incorporated into the verb, i.e., as semantically being of the

form Xx.verb'(XG.G(x)), there are implicitly two syntactic analyses by

which this semantic result could have come about. The first analyzes the

implicit pronominal as of raised type np/np\np; the second, as of type
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np\np (or of type np/np, depending on the language's typical word-

order). With respect to the Dakota example, the former type assignment is

depicted in derivation (263); the latter type assignment is given in (264).

In both cases, the interpretation placed on the conjunctive is more as a

comitative particle of single-argument semantic form A.x.and'(x), rather

than as the conjunctive particle of double-argument form kxAy.and' (x,y).

It is unclear whether there is any crucial distinction between these two

interpretations (except, possibly, in those languages with comitative case-

assignment), especially when the resulting semantics is identical. It is

the difference between the comitative
f

(G(and'(you'))’ and the

conjunctive '(and' (G, you'))'.
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263. Dakota: Incorporated Pronominal as NP/NPXNP

niye kid Tim oukiyakte

2SG and inc_pro Tim help+3sg+lstDual=Future

np np\(np/np) np/np\np np np\(np\s)

Xx.and'(x) XvAG.G(v) XwAz.will_help(z,w)

RI

(np\s)

Az.will_help(z,Tim')

RI R 2

np/np (np/np)\s

and'(you') kz'.((?z.will_help(z,Tim')) ((XvAG.G(v)) (z')))

= \z .will_help(AG.G(z' ),Tim')

RI

s

will_help(G(and' (you' )),Tim') [G resolved]
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264. Dakota: Incorporated Pronominal as NP\NP

niye kici Tim oukiyakte

2SG and inc_pro Tim help+3sg+lstDual=Future

np np\np np\np np np\(np\s)

Xx.and'(x) XvAG.G(v) XwAz.will_help(z,w)

RI

(np\s)

Xz.will_help(z,Tim')

RI R 2

np np\s

and'(you') Xz\((fc.will_help(z,Tim')) ((AvJIG.G(v)) (z')))

= Xz
'

.will_help(AG.G(z' ),Tim')

s

will_help(G(and' (you' )),Tim') [G resolved]

In both (263) and (264), the resolution of G amounts to a single

interpretation:

G [feats z '] u [2sg] ={l a dual}

G [featsz
' ] = Isg

if we assume the following generalizations concerning the structure of

the number domain with dual:
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265. Triple Number Domain of fsg, dual, pi}:

Ist person dual: we two = Isg & 2sg

2nd person dual: you two = 2sg & 3sg

3rd person dual: they both = 3sg & 3sg

sg + sg = pi

sg +pi = pi

pi + pi = pi

sg + dual = pi

dual + pi = pi

dual + dual = pi

In derivation (266) of the Kanuri example, the syntactic

representation is abstracted away and the verb is explicitly given the

semantic form which includes the incorporated pronominal. Here again,

a comitative interpretation is depicted.
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266. Kanuri

tada-nze-a kasho

child-his- &/with came-pl

np np\np np\np np\s

Xx.his'(x) Xx.and'(x) Xz.came(A.G.G(z))

RI

his' (child)

RI

and' (his' (child))

RI

came(G(and' (his' (child)))) [G resolved]

In all instances of verb-coded coordination, verbal inflectional

material (i.e., agreement marking) "coordinates” with a overt nominal or

pronominal conjunct. If we do not wish to dispense with the theoretically

powerful plank of the polymorphic categorization of the coordinate (and

comitative) particle which has been found to be so explanatory of the

facts of coordination, a primary motivation for the categorial framework,

then arguably there must be some component within the verb that acts as

the other conjunct. Now, there is indeed phonological evidence for that

component -- in general, the verbal inflectional agreement marking and,

in particular, phonological effects on adjacent segments in Welsh -- and

there is indeed semantic-pragmatic evidence for that component the
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purported interpretations of such constructions by speakers indicate

exactly the range predicted by our apparatus. Hence, it seems very

plausible that there is some component within the verb or attached to the

verb. One may choose to analyze this component as both a syntactic and a

semantic entity or as purely a semantic entity, and in the analyses we

have presented, we have chosen either view, as it suited our purposes.

From either perspective, the important result is that a semantically

plausible derivation can be constructed, employing only the legitimate

inference rules of the generalized categorial framework. One may choose

to understand the entity which is the incorporated pronominal as abstract

and empty (and so, more in line with configurational theories like GB) or

as real and non-empty. The latter understanding is the one promoted in

this thesis because it more clearly describes the facts of agreement, as

these are more finely delineated in interaction with coordination.

Closely related to verb-coded coordinations are anti-agreement or

disagreement constructions, which we will look at shortly, and

constructions which are intermediate between these, such as found in the

indigenous North American language Maricopa. Recall that coordination

in Maricopa is implicit, represented by two necessary components:

juxtaposition of the conjuncts and the verbal inflection.
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267. Maricopa Inferred Subject Coordination (Gill, 1991, p. 99) (=B5)

a. Johns" Bills" v?aawuum

John-nom Bill-nom 3-come-pl-fut

‘John and Bill will come.’

b John Bill ni?yuuk

John-acc Bill-acc pl:obj-l-see-sg-real

‘I saw John and Bill/

In (267) we see that Maricopa is a language which has both subject and

object agreement. Furthermore, the juxtaposition of the nominals can be

interpreted as coordination only by reference to the plural value of the

verbal inflection, and a sentence such as (267a), for example, transcribed

perhaps better by "John, Bill they will come”. Such examples lend

credence to the analysis presented here because they indicate that the

verb contains some pronominal component by which the subject (or

object) is inferred to be coordinate, and that, although marked

morphologically, the inference is essentially semantic/pragmatic in

nature.
2

5.5 Syncretism and Neutralization

In the proposed framework, syncretism of lexical forms poses no

problem. We will illustrate with an example from the Bantu language

Xhosa. Recall that in Xhosa, the number and person features of the
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conjuncts of the coordinated subject will ordinarily resolve to some form

on the verb or adjective (with exceptions as noted). Conjuncts must also

generally agree in noun class and with a few exceptions (noted under the

section on cover class agreement) no resolution of the noun class feature

occurs. If the conjuncts are from incompatible classes, then they cannot

be coordinated, but must be linked using another type of device, such as

the comitative. In some cases, however, it appears that two conjuncts from

different noun classes can enjoin an agreement form onto the verb that

signals one or the other noun class. The following displays these facts.

268. Agreement and Syncretism in Xhosa

(Roberts & Wolontis, 1972, p. 233) (=B9)

a. *lzandla neendlebe zihle

7/8 9/10 zi=7/8 PL

'The hands and the ears are beautiful.'

b. *lzandla neendlebe zintle ziN=9/10

7/8 9/10

'The hands and the ears are small.'

c. Izandla neendlebe zincinane.

7/8 9/10

The hands and the ears are beautiful'

(268a-b) are both ruled out because the agreement marker on the verb

agrees with only one or the other conjunct, and the two are from
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incompatible classes. (268c) is acceptable because the surface form

'zincinane’ is syncretic, i.e., it is indistinguishable between noun class

7/8 and 9/10 (as previously noted, Voeltz (1971) posits a degemination rule

to derive ‘zincinane’ from the 9/10 form 'zinncinane’.) The information

needed within our framework is given by the following example, which is

accurate for both adjectives and plural verbs (and given a semantics for

‘and’ such as argued for in Krifka (1989)).

269. Syncretism and Normal Agreement in Xhosa

(Roberts & Wolontis, 1972
,

p. 233)

Izicaka neentombi zifikile.

7/8 na-9/10 +PL,7/8 or 9/10

'The slaves and the girls arrived.'
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Assume:

Lexical Entry: (Verb)

"-fikile": [NUM: +PL v -PL, GENDER: 7/8 v 9/10]

Derivation: (Gen. Categorial)

Izicaka na entombi -fikile

NPI (X\X)/X NP2 (NP\S)

+PL,7/8 +PL,9/10 +PL v -PL,7/8 v 9/10

Sem:Q.LJ S Sem: kx.fikile'(XG.G(x))73

Subst ['NPYX], R 1

NP\NP

+PL,9/10

Sem: XP" BP,P
M

[P" =PUP' A [Q(P) u entombi'(P')]

E Q,u entombi'

RI

NP3

+PL,7/8 v 9/10

Sem: XP" 3P,P"[P" = P u P' A [izicaka' (P) u entombi' (P
1

)]

E izicaka' u entombi'

RI

S

Sem: 3P,P’[Vx,x'[P(x) aP'(x') -> arrived(xu x')]

A Vx[slave(x) aP(x)] aV x[girl(x) aP'(x')]]

Solving for G, we have
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G [featsx] u {3 a + a 7/8} = {3a + a{7/Bv9/10}}, i.e.,

G [featsx] u{3a + a{7/Bv9/10}} = {3 a + a {7/Bv9/10}}

(with the possible G [featsx] c{{lv2v3}a{+v-}a{l/2v3/4...v n/m}})

which is compatible with the following initial values for

G [featsx]:{{ 3 A-A{7/Bv9/10}}he/she/it ,{3A+A{7/Bv9/10}}theyK

or, removing the redundant number information,

G [featsx]: {{3 a {7v9}}he/she/it
>

{3a {Bvlo}}they}-

Hence, the incorporated pronominal is compatible with the following

range of interpretations:

{3 a+ a {7/Bv9/10}} E 3 {{3 a {7v9}}he/she/it ,
{3a {Bvlo}}they}

i.e., co E G [featsx], read as "to subsumes 'G [featsx]
,w

.

That is, the Xhosa sentence could be roughly interpreted as either of the

following (the first I consider a distributive reading, i.e., as comparable to

‘The slaves and the girls each arrived’, and the second the collective

reading):
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270. The slaves and the girls he/she/it arrived.

The slaves and the girls they arrived.

As noted above, the syncretic form for the word ‘-fikile’

presumably is entered in the Xhosa lexicon with a disjunction of feature

values, i.e., [NUM: +PL v -PL, GENDER: 7/8 v 9/10] or in our previously

established vocabulary {{+ v -} a {7 v 9}} (since the second number in the

noun class notation typically signifies the plural class for the noun).

5.6 Cover Class and Overriding Agreement

Previously, it was noted that the Bantu and some Caucasian

languages (such as Archi) in general possess what has been called ‘cover

class’ agreement. In the ordinary form of agreement between

coordinated subjects and the verb, the individual conjuncts must come

from the same noun class, and then the form of the verb will agree with

this noun class. However, when conjuncts from incompatible noun

classes are coordinated, ‘cover class’ agreement becomes operable, i.e.,

the conjuncts will enjoin a third noun class agreement form onto the

verb, the ‘cover class’ if certain conditions hold. The conditions are

generally semantic in nature: if the conjuncts are both human (or, in

some languages, animate), a human (animate) cover class is used; if the

conjuncts are both non-human (or, in some languages, non-animate), a

non-human (non-animate) cover class is used; if the conjuncts are
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semantically dissimilar, then no form of agreement is possible, and the

sentence with such conjuncts is ungrammatical. The conditions are

generally semantic in nature: if the conjuncts are both human (or, in

some languages, animate), a human (animate) cover class is used; if the

conjuncts are both non-human (or, in some languages, non-animate), a

non-human (non-animate) cover class is used; if the conjuncts are

semantically dissimilar, then no form of agreement is possible, and the

sentence with such conjuncts is ungrammatical.

In the following, for example, recall that (271a) demonstrates the

inability of human conjuncts from the same noun class to resolve to a

compatible plural for marking the verb (possibly unlike inanimate or

mixed because presumably this kind of coordination is

derived from the comitative and so displays agreement with only one

conjunct (the strategy of either the nearest-conjunct or the farthest-

conjunct), as in (271b). In (271c), however, the ‘cover class’ 1/2 marker

on the verb licenses the sentence’s acceptability. The same applies to

(271d) in which singular and human conjuncts from incompatible classes

enjoin cover class agreement on the verb. Plural human conjuncts from

disparate classes, however, are ruled out, except, as we have previously

seen, when syncretism occurs (cf. the questionable sentences in (271e)).

This latter statement does not in general hold for the Bantu languages, at

least with respect to the cover classes for inanimates: as the Dzamba
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example (274a.2) clearly shows, plural conjuncts can enjoin a plural

cover class agreement form on the verb.

271. Xhosa Anomalous Agreement

(Robert &Wolontis, 1972, p. 237-238) (=92)

a. *lsela negwala afikile.

SG-5/6 SG-5/6 PL-5/6

+Hum +Hum

'The thief and the coward came.'

b. Isela negwala lifikile.

SG-5/6

c. Isela negwala baflkile

PL-1/2

d. Isela nenkosi baflkile.

SG-5/6 SG-9/10 PL-1/2

'The thief and the king arrived.
1

e. Amasela namagwala afikile (i.e., nearest conjunct)

PL-5/6 PL-5/6 PL-5/6

'The thieves and the cowards came.'

Izicaka neentombi zifikile.

PL-7/8 PL-9/10 PL-7/8

'The slaves and the girls came.'

?Amasela namagwala bafikile.

PL-5/6 PL-5/6 PL-1/2
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?Izicaka neentombi bafikile.

PL-7/8 PL-9/10 PL-1/2

We can graphically depict the generalizations in Xhosa and its

sister languages Tswana and Zulu in the following manner.

272. Xhosa, Tswana, & Zulu Agreement Generalizations

a. Coordinated Subject and Verbal 5

KL N2_ Verb

-PL -PL -PL

+PL -PL +PL

-PL +PI +PL

+PL +PL +PL

i.e., aNumber pNumber =>+PL

if —i (a = p = -PL)

b. Conjunctive and Comitative Coordination:

Nl N 2 AD.I/Verb Constraint

Conjunctive:

Syntax:

aNumber pNumber => yNumber (-PL <y) v

sGender eGender C = (5v e)
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Semantics: if (-PL <y)

r|lluman GHuman => yNumber (-PL <7)

C, = (5 a e)

iHuman -Human < 1

hence, Rule: -.(-Human <t) -> [(-PL <y)A (£ = (6v e))]

i.e., if 1 = non-lluman, then y = plural and the noun-class is either

that of the first conjunct 6 or that of the second e.

== -i[(-PL <y)a (£ = (6v e))] -> (-Human <1)

== -.(-PL <y) v -,(£ = (5 v e))

== —.(-PL < y) v —l(6 v e))

== -t(-PL <y)v (£ = (8ac)) -> (-Human <1)

i.e., if y = singular or the noun-class is the cover class, then 1 =

Human.

M N 2 AD.I/Verb Constraint

Comitative:

aNumber => aNumber

SGender eGender sGender

GHuman r^Human

These generalizations seem to indicate that the categorial template

for the comitative and/or the conjunctive particle must be sensitive to

equality of noun class, at least for human conjuncts. However, if number

is not resolved in Xhosa, as previously hypothesized and only exists in a
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‘frozen’ way in the lexicalized noun class system, i.e., there are multiple,

incomparable plurals in the language because plurality is only with

respect to a noun class, then we can see that the cover class for humans,

i.e., 2, is probably better described as the plural-human class or collection

of humans class, a class which behaves like a set. If this is an accurate

construal of plurality in Xhosa, then our previous analysis (in the last

section) of syncretic coordinate forms in the language will have to be

modified to exclude one interpretation: the singular.

The following is a derivation utilizing incorporation which

assumes that number is unimportant in Xhosa and that only noun class

(and person when available) resolve, and that the only noun class

resolution that occurs does so when the conjuncts are We

will, nevertheless, include number in our computations.

273. Isela nenkosi bafikile.

thief and the king arrived

np x/x\x np np\s

y y' Xx. arrived'(XH.H(x))

5 9 2

&, x= np

np

a

RI

-fikile' (XH.H(a))
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Solving for H, we have (where h= human, n= nonhuman, i= individual, c =

collection)

II [featsx] u {3rd a
-

a i} u {3rd a -

a i} = {3rd a c}, i.e.,

(with the possible II [featsx] c{{lstv2ndv3rd}A{hvn}})

which is compatible with the following initial values for

II [featsx]: {3a - a i}he/she/h>

i.e., there is but a single interpretation, and so the pronominal can only

be third person, singular individual human.

This situation does not generally hold in the other Bantu

languages, i.e., number is clearly active in the resolution process. The

inanimate cover class 8 in Dzamba and Swahili, for example, permits the

conjoining of both singular and plural inanimates. In (274a.1), two

singulars conjoin; in (274a.2), a singular and a plural inanimate conjoin.
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274. Cover Class for Things’ in Dzamba and Swahili

(Bokamba 1985, p. 38-45; cf. Corbett, 1991, p. 276) (=94)

a. Dzamba

1. i- zo-ombi n'emgbongbo bi-bi-bunga.

the ax and the machete lose

5-sg 7-sg 8-pl-Fut

The ax and the machete will be/get lost.’

2. f-Mu-ngate n'f-bo-mpe bi-etez-i

the manioc and the manioc leaves arrived

3-sg 14-pl 8-pl

The manioc and the manioc leaves arrived.’

3. i-zo-ombi n’emgbongbo e-bi-bunga

the ax and the machete will lose

5-sg 7-sg 7-sg

The ax and the machete will be/get lost.’

b. Swahili

1. Ki-ti na m-guu wa meza vi-me-vunjika (vyote)

chair and leg of table broke (all)

7-sg 3-sg 8-pl

The chair and the table's leg are broken.’

2. Ki-ti na m-guu wa meza u-me-vunjika

chair and leg of table broken

7-sg 3-sg 8-pl

The chair and the table's leg are broken.’
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The Northeast Caucasian language Archi also appears to possess

cover classes that are based upon semantic features, here though of

rationality and animacy. Person, number, and gender resolution occurs,

but with genders or noun classes consisting of these four (Corbett, 1991,

pp. 271-273):

275. Archi Genders

I male rational

II female rational

111 some animates and some (larger) inanimates

IV residue

276. Archi Gender/Person Resolution of Agreement

a. [his 24] I & II =>l/II PL

(+rational) (+rational)

(+animate) (+animate)

dija-wu xonndl-u x
o

ak b-i

father.l-and mother.ll-and near I/lI.PL-are

'Father and mother are near/
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b. [his 25] I & 111 =>l/II PL

(+rational) (-rational)

(-(-animate) (^animate)

dija-wu dogi-wu x
o

ak b-i

father.l-and donkey.lll-and near I/lI.PL-are

‘Father and the donkey are near/

c. [his 26] I & IV =>l/I1 PL

(-(-rational) (-rational)

(-(-animate) (-(-animate)

dija-wu motol-u x
o

ak b-i

father.l-and kid.lV-and near I/lI.PL-are

‘Father and the kid are near/

d. [his 27] I & IV =>l/II PL

(-(-rational) (-rational)

(+animate) (-animate)

dija-wu marzi-k’olo' r-u x
o

ak b-i

father.l-and loom.lV-and near I/lI.PL-are

‘Father and the loom are near/
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e. [his 28] 111 & IV =>III/IV PL

(-rational) (-rational)

(+animate)

dogi-wu motol-u xak 0-i
o

donkey.lll-and kid.lV-and near 111/IV.PL-are

‘The donkey and the kid are near/

f. [his 29] 111 & IV =>III/IV PL

(-i-rational) (-rational)

(-(-animate) (-animate)

dogi-wu marzi-k’olo'r-u k
o

ak 0-i

donkey.lll-and loom.lV-and near 111/IV.PL-are

‘The donkey and the loom are near/

g. [his 30 111 & 111 =>l/II PL

(-i-rational) (-rational)

(-(-animate) (-(-animate)

xalq’-u dogi-wu x
o

ak b-i

people.lll-and donkey.lll-and near I/lI.PL-are

‘The people and the donkey are near/

Based upon these examples, we can state a general rule for the

feature resolution process with respect to verbal agreement in Archi as

follows.
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277. Gender and Rationality Resolution Rule in Archi

NP NP =>V

aßational (((a = +) v(p = +)) -> l/II Gender)

TGender SGender v 111/IV Gender

The generalization states that if either conjunct in Archi is Rational,

despite their assigned genders, then the verbal agreement form must be

in the I/II gender (which have the same plural form), that of rational

beings; otherwise, the verbal form must indicate the 111/IV gender

(which similarly share the plural form), that of animacy and all other

nouns. A representative derivation in Archi is the following example

(from 276g):
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278. xalq’-u dogi-wu x
o

ak b-i

people.lll-and donkey.lll-and near I/lI.PL-are

np x\x/x np adv x\(np\s)

&77
XxAy.i' (XG.G(y),x)

np R 1

xalq' u dogi np\s

Xy.i' (AG.G(y), *
o

ak')

RI

s

i' (XG.G(xalq' udogi), x
o

ak')

G[featSy] u (xalq’ u dogi)= |{l v ll} a + a 3 a rational}

G[featSy] u {IIIa +a3a rational}

= {{l v ll} a + a 3 a rational}

and so, the compatible initial values for G[featsy] are:

G[featsy]= {I v lIvIII} a {-v+} a 3}, i.e.,

{{l v 11} a+a 3 a rational} EE {I v llv lII} a {-v+} a 3}.

5.7 Disagreement

We have previously seen that there are discrepancies occasionally

in languages between the apparent resolved set of features on the

coordinate subject and that indicated by the verbal form. These
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discrepancies have been called 'anti-agreement' or 'disagreement', and in

many cases are due to either word order inversions or manifestations of

the strategy for nearest (or farthest) conjunct agreement, whereby the

verb agrees with only one conjunct. Given the understanding which has

been developed by reference to the incorporated pronominal analysis and

its interaction with word order variations, let us investigate the

phenomena of 'disagreement'.

Recall that in Palestinian Arabic, the coordinate subject and the

verb agree in a resolved set of the conjunct values for number, person,

and gender if normal word order (SVO) is observed (279a). If, however,

the subject is postposed (deriving VSO order), then the verb agrees only

with the features of the nearest conjunct. Now this is not exactly the same

situation investigated earlier, an anomaly based purely on word order

inversion, because unlike those cases (cf. section on word order

inversion) which enjoined only a default agreement on the verb and

hence demonstrated no real agreement with the postposed subject (eg.,

pleonastic 'there' sentences: 'There is a man and a woman coming up the

drive'), these examples demonstrate clear agreement between the verb

and the nearest conjunct, the verbal form changing to match that of the

conjunct.

In (279a), for example, in normal order, the features of the

coordinate subject are resolved and the verbal form reflects this. In
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(279b), however, when the subject occurs postverbally, the verb simply

agrees with the initial conjunct.

279. Coordinated Nominal Subjects and Agreement in Palestinian Arabic

(van Oirsouw, 1987, p. 232, Mohammad Mohammad) (=96)

a. SVO order:

1.7e1-walad we-l-banaat gataluu ?el-bisse

the boy and the girls killed-3-pl-masc the cat

The boy and the girls killed the cat’

2. ?el-banaat we-l-walad gataluu ?el-bisse

the girls and the boy killed-3-pl-masc the cat

The boy and the girls killed the cat’

b. VSO (Inverted) order:

1. Gatalen ?el-banaat we-l-walad ?el-bisse

killed-3-pl-fem the girls and the boy the cat

The girls and the boy killed the cat’

2. Gatal ?el-walad we-l-banaat ?el-bisse

killed-3-sg-masc the boy and the girls the cat

The boys and the girls killed the cat’

This state of affairs is straightforwardly explained if we make one

assumption: that the resolution of the features of the conjuncts occurs

after the verb's incorporated pronominal has been interpreted with

respect to the initial conjunct only. This is expected if the conjunctive
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particle in Palestinian Arabic is comitative-like, i.e., prepositional rather

than the full conjunctive category x\x/x. It is also expected if somehow

the verb combines first with the initial conjunct before that conjunct

combines with the conjunctive particle and thence the other conjunct(s),

in effect, a sequential interpretation of conjunction, rather than our

usual parallel interpretation. Let us see if this latter view is the case in

Palestinian Arabic by analyzing (279b.1), brought forward as the

following:

280. Gatalen ?el-banaat we-l-walad ?el-bisse

killed-3-pl-fem the girls and the boy the cat

(np\s)/np np x\x/x np np

XxAy.gatalen' (A.G.G(x),y) Xv. Xv' .and' (v', v)

RI

np/(np\np)

Xv.v{ ?el-banaat')

R2

(np\s)/(np\np)

Xw.((XxAy.gatalen'(>.G.G(x),y)) ((Xv.v( ?el-banaat')) w))

= Xw.(XxAy.gatalen' (XG.G(x),y) (w ( ?el-banaat')))

= Xw.(>.y.gatalen' (?el-banaat')),y)) [G resolved]<==*

SubstfnpVx], R 2

(np\s)/np

Xw' .(>w.((>.y.gatalen' (G(w ( ?el-banaat' v' .and' (v', v))) w'))
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= Xw'.(tov.((Xy.gatalerT (G(w ( ?el-banaat')),y)) (Xv'.and' (v', w')))

= Xw' .((ty.gatalen' (G(Uv' .and' (v', w' )ftel-banaat' )),y))

= Xw'.(>y.gatalen' (G(and'(?el-banaat', w' )),y))

RI

np\s

Xy.gatalen'(G(and' (?el-banaat% ?el-walad)),y))

P7B

s/np

RI

s

gatalen'(G(and'(?el-banaat', ?el-walad)), ?el-bisse)

According to this derivation, employing type-lifting of the initial

np conjunct and then composing the verb with the raised np forces the

early interpretation of the incorporated pronominal, at the point

indicated by '<==*’. After the composition, according to our previously

observed generalization that lambda abstraction appears to be a barrier to

subsequent pronominal interpretation (i.e., LAB, cf. section on word order

inversions), the interpretation of the pronominal is fixed, and subsequent

combination with the second conjunct has no effect on the interpretation

placed on that pronominal, i.e., on the verbal agreement.

If this kind of sequential interpretation of conjunction solves the

problem for the strategy of nearest conjunct agreement, does it behave
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similarly for that of farthest conjunct agreement? We bring forward an

example of such a construction in Slovene, and investigate the solution's

applicability. Observing Corbett's (1991) comment that, had normal

resolution occurred in (281) to mark the verb's agreement form, the

result would have been masculine dual, we observe that farthest conjunct

agreement holds, and apparently there is no inversion of the word order.

281. Agreement with Farthest Conjunct in Slovene, Serbo-Croat (=99)

Groza(fem-sg) in strah(masc-sg) je prevzela(fem-sg)

Horror and fear has seized

vso vas

the whole village

‘Horror and fear has seized the whole village.’

Because no inversion has occurred, the argument structure of the verb

will remain constant (no permutation applies). But if the first conjunct

was to be lifted and the sequential interpretation of conjunction was

taken, we might see an effect:
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282.Groza(f.sg) in strah(m.sg) je prevzela(f.sg) vso vas

Horror and fear has seized the whole village

np x\x/x np np\s/np np

toc'.&' '.in'(x',x' '^yAz.je_prevzela'(A.G.G(y),z)

R4

np/np\np

toc.x(groza')

Subst [‘npVx], R 2

np/np

tov. ((Xx.x(groza')) ((toe' .toe'' .in' (x',x'')) (w))

= tow. ((tox.x(groza')) (toe' '.in'(w,x''))

= tow. ((lx'' .in' (w,x'' ))(groza'))

= tow. (in' (w,groza'))

RI

np

(in' (strah,groza'))

RI

s/np [G resolved]

toz.je_prevzela' (toG.G(in' (strah,groza' )),z)

s

je_prevzela' (G(in' (strah,groza' )),vso_vas')
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In (282), G is determined with respect to the resolution of the

conjuncts, and we would expect therefore the typical resolved agreement

on the verb, i.e., masculine dual. Because that event does not occur, the

analysis must be wrong. There are thus two possibilities: one, the

construction is comparable to a collective or mass noun and accords with

the collective/distributive semantic analysis we propose in the next

section, i.e., one that marks the opposite of normal agreement onto the

verb (to be exemplified by Syrian Arabic), and serendipitously, the

feature set is exactly that marked on the farthest conjunct; or two, the

construction is a comitative. Because the sources do not indicate a

requirement of a specifically mass/collective or distributive reading for

the example, the first alternative cannot be chosen. If, however, the

conjunctive particle in this example is in reality fully comitative, then

one would expect the first conjunct to be comparable to a noun modified

by a prepositional phrase, i.e., with the particle assigned the unraised

(base) category (np\np)/np and deriving the following:
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283. Groza(f.sg) in strah(m.sg) je prevzela(f.sg) vso vas

Horror and fear has seized the whole village

np (np\np)/np np np\(s/np) np

kx'.in' (x') AyAz.je_prevzela'(XG.G(y),z)

RI

in' (strah')

R4

np/np\np

toe. x(groza)

RI

(in' (strah' ))(groza')

RI

s/np [G resolved]

kz.je_prevzela' (>.G.G((in' (strah' ))(groza' )),z)

s

je_prevzela' (G( (in' (strah' ))(groza' )),vso_vas')

In this case, G is determined with respect to the 'head' conjunct

‘groza' which is not bound by the comitative particle (whose object's

features are blocked). Hence, we cannot rule out either analysis (282) or

(283). At this point, we can only hypothesize that there is no unusual

semantic interpretation of the coordination as would be required by the

former analysis, and so that the comitative analysis (283) obtains.
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It seems straightforward then to suppose that in principle a single

conjunct of a coordinate subject containing a comitative rather than a

fully conjunctive particle may enjoin agreement on the verb. Depending

upon whether inversion of the word order has occurred, this conjunct

can be either the nearest or the farthest conjunct with respect to the

verb. In addition, it appears likely that a sequential interpretation of the

combinatorics of conjunction, rather than the usual parallel view, may

similarly account for nearest conjunct agreement but only if word order

inversion has occurred. But nearest or farthest conjunct agreement is

ruled out if word order inversion has not occurred.

5.8 Semantics of Distributive vs. Collective

Many languages (Arabic languages, Dutch, British English, etc.)

modify the ordinary forms of grammatical verbal agreement based upon

additional semantic factors (exluding animacy and humanness, which

have been addressed in the section on cover class agreement). The usual

modification involves the notion of distributivity vs. collectivity, a

feature of particular relevance to coordination. In these cases, the

agreement features observed on the verb are modified in a fairly regular

way if there is a default interpretation and the range of other possible

interpretations is extremely small: i.e, a binary distributive-collective

system.
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The protypical analysis for this type of concord/coordination

interaction can be graphically depicted in the following manner:

284. Distributive Interpretation

NP and NP NP\S

x' X\X/X x" Xy.Verb' (A,G.G(y))
I Cl u P I I

[featsx'] [featsx''] [featsQ]: each/one

RI [X=NP]

NP/NP

x' uP^
I

[featsx'] u [featsp]
RI

NP

X ux

I

[featsx'] u [featsx'']
RI

S

Verb' (XG.G(y))
I

[featsx'] u [featsx''] u [featsQ]:

eg., [featsx'] u [featsx ''] u[each]

eg., [featsx'] u [featsx ''] u[it]

An example of a language with peculiar distributive/collective

resolution behavior is Syrian Arabic, a pro-drop language. Verbs are

typically inflected with gender, number, and person, with one

qualification: gender is only marked on second and third person, singular

forms. Recall that the ordinary resolution of coordinate features in

Syrian Arabic occurs as in the following example.
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285. Ordinary Agreement and Resolution in Syrian Arabic^ 1

?ana w-?9nte m9rruh sawa

I and you(m.sg.) will go(lpl) together.

NP X\X/X NP NP\S (NP\S)\(NP\S)

x' CIO* x'
'

Xx.will_go'(XG.G(x))
i I I

[featsx' ] [featsx'' ] [featsc]

RI [X=NP] Rl

NP NP\S

x' u P (XG.G(x))
I I

[featsx'] u [featsp] [featsc]

RI

NP

x' u x''

I

[ISG] u [2SG.M]

S will_go_together' (XG.G(x))

I

[ISG] u [2SG.M] u [featsc] =[l PL]

The primary exception to the ordinary resolution of coordinate features

occurs in inanimate plural forms: if the referents of an inanimate plural

subject are interpreted the verb is (masculine) plural; if

the referents are interpreted collectively, the verb is feminine singular.
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As alluded to earlier, the hypothesis proposed here is that a form

of negation or what amounts to set complementation is the mechanism for

this kind of agreement. The process can be informally described as

follows. Assume that the range of feature values participating in the

agreement relation for a language is the domain(s) D. The features of the

individual conjuncts are first resolved with respect to the incorporated

pronominal, yielding some, possibly underspecified value a. Then, if a

semantic interpretation is chosen for the verb which is contrary to the

ordinary interpretation for the language, typically the distributive and

here represented p, and so -ip is chosen, the resulting (a + -iP) will be

equal to (D -a). The formal definition is the following (here, assume the

previous definitions of Section 5.1.2).

286. Agreement Formula for Nonordinary Semantic Interpretation

Given:

a. the domain D of features for person, number, and gender, such

that D = {{l v 2 v 3} a {+ v -} a {f v m}}}, and thus subdomains Di of D,

i.e., Dpers = U v2v3|, Dnum ={+ v Dgen ={f v m}, i.e.,

D = Dpers ADnum a Dgen

b. the feature values of individual subject conjuncts yi, y2,... Tn, and

the actual assignment a as marked on the verb, itself consisting of

subdomains ocpers> anurm ocgem he., a = «pers A «num A «gen
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c. a default semantic interpretation operator (eg., distributivity) p,

s.t.

P (a) = a

-.p (a) = -iOt

and since a c D, ->a= D - a =

,

and so

-.p (a) = D - a

= (Dpers ■ «pers)A(Dnum - <*num)A(Dgen - <*gen)^

d. the incorporated pronominal G, a variable, where G[featsx] c D,

Then:

d. p4nterpretation: p(G[featSx] uyi u y 2 ... uyn) = P(«)

i.e., p(a) EE p(G[featSx]), read as "the p interpretation of a subsumes

the p interpretation of ‘G[featSxT”,

e. -ip-interpretation: -np (G[featsx] uyi u y 2... uyn ) = -TKa) =D - a

i.e., D - a —3 ->p(G[featSx]), read as "the value which results from D -

a, call it w, subsumes the interpretation of 'G[featSxT”, and so

(Dpers ~ otpers)A(Drium * <*num)A(Dgen ■ «gen) ->p(G[featSx]).

This mechanism is proposed for all languages in which such a

semantic interpretation is marked grammatically. If a language possessed

three or more values for gender, for example, and gender was a feature

which participated in the verbal agreement relationship, and a semantic

property such as collectivity was grammatically marked in much the way

it is in Syrian Arabic, then it is predicted by this mechanism that there
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could be multiple values w marked on the verb. An example from Syrian

Arabic is the following.

287. Agreement and Collective Interpretation of Conjoined Inanimates

in Syrian Arabic (=106a)83

h-k e?eb wes-suwar w6l-kwanat

the books (pi) and the pictures (pi) and the records (pi)

xalye

is expensive (f-sg)

"Books, pictures, and records are expensive.

In this example, ai = a2= «3={3 a+} and a = {3 a -}, and we want to

solve for G[featsx]:

P( G [featSx]u{ 3A+Acxgen} {3A+Aotgen}cj {3A+AoCgen}) = P({3a-a f})

{3a+}u{3a+}u{3a+})= - Ip({3A-Af}) = D - {3A-Af}

i.e., D - {3a-} E-p(G[featSx])

(Dpers " {3})A(Dnum
~ HWDgen - «gen) ~

HMG[featSx])

i.e., by the individual domain operation definitions,

{2v3} a {pi} a (Dgen ~ «gen) ~

iP(G[featSx]).

Now, (Dgen - oc
gen ) = {{f},{m},{fv m}} and given actual gender

assignments for these conjuncts (currently unknown) we would know
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which one (and only one) of these three values was correct. So we are

just left with the final value

{2v3} a {pi} a (Dgen ■ ocgen) -!p(G[featSx]),

which is interesting because it seems to permit the disjunction of the

second and third person values, meaning that only the first person was

ruled out for GffeatSx]), a puzzling result we must leave for further

research.

5.9 Comitatives

In the section on anti-agreement and disagreement, we saw that a

good case can be made that the resolution stategy of nearest (and farthest)

conjunct agreement may actually be due to the comitative nature of the

conjunctive particle. The analysis is straightforward then in supposing

that the verbal agreement relationship is with a single specific conjunct,

rather than the resolution of multiple conjuncts. One expects a comitative

phrase to be rather like a prepositional phrase, with the comitative

particle possibly even assigning case to its object. The conjunct not

headed by the comitative particle (either the left or the right, depending

upon whether the language has prefixes or postfixes) may therefore

possess a case distinct from the comitative-bound conjunct and may also

be able to combine individually with the verb.
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288. Conjunctive vs. Comitative and Case Variance in Russsian

(Crockett, 1976, cited by Schwartz, 1987, p. 242)

a. Petja i pogibli na vovjne

Peter and comrade(nom) perish in war

‘Peter and his comrade perished in the war.’

b. my s Petej poedem segodnja za gorod

I(lpl-nom) and Peter(instr) will go today beyond city

‘Peter and I/We will go to the country today/

In (288a), the conjunctive particle ‘P associates two conjuncts in the

nominative case; in (288b), the comitative particle V links the

nominative subject with the comitative’s object which is in the

instrumental case. Presumably, this latter particle has the same category

as any other preposition. Observe also in (288b) that the interpretation of

the actual participant in the action is not fixed exactly.

Furthermore, as is true of prepositional phrases, the object (or

participating conjuncts) of the comitative is almost always an NP, a

defining characteristic much like the truly polymorphic characteristic of

the full conjunctive particle is for conjunction, and one typically

endowed with humanness, observing a pragmatic role of either agent or

undergoer, as previously noted per Foley and Van Valin (1984). If the

conjunctive particle (which can range over any category) is x\x/x, then
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the comitative is either np\np/np or np\np (or np/np, if the language is

prefixive). A tentative categorization is then the following:

289. Conjunctive vs. Comitative Categories

Conjunctive Coniunctive-Comitative Comitative

x\x/x np\np/np np/np (np\np)

An additional indication that a conjunctive particle may in fact be

comitative is the ability of the particle+conjunct phrase to occur

dislocated from the other conjunct in the sentence. In Czech, for

example, the conjunctive-comitative particle ‘s’, the sole one of three

conjunctives, can optionally appear with its conjunct to the right in the

sentence, removed from the other other, leftward conjunct.

290. Czech Coordinate and Comitative Conjunctions

(Vanek, 1977, p. 24) (=lo3c-d)

a. Jan (je) s
v

el do divadla s Verou.

'John went to the theater with Vera.'

b. Jan s Verou (jsou) sli do divadla.

'John with Vera went to the theater. 1

This particle is apparently a true conjunctive rather than a preposition-

like pure comitative because the non-relocated conjunctive-comitative
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phrase does participate in the agreement relationship with the verb, the

two conjuncts together enjoining a plural marking.

In some respects, the most interesting case is that of the

conjunctive-comitative because it may blur semantically

indistinguishably into the full conjunctive, the only residue of

comitativity being an implicit pragmatic rather than explicit semantic

association with the notion of accompaniment. Examples can be given of

constructions in many languages which exhibit properties similar to the

phenomena of verb-coded coordinations discussed earlier, yet these

constructions are in general always interpreted as being comitative in

nature. Schwartz (1987) has termed these ‘Plural Pronoun Constructions’

(PPG). In our categorial pronominal incorporation framework, these

constructions are given exactly the same interpretation as VCCs. The

prototypical example involves a nominal conjoined with a pronominal

which can be construed to have a range of interpretations, a situation

which exactly corresponds to our view of agreement as representing

pronominal incorporation.

291. Plural Pronoun Constructions (Schwartz, 1987)

a. Tagalog (Schachter & Otanes, 1972)

nakita ko sila ni juan

saw-obj-focus I-lsg-ng 3pl-ang ng Juan

‘\ saw him and Juan.’
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b. Tzotzil (Aissen, 1989)

Li vo?otikotik xchi ?uk li Maryan ?une,

DEF we-EXCL with DEF Maryan ENCUTIC

te 1-i-kom-otikotik.

there ASP-Absolutivel-stay-IpIEXCL

'Maryan and I stayed there.’

In (291a), 'ng’ and 'ang’ are case markers, and thus the word

'Juan’ behaves as though it were preceded by an implicit case-assigning

comitative. Under our analysis, three additional interpretations for the

sentence exist: "I saw her/it/them and Juan.” Similarly, there is a second

interpretation for (291b): 'Maryan and we stayed there/ This is so

because, parallel to our computation for verbal agreement (positing an

incorporated pronominal), the analysis would look like the following

(assuming conjunction here is represented by juxtaposition):
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292. nakita ko top_pro sila ni juan

saw-obj-focus I-lsg-ng 3pl-ang and ngjuan

(s/np)/np np np/np\np np (np\np)/np np

*x.Xy. nakita' (x,y) Xx' X.G(x') Xw.and' (w))

RI R 1

s/nP np\np

Xy. nakita'(ko',y) and'(juan')

R4

np/np\np

XyXP.P(y)

R2

np/np\np

XP.P.(X G.G(sila')) [G resolved]

RI

and' (juan' )(G(sila')

RI

s

nakita' (ko', and' (juan' )(G(sila')))

G [featsx] u [3sg] = {3 a +}, i.e.,

G [featsx] u{3a-} = {3a+}

so G [featsx]:{{3a -}Him/Her/It >
{3 a +}Them}

and {3 a +} E! {{3a -}Him/Her/It >
{3 a +}ThemK that is,

coEG [featsx], read as “to subsumes ‘G [featsx]'”.
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This pronominal, like the hypothesized incorporated pronominal

of verbal agreement, I would like to characterize as in essence the

floating topic, i.e., primarily pragmatic but having syntactic, semantic,

and in some cases, phonological side-effects which corroborate its

existence. This topic element, furthermore, is functional in nature,

requiring an np argument, performing as its functional labor the

maintenance or change of the topic. The topic pronominal is very often

grammaticalized by being incorporated into the verb and hence issuing

at surface structure as verbal agreement, i.e., a morphologically marked

relationship between most often the subject and the verb. But on

occasion, the topic is not captured directly and makes its presence known

in other ways. Furthermore, it is not always the subject which is the

affected syntactic entity; it is just primarily so. In the above example, the

object is affected, but an indication is marked on the verb, in the form of

a focus pointer to the object. These facts are more clearly indicated when

coordination constructions are involved, but in fact exist independently

of such constructions.

In addition, there is nothing in principle to exclude multiple such

topic elements from co-existing in a sentence, constituting a topic chain

or thread. This state of affairs may in fact hold in languages such as Irish

and Welsh which have verb-like inflected prepositions and possessives, as
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we have noted previously, and may represent a systematic

grammaticalization of topicality in the language. But now we step fully

into the realm of speculation, and must await future research.

5.10 Summary

In this chapter, we have analyzed the classes of phenomena

described in Chapter Three which represent the range of interaction

between subject coordination and verbal agreement, within a generalized

categorial interpretation of pronominal incorporation. Many arguments

have been given to demonstrate the cogency of the central hypothesis of

this thesis, that the locus of verbal agreement is an incorporated

pronominal which is a functor, and that the interpretation of this

pronominal is determined by merging the featural content of the

individual subject conjuncts and comparing the result to that indicated on

the verb, with the comparison framed as a formal equation. The solution

to this equation is the subsuming interpretation for the incorporated

pronominal. This subsuming interpretation may in general permit

multiple specific interpretations, one of which is actually selected by

context, that is, by pragmatic processing.

The most important evidence for the incorporation hypothesis has

come from analysis of verb-coded coordinations and disagreement

phenomena. In verb-coded coordinations, at least one conjunct of the
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subject is explicit and at most one is implicit, being represented solely by

the verbal agreement.B4 This seems to indicate that the phrasal and

lexical syntax (i.e., morphology) either have access to each other’s

elements or in reality cohere in the same level of representation, since

coordination is usually presumed to operate all at once (whether viewed

as a syntactic or a semantic operation), that is, as a primitive operation

not in turn decomposable into more primitive operations.^

The incorporated pronominal can be viewed in two essentially

different but related ways: syntactically and semantico-pragmatically.

This distinction can also be phrased in terms of explicitness, i.e., whether

the syntactic category of the pronominal is explicitly depicted in the

derivation (and thus used in the derivation), or whether the category is

left implicit (thus not used in the derivation) and only the semantic form

for the pronominal is used to interpret the derivation. There are,

therefore, at least two models for the incorporation hypothesis, and this

thesis has considered individual analyses with respect to either, as deemed

appropriate.
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Footnotes to Chapter 5

1 For an introduction to incorporation theory and cliticization (in the

autolexical framework) see Sadock (1991), especially Chapters 3-4; see also

Baker (1988) for a much more intensive look at incorporation, from the

perspective of Government-Binding Theory. For an overview of

cliticization, see Spencer (1991), Chapter 9. Recall from earlier discussion

that incorporation and cliticization are distinct morphosyntactic
processes, but possess a hazy border. In the analysis to be proposed,

agreement is rather like cliticization but will be called incorporation, in

order to underscore its similarity to noun incorporation, the paradigmatic
case of incorporation in the literature. The theory herein proposed will

be seen to link the four phenomena of agreement, inflection,

cliticization, and incorporation.

2 This interpretation of theta-role information assumes an ordered

argument system for the verb, as opposed to a Davidsonian interpretation
of semantic roles as relations between individuals and events (cf. Dowty,

1989, p. 83-84), i.e., verbs and roles as independent properties with event

variables, as represented in the following:

John sleeps: 3e (sleeps(e) a affected_entity(John, e)).

In the non-Davidsonian view, theta-roles are thus second-order notions.

Here, however, the view is used merely to sketch out a plausible

representation for incorporation, and should not be understood as

theoretically committing us to any particular semantics. In any case, the

ordered argument and the Davidsonian views may be equivalent and so, as

noted by Dowty (ibid, p. 87), represented as:

sleeps: Vx +[sleep(x) 3e (sleeping(e) a agent(x, e))].

3 In the view here, I am assuming that the pronominal is a function, i.e.,

that it requires an argument and adds a set of feature values to that

argument. So it is much like a common noun, having as semantic

template XP.ta.P(x) (or, alternatively, XxAP.P(x)), possibly of type e-4,

meaning that he’(a) (where a is a specific referent in the discourse or

world) is true of some entity a (i.e., a is a third person singular, masculine

entity), but nothing else is known about a. The type plausibly could be

e->e, however, if the pronoun is interpreted as being a function which

takes a basic entity and returns a more fleshed out entity. I think this

dual interpretation is inherent in any type theory which has a truth-

conditional basis (in FOL), because any assertion P (or even logical

connective Q, axiomatized or defined in the meta-language) concerning an

individual a, P(a) or Q(a), can be taken to be a statement either about the
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entity itself or about the fact (truth) that the entity possesses some

attribute (which is after all a statement about the entity). Perhaps the

distinction is simply due to the dual view of functions, as predicates and as

characteristic functions. That is, if the Domain D consists of individuals

{ai, a2, ... an }, and we want to characterize a subset of individuals of D, D’,
we can state either that 3x [P(x) I x e D’c D], or that Vx [P(x) = 1 iff x g D’ a

P(x) = 1 iff x«* D’].

4 Falk (1991) would argue that Caselessness triggers agreement, that the

subject is nominative because nominative is not a case, but the absence of

case. In a sense, this is close to the hypothesis here. Nominative may

indeed be not a case, but caselessness itself may be an artifact (at least, in

most languages), and thus have no causal relation to agreement. Those

languages without an incorporated subject pronoun, i.e., languages
without subject/verb agreement, could exhibit nominative case.

I would, moreover, say that the two agreement processes found in

language (agreement qua number-person-gender and agreement qua

case) are distinct and separable, and they are distinct from the process of

licensing Case. Under the analysis here, Case is licensed via a process of

function application of the verb to its objects. Agreement (both case and

number-person-gender) is derived essentially from function

composition. Case Agreement therefore would be a matter (usually) of the

object NP, which is itself the composition of the determiner/noun,

inheriting via function application the case assigned to that argument by
the verb.

5 Moortgat (1988, p. 16) attributes an argument to Lambek (1958) that one

way of differentiating between subject and object pronouns is to assign

them different (second-order) categories. For example, ‘he’ would be

S/(NP\S), TiinT would be (S\NP)\S. Unfortunately, as Moortgat (1988, p.

18) comments, this analysis would also require ordinary NPs in subject
and object positions to have different categories. In some sense, because

of Case requirements, this state of affairs must exist; there must, however,

be a clear, theoretically legitimate way of converting bare nominals to

nominals with specific case, to avoid the need for multiple, partially
redundant lexical items (such as type-raising, composition, etc.) It is

unclear that categorial grammar provides this, at this time. In addition,

because a pronoun and an ordinary NP can be coordinated (with due

observance of a generalization such as the Likeness Principle for

Coordination, expressible in the categorial framework, we have seen, as a

polymorphic (functional) category (XIX)IX, abstracting away from

directionality), it would instead be desirable to build into the theory a

mechanism for type-shifting an ordinary NP into the pronominal type, so

that they might be conjoined. In the analysis to be presented here, this

account is not quite the full story: herein, all pronouns and all proper
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nouns are posited to be functions seeking only common noun arguments,
the only difference between the two entities being that proper nouns are

constant functions of the form Xx.a, and pronouns are X x.P(x).

Note that a constant function takes a constant value for all

arguments (Hindley & Seldin, 1986, p. 4), i.e.,

(Xx.a)y = a

6 Presentative and existential constructions in this view have pleonastic
pronouns which retain this vestigal notion of topic. Because they lack a

referential function (being essentially featureless and indefinite), acting
as null topics, however, these pronominals force a shift of topic, to the

next referential NP. A pleonastic example comparable to the left-

dislocation example might be the right-dislocation (ii) or (iii) for (i):

i. There is a man coming
ii. Something is coming, a man

iii. It is coming, a man.

7
See, for example, Lyons (1969), pp. 284-287, on Swahili; Bresnan &

Mchombo (1987) on Chichewa, Roberts & Wolontis (1972) on Xhosa,

Tswana, Zulu; etc. Concord in these languages will be analyzed to some

depth, later in this thesis.

8 These are inverted or desubjectivized constructions, in the terminology
of Sasse (1987), who notes (p. 530) that in English and German the

expletive (especially presentative There’) pronouns :

Since in both languages verbs are excluded from the initial position, the

place of the inverted subj. is occupied by a particle(there/es). ...there

sentences do not occur when the subject refers to a previously mentioned

discourse character. ...similar to subject-accented sentences, these

inverted sentences preferablyhave the number of nominal participants

confined to one. ...In English, subject-accented sentences often have

'there' partners:

a. a MAN is coming/there is a man coming.

b. but DEFINITES don't

HARry's coming/*there is Harry coming.

...There-sentences are presentative, which their subject-accented partners

lack: they introduce their subjects for further reference in the following

discourse.
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9 But see arguments in Bosch (1983), for example, that agreement is not

necessarily a property of finite verb forms. Cf. also the so-called

'inflected infinitives” of the Balkan languages (Albanian, Modern Greek,

Rumanian, and the South Slavic Bulgarian and Macedonian), per Rudin

(1988). A possible alternative view, of course, is that even in non-

agreeing infinite forms, there is a null pronominal present and that it is

a discourse operation of focus or topic-shift which requires a non-null

phonological realization, i.e., some (possibly language-specific or

language-qualified) generalization to the effect that any discourse-

changing unit must have phonetic realization.

10 An alternative analysis has a raised subject argument in the verb:

There is two men in the house'

X (NP/NP\NP)\(S/NP) NP (NP\NP)/NP NP

there' Xx. Xy. is'(>.G.G(x),y)
I I

[] []
RI [Semantically infer an unspecified

raised NP]
S/NP

• • •

11 One can view the expletive pronoun as being syncategorematically

generated, which here I take to mean, given a type requirement (here, of

the verb), infer such a type; hence, a form of (polymorphic) type-

inference or type-coercion occurs. This view is easier to see, if one takes

as starting point the perspective of generation, where the mapping from

logical form to surface generation is rather like (simplifying the verb's

rightward argument slightly):

LF: XP.3x[P(x,two_men'(y)) a y=x] {Xv’.X v”.is'(pro(v'),v''))

3x[(Vv'Av''.is'(pro(v'),v”) (x,two_men'(y)) a y=x]

3x[is'(pro(x),two_men'(y)) a y=x]

12 Or conceivably, vice versa, since grammatical agreement is

historically derived from anaphoric agreement. This latter view is

parallel to our previous suggestion that verbal agreement is related to

topic patterning such as left-dislocation. In a sentence such as 'John, he

went home’, one would want to say that anaphoric agreement holds

between 'John’ and 'he’.

13 Cf. Bouchard (1984), p. 4. In at least one version of the theory, based on

Chomsky (1981), the inventory of abstract entities includes the follow:

{PRO, pro, PROarß> t (or NP trace), and variables (WH traces, traces of
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move ain Logical Form (LF)}. Little "pro’ corresponds to our incorporated

subject pronoun, as we shall see later.

14 The various Chomskyan theories do speak of coindexation, but it is

literally a matter of association after the fact, after movement has

occurred. ‘lsomorphic’ here means that two properties hold: (1) there is a

mapping from one (movement) theory to the other (coindexation) theory
that preserves the structure (viewing the theories as sets or collections of

entities and operations, for example); and (2) this mapping is monic (one-
to-one or injection) and epic (onto or surjection). ‘Monic’ means that the

mapping f: D -> C (D, C being domains) has the property that for all

distinct arguments x, y g D, there are distinct values, i.e., y -> f(x)

f(y); ‘epic’ means that the range of the mapping f exhausts the co-domain

C (where the range of fis a subset of the ‘co-domain’ C). Note that (1)

alone specifies a ‘homomorphism.’ The diagram below shows the

relationships.

f: D -> C

!. 2.

/a \ /_c e\ /a \ /c \

D C D C

D C

1. Function 2. Epic 3. lionic

Vx of D
,

Vx of D
,

Vx ,y of D,

a y of C
,

a y of C
,

x*y->

f(x)=g f(x)=y f(x)*f(y)

f(D)cC and

i.e., range vzofC,

c
domain awofD,

f(w)= z

f( D) = C

i.e., range

= domain

Function, Epic, and Monfc
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15
'Superstrate' is a term from creolinguistics meaning the imposing

language, i.e., the language of the culture which has more power, vs. the

'substrate' language, the language of the culture with less power. See

Holm (1988), p. 5.

16 We also note here in passing evidence for the possible universality of

[possessor his possessed] constructions such as we will see in the Celtic

languages (such as Welsh), which has bearing on the incorporation

analysis of agreement. Holm (1988), pp. 195-201, observes that the Indo-

European, Khoisan, Dravidian, and Niger-Congo language families, and

creoles such as Sranan (English), Krio (English), Mauritian (French),

Papiamentu (Spanish), Indo-Portuguese, Afrikaans, Negerhollands

(Dutch), and Berbice (Dutch) have this type of possessive construction.

17 Features and values are here assumed to be as described in section 4.3

18 Technically, perhaps we should show the expression being

\y. saw
,

((( Xx. XH. H(x))(John’)),y)

so that x would be bound before 11, rather than vice versa. In a sense, it is

the semantic/pragmatic construal of H, the pro’, that we seek.

19 For clarity, we index the 'feats' in the expression 'H [feats XV with the

argument variable of the functor.

20 In the Polish examples, 'z' is glossed as '&/with' to show its comitative

function.

21 The validity of this statement is underscored by Schwartz's comment

that such an interpretation is only strongly not preferred (p. 67), not

disallowed.

22 We have not specified a value for the syntactic category for the verb or

the incorporated pronominal which is compatible with the template for

'and'. Instead, the semantic form for the verb having already

incorporated the pronominal is depicted, a fact duly noted in the text.

One possible analysis employing an explicit representation for the

incorporated pronominal is the following, in which the type-template of

'and' is given not its ordinary interpretation, i.e., that y-categories exist

on either side prior to the rule's operation, but a sequential

interpretation, i.e., that the leftward variable is instantiated first and that

the resulting type then must be compatible with the rightward conjunct:
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i. went inc_pron and mother

s/np np/x y\y/y np

R2

s/x

Subst [‘npXnpVx], Subst[‘npVy]

s/(np\np) (np\np)/np
R2

s/np
RI

s

An alternative analysis would preserve the ordinary, parallel

interpretation of ‘and', i.e., that compatible types must exist on both sides

of the conjunction prior to the application of its rule:

ii. went inc_pron and mother

s/np x/np\x y\y/y np

R4

x/np\x

& [y= x/np\x]

x/np\x

Subst [V/x], R 1
s

23
Here, we use the notation established above.

24 Alternatively, a, p g {O, I}. We will use an unadorned + to represent

plural, and an unadorned - to represent singular, when it is clear from

context that operators are not being referred to.

25 I understand the value {1 a +}WE here to be an unanalyzed object for

the purposes of the resolution inference. Semantically, of course, there

are many more value sets which are subsumed by {1 a I and you; I

and he, she, or it; I and you (pi.); I and they.

26 Another way to interpret this is that morphologically an instance of

function composition between a pronoun and the verb has occurred. In

the Lambek-Gentzen formulation of Generalized Categorial Grammar,

however, only surface types have heretofore been required. What the

analysis here may require is a unary type transition that occurs only

lexically, and this kind of transition has been argued for previously, by

Moortgat (1984), (1988), p. 106, Hoeksema (1985), for example, for so-called

verb-raising triggers, complement inheritance, etc. Moortgat (1988), in

fact, argues that disharmonious composition is required for some

constructions, exceeding the power of L and thus causing the collapse
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into LP, the permutation closure of L. By lexically constraining the type

transitions, however, a system intermediate between L and LP results.

But see also this chapter's Fn. 22, where two other analyses are

offered, both of which explicitly assign a syntactic category to the

incorporated pronoun.

27
By this observation, I do not wish to concede special status to the GB

speculation, as opposed to other analyses. See Fassi-Fehri (1984), for

example, for a comparative analysis of agreement phenomena in terms of

two theories, LFG and GB. In his view, the LFG analysis more precisely
and simply describes the facts.

28 Some GB approaches (e.g., Bouchard, 1984, p. 41) posit a Principle of

Lexicalization which requires that a noun be lexicalized iff it has all of its

features (person, number, gender, Case) at PF (phonological form), hence

distinguishing between overt (lexicalized) NPs and Empty Categories

(ECs). I am not taking this view here, for it seems to me that the expletive

or pleonastic pronouns in some sense do not necessarily possess such

values, yet they are lexicalized. I find the statement of this lexicalization

principle very nearly circular: i.e., a noun is lexical (overt or visible) iff

it has all its features at the time when it is overt or visible (PF time), and

isn't when it doesn't.

29
Moortgat (1988), p. 104 notes

...

the division type-transitions are more elementary than

Composition in that any derivation on the basis of Composition is

also derivable on the basis of Division, but not vice versa.

As an example of such a derivation, he gives (p. 42):

(A\(B\C)), (C\D) => (A\(B\D))

which would be derivable only under a recursive extension of R2, but is

derivable under R 1 and R 5 with no extension (but with two recursive R5

applications).

30 The indented list format of these derivations directly corresponds to

both the tree representation and the previously employed categorial

representation of the proofs. The tree and categorial representions of (1)

are:
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Tree Categorial

A(dj) un committed to Mary
/ \ A/A A/PP PP

A/PP PP R 5

/ \ I (A/PP): toc.un(committed(x))
A/A A\PP I R 1

111 A: un(committed(to(mary)))
un committed to Mary

31 This is merely the most conservative tack which assigns a specific

category. If the polymorphic Xis maintained (pronoun = NP/X), then the

resulting verb category will be S/X

32 I will not directly address here the differences or the parallels between

a synchronic and a diachronic analysis of the incorporation process,

except to suggest that they are not necessarily unrelated. Diachrony

might be reinacted, for example, during the language acquisition process,

reminiscient of biology’s observation that "ontogeny recapitulates

phytogeny’.

33 I have typographically rendered the pronoun 'he' here, but it should

be noted that this is not technically necessary and, in some languages,

inappropriate. To be consistent, if the pronoun is represented by Tie’,
then the accompanying semantic form should be ky.he’(y) or

Xy.pro’(y)
I

[3SG]

34 Argument-lowering is valid in L because the domain argument is

monotone decreasing; argument-raising is in general not (cf. Moorgat

(1988), p. 223). The valid forms of the latter must abide by the following

rules:

i. X/Y =» X/((Z/Y)\Z) if X/Y,(Z/Y)\Z => X

ii. Y\X => (Z/(Y\Z))\X if Z/(Y\Z),Y\X => X.

The example of argument raising in the text is valid, as can be verified:

Prove: np\s => (s/(np\s))\s

Proof:

i. s => s is true (axiom)

ii. np\s => np\s is true (axiom)

hi. (s/(np\s)),(np\s)=* s (by left / elimination:
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U,X/Y,T,V => Z if T=* Y and U,X,V =* Z

i.e., T=Y=np\s and X=Z=s, with null U,V)

(by right \ introduction:

T =>Y\Z if Y,T => Z

i.e., Y=s/(np\s), T=np\s, and Z=s)

iv. np\s => (s/(np\s))\s

Q,E.D.

35 The underscored np in np\np signifies the domain argument.

36 Recall the earlier definitions of the unification operation in the

domains of person and number, to which we add gender:

i. Domain Unification Operation on Number and Person

DOMAINNum DOMAINpers

o+l=l I+2=l

I+l=l 2+3=2

o+o=l I+3=l

i.e., 0 < 1; 3 + 3 = 3

i.e., 3 < 2 < 1

ii. Domain Unification Operation on Gender

m+f = m

m+m = m

f+f = f

37 Statements about the predominant word order of a language must

always be taken with a grain of salt because of the intrinsic interaction of

word order with other factors such as systems of morphological case and

declension. Many languages, among which are Latin and German, with a

predominant or typical word order, for example, can be considered as

really being free word order languages because of their rich inflectional

morphology.

38 This assignment facilitates combining with transitive verbs, noun

phrases, other prepositional phrases, etc. I do not know exactly how this

polymorphic category should be constrained, observing rather that most

categories can combine with (at least predicable) prepositional phrases, if

perhaps peculiarly:

np: John from the house is angry,

pron: ?He/?him from the town is angry

det: The in your face gang

adv: Easily in a forthright manner

adj: Beautiful in their own right women

verb: turns into the wrong street

pp: under the bridge to the store
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39 Recall that function composition is commutative and that we really
have here, at least in the semantic representation for the verb's

argument, the result of a prior composition, i.e.,

Xx. verb(x) • Xy. XG. G(x) = X/. verb(XG. G(v)).

40 The full semantics here is left unspecified.

41 The parallel morphological operation may be passivization. For

example, given a transitive verb npi\s/np2, a counterpart to P may

switch the arguments to np2\s/npi while retaining affiliated thematic

role information. The direct result would be something like The ball is

carried by John” if passivization preceded pragmatic topic-changing or

‘John is carried by the ball” if the converse occurred.

Our account does not preclude other kinds of constructions

requiring additional pragmatical permutation rules, which may force an

end to the restriction that permutation can occur only once and then only
at the end of a derivation. These constructions, however, will not be

investigated here.

42
Borsley (1990), pp. 81-82, for example, notes that Breton does not in

general permit finite verbs to be in initial position in sentences, though

typically they occur in subordinate clauses initially, and participles may

occur initially in the matrix sentence. A qualified converse seems to be

the case in Irish. According to McCloskey (1990), p. 201, Irish disallows

verbs to occur initially in nonfinite and small clauses, but prefers them to

occur initially in finite clauses.

43 (la-b) are McCloskey’s (1990) examples (13a-b), p. 204; (1c) is

McCloskey's (1986) example (35a), p. 261; (Id-e) are from McCloskey &

Hale (1984), examples (4a-b), p. 490. Note that in (c) here, the verb ‘ta’ is

a so-called ‘analytic’ form, lacking an inflected (‘synthetic’) form which

would agree with the first person singular pronoun; hence the overt

pronoun can appear. Analytic forms typically have a default third

person singular assignment.

44 McCloskey’s (1986) examples of the other two cases are [2-3, p. 245-246]:

i) Object of a Preposition:

Lab hair me leofa 0

speak (Past) I with(3PL)

‘I spoke to them/

ii) Possessor-position (with N prefixed by a possessive clitic):
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mo dhearthair 0

ISG brother

'My brother/

45
McCloskey’s (1986), examples 7a, Ba, and 9, respectively, p. 248-249. I

mark the null pronominal here as 0, rather than 'pro', though later for

purposes of summary, I employ the designation 'pro', without, however,

committing to its usual theoretical interpretation in GB.

46 Examples from McCloskey (1986), respectively: 25b, p. 255; 2, p. 246; 28a,

p. 256; 23a, p. 254; 22a, p. 254; 21a, p. 254.

47 The coordinated possessor construction is, however, as noted

previously, lowest on the scale of acceptability (cf. McCloskey, 1986, p.

253).

Prepositions are also generally inflected in much the same way, and are

more acceptable (though less so than verbs). An example is the

following:

(Ibid, p. 254):

i. liom fein agus Eoghan
with(lSG) EMPH and Owen

'with me and Owen’

48 In this first perspective, the pronominal particle is categorized as

either NP or (NP/NP)\NP, i.e., either it or the preceding pronominal is the

main functor, reducing via function application with the pronominal in

one step. If NP is the category, then the result after application is itself

an unlifted NP. Reflection on cases (se-f), however, leads one to prefer
the functional version (NP/NP)\NP. If this categorization is correct, then

R 2 is also an applicable rule: np/np np/np\np => np/np\np.

Observe that under this view (a) is disallowed because the pronoun

and the verb must compose, since by definition, the verb is synthetic.

49 I assume a simple semantics for the NP here.

50 Again, the semantics of the coordinated NP are abbreviated here, for

simplicity of exposition.

51 Note that in this case, the verb must be analytic, since McCawley

(1986), p. 245, states explicitly that this is so.

52 p er pN. 176, the failure to combine here seems to indicate that the

particle should be categorized as NP/NPXNP. This categorization, taken in
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conjunction with the facts of (f) suggests that the incorporated pronoun

may have as category NP/NPXNP, rather than NP, a suggestion that would

underscore the argument-raising origins of the pronominal, as was

discussed previously.

53 I am assuming throughout this analysis that the facts of Irish are as

stated in McCloskey (1986), and that analytic verbs, for example, are truly
unspecified for person and number, being inflected only for tense

(McCloskey, p. 252). If analytic verbs are instead interpreted as, for

example, third person, singular, then the analysis for Irish has to be

modified, i.e., more along the lines of the Welsh analysis to be presented,

as having incorporated a [+SG] pronominal.

54 Recall that unification corresponds to the meet operation in a lattice

or greatest lower bound (gib) in a partially ordered set (poset).

55 (

Xy. H(y)’ is a slight simplification of the (unspecified) pronominal

template 'iyAH.H(y)’, which when raised becomes 'Xv.v(A, yAH.H(y))’, and

so the actual derivation would look more like the following:

Verb inc-pro

s/np x/np\s

Xx.verb'(x) kv.v(XyAH.H(y))
Subst [V/x'L R1

{'kv.vi'X yAH.H(y))) {X x.verb' (x))
= (>x.verb'(x)) (XyAH.H(y))
= verb'(^yAH.H(y))

If we assume a specific pronoun, i.e., Xy. H(y), then the result is

Verb' (Xy.H(y))’, the same as in the body of the text.

56 Examples are from Awbery (1976), p. 7, 9. Note that some exhibit

instances of 'soft mutation’, a phonological effect that modifies the initial

segment of a verb’s direct object. So, for example, in (g4) the first

consonant of Vi’ ('dog’) mutates and becomes 'gi’. I will discuss mutation

shortly.

57 I assume this construction exists, based upon the description of the

language given, though no such example occurs in Awbery (1976).

58 Traditionally, soft mutation has been characterized as occcurring to

direct objects of the verb, as in Awbery (1976), but I have instead

qualified the statement to refer to 'object’ because, as shall be seen,

mutation occurs to many kinds of objects: the direct object of the verb, the

object of the preposition, the object of the possessive pronoun, the verbal
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object of the preposition-like aspect marker in periphrastic
constructions.

59 There are complexities involving the aspect markers which exceed the

scope of this thesis and of which only brief mention can be made here.

For example, aspect markers are ordinarily classified as prepositions, and,

acting as prepositions (with a following nominal object), certain ones can

induce mutation in their objects. The preposition ‘yn’, for instance, will

induce nasal mutation in its object; ‘ar’, ‘on’, will induce soft mutation.

Cf. Awbery (1976), pp. 17-18, and as noted on p. 28-29, concerning ‘ar’:

The preposition [‘ar,

j only requires mutation of the verb if there is no item

between them. If a pronoun has been preposed and so intervenes between

the preposition and the verb, ...
the preposition has no effect on the verb.

...

In this case it is the preposed pronoun that causes mutation of the verb

•••

The categorial analysis to be proposed will clearly distinguish between

these particles acting as prepositions and their acting as aspect markers,

and offer a cogent account of the distinction.

60 See Borer (1986), for example.

61
Awbery’s (1976) example is (49), p. 16:

i. *ci ef

(the) dog (of) him.

The same prohibition (slightly loosened) exists in English:

ii. a. his house

b. *the house of him

c. John’s house

d. the house of John

e. the president of the republic’s daughter

f. the daughter of the president of the republic

Perhaps this accounts for the incongruity of all the coordinate

possessives in English that contain a pronominal:

iii.a. ??John and my house

b. ??John’s and my house

c. ?John’s house and mine

d. ??My and John’s house

e. ??Mine and John’s house

f. the house of John and me/I BUT: *the house of me/I
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62 An interesting constrast here which weighs in favor of prepositions
similarly containing incorporated pronominals is that between the pied-
piped and the preposition-stranded forms: (cf. Harlow (1989), 8-9, p. 294)

i. I bwy (y) rhoddodd y dyn yr anrheg
to whom PRT gave the man the present
‘to whom did the man give the present?’

ii. Pwy (y) rhoddodd y dyn yr anrheg iddo

who PRT gave the man the present to-3-SG-Masc

‘who did the man give the present to?’

In (i) when the preposition ‘i', ‘to', immediately precedes the question
word ‘pwy\ ‘who', soft mutation occurs; in (ii), it does not, and instead the

preposition overtly inflects to the 3rd person, singular form.

6 3 An alternative account would have multiple but separate

incorporations, i.e., once a verbal form incorporated a specific
pronominal, then that verbal form is entered separately into the lexicon.

For example,

verbisolate-i +[3 SG pronominalj] = verb[3 SG pronominal]-i+j

verbisolate-i +[l SG pronominaljz] = verb[i SG pronominal]-i+j2

The difference between these alternatives is, of course, that then every

verbal form is lexicalized, the semantics is entirely static, and there can

be no verb-coded coordinations (i.e., coordinations between an implicit

pronominal indicated solely by the verbal inflection and an explicit

nominal, because such forms imply that the semantics partially occurs

external to the lexical level, a state of affairs disallowed).

64 I have not given a full representation for the preposition ‘yn' here,

but instead hav abstracted away from its own inflectional (and

incorporative) properties, in order to simplify the presentation.

65 I have represented ‘mae', ‘he/she is' as being a coalescence of the

forms ‘bod', ‘be', and ‘ef, ‘he', but I am unsure exactly how this would be

phrased formally.

66 I view the optional, post-occurring, weak pronominal form of the

construction as an alternative derivation where the object np is type-

lifted, as in the following:
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i. fy nghi i

my dog me

poss-np/np np np\np
R4

np/(np\np)
RI

poss-np/(np\np)

my_dog’
RI

poss-np

my_dog_me’

67 Alternative incorporation-like analyses, such as Rouveret (1990) in a

post-GB framework (Chomsky (1986)), attempt to distinguish between

incorporation and agreement, especially with an eye toward identifying
cliticization as a form of incorporation. Rouveret (1990, p. 67) suggests an

abstract movement of the pronominal clitic:

[T]he clitic is the phonetic realization of a matrix of moved

from the head position of the argument phrase and incorporated into the

governing lexical head. The crucial property of this process is that, from

the point of view of the theory of barriers [(Chomsky, 1986)], it can be

characterized as the movement of a head.

Rouveret here assumes (p. 67) that a lexical pronoun can cooccur with

the pronominal clitic, and in fact, requires the clitic. The example he

gives is:

i. Mae Ifoq wedi eii weld ei hurij yn y drych.
is Ifor ASP clitic see himself in the mirror

‘lfor has just seen himself in the mirror/

Setting aside the possible influence of the inflecting preposition-like

aspect marker "wedi’, and the usual (Awbery (1976), p. 15) translation of

"ei’ as the possessive "his’, still one can note here that in the categorial

analysis, clitics in general are considered functions (Moortgat (1988), pp.

74-79, 94, combining peripherally to phrases via Associativity (R3) or

more lexically, via Composition (R2) and Division (R5, R6). Hence, there is

a straightforward translation of Rouveret’s head movement process into

the categorial perspective which admits of no movement: derivations

utilizing function composition (or more generally, division) and unary

type-transitions like type-raising and associativity, mimic and, indeed,

are formally equivalent to derivations utilizing function application.
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Additionally, observing thatWelsh has two forms of pronouns,

rhagenwau ategol (confirming pronouns) and rhagenwau annibynnol
(independent pronouns) (Awbery, 1976, p. 87), identical in some but not

all person/number forms, we can propose a typology of weak and strong
pronominals in Welsh, the weak versions being modifier-like functions

(np/np, np\np) which will cliticize to other np-requiring functions

(such as verbs), the strong versions being argument-like, raisable but

lexically non-raised NPs which do not cliticize (unless possibly after

raising).

Since the ategol differ from the annibynnol pronouns only in the

first person singular and second person singular, this is a semi-

independent indicator that the three forms of mutation (nasal, aspirate,
and soft) are intrinsically bound up with pronominals.

68 Gender does not seem relevant for verbs in Welsh (eg., 'gwelodd’,
'he/she saw’), but may be for prepositions, which inflect in almost

exactly the same way as verbs except that gender is resolved, as the

following examples with the preposition ‘gan’, 'by’, demonstrate (noting
that the parentheses indicate optionality):

i. Cafodd y dyn ei rybuddio ganddo (ef)
Got the man his warning by him.

ii. Cafodd y dyn ei rybuddio ganddi (hi)
Got the man his warning by her.

These examples are from Awbery (1976), p. 50, 18-19.

69 The phrase 'rudimentary object agreement’ is used here deliberately,
even though it has been argued that mutation derives from the

incorporated subject pronominal, not an incorporated object pronominal.

Conceptually, there is no difference, since the subject and object slots

always co-occur. In the sense that mutation acts as an offset to the subject

slot in thus identifying the object slot, it can be said that mutation

implicitly indexes the object slot, thus behaving exactly like an

agreement marker.

70 I have found no examples of coordinated pronominal subjects in which

one pronominal is singular, the other plural, but given the descriptions

of Welsh, I would predict that whichever conjunct occurred first would

cause the verbal concording, exactly as in the examples displayed below.

In the case of verb-coded coordinations, with an overt pronominal

implicitly conjoined to the inflection on the verb, Welsh should pattern

exactly as does Irish.
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71 Baker (1992) examines another North American langauge, Mohawk of

the Iroquoian family, which possesses the constructions we have termed

verb-coded coordinations. The analysis of Mohawk parallels that of

Dakota and the other languages of this section.

72
Examples rather similar to that of Maricopa exist in other languages.

In both Fijian and Tahitian, for example, a conjunct of a coordination is

implicitly represented by a pronoun with dual or trial number:

i. Fijian (cited by Payne, 1985, p. 32)
keitou kei mosese

l-TRIAL(EXCL) with Mosese

’Mosese, someone else, and me'

ii. Tahitian (cited by Payne, 1985, p. 35)
'Ua reva atu maua 'o Peu

PERF leave away l-DUAL(EXCL) ART Peu

'Peu and I left’

73 The verb is depicted here as having already incorporated the

pronominal via composition, and hence possessing a functional argument

which seeks an np argument. That is, we assume that the incorporated

pronominal is of category np\np and that the operation of R 2 has already

applied to compose the pronominal and the verb.

74 But rather cryptically, Roberts & Wolontis (1972), p. 237, note that

[-Human] nouns have no common concord in Xhosa and cannot

appear as a conjoined surface subject except from a comitative

source.

which seems to indicate that only mixed [+Human] and [-Human]

conjuncts resolve number, because only these are non-comitative,

bearing in mind that all [+Human] conjuncts resolve to the human cover

class. But, then if the conjuncts are mixed, it is unclear that there is any

compatible noun class (unless syncretically so), for their resolution. So

one caveat might be here that Xhosa really doesn’t resolve number,

contrary to what Roberts and Wolontis state.

75 No mixed-number coordinations are given, but their behavior is

inferred to coincide with the +PL, +PL case.

76 Because we have an additional domain, that of +/-human, we will

define a corresponding notion of the unification operation, i.e.,

employing the values h for human and n for nonhuman:
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Domains of Nonhuman & Human

77 I take the conjunctive particle ‘\x’ (‘wu’) here to be a form of

circumfix, as, for example, the ‘ge-x-en’ verb circumfix in German. As

noted earlier in Dik (1968), such a pattern is very common among

languages.

78 Recall that P is our pragmatic rule of change of directionality, a

limited form of permutation that we require for word order inversions,

reproduced here:

Pragmatic Change of Directionality P

X\S X => S/X X

s/xx=>x\sx

if topic(X), where X is a non-null type.
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79 Cf. Corbett (1983, p. 100-101), Corbett (1991, p. 266), who cites LenCek

(1972, p. 590).

80 Note that the semantics are abbreviated here.

81
Examples are from Cowell (1972). See also Obrst (1987), pp. 79-87.

82 This parallels the earlier definitions of the unification operation in the

domains of person and number which we have assumed, reproduced here

along with their converses:

i. Domain Unification Operation on Number and Person

DOMAINNum DOMAINpers
o+l=l I+2=l

I+l=l 2+3=2

o+o=l I+3=l

i.e., 0 < 1; 3 + 3 = 3

i.e., 3 < 2 < 1

0-I=o 1-2=2

1-I=o 2-3=3

0-o=o 1-3=3

3-3 = 3

we add that of gender:

ii. Domain Unification Operation on Gender

m+f = m

m+m = m

f+f= f

m-f = f

m-m = f

f- f = m [this latter value is plausible but not empirically confirmed]

83 In this example, the conjuncts are not annotated for gender, hence we

will proceed as though either gender assignment (m or f) was possible for

each.

84 We have not exhaustively investigated the "at most” portion of this

statement, and observe only that no instance of multiple incorporated

conjuncts has been found. It is unclear, given our understanding of

conjunction, how this situation could exist, since coordination thereby

would be depicted configurationally as:
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Verb

np & np &
np & np

1•i+ 1 j

and nothing prevents different realizations of conjunction verb-

internally and verb-externally, eg., juxtaposition (affixation) internally
of npi+i and npj, and the use of a particle externally for npi and npi. But

there is nothing in principle to rule out such a possibility. Remaining

agnostic, we thus proffer the "at most” qualification as suggestion and not

fiat.

85 This statement does not of course invalidate a serial or parallel

interpretation of conjunction, both of which have been employed in the

preceding analysis.



6. Theoretical and Meta-theoretical Considerations

This thesis has presented a unified look at certain morpho-

syntactic phenomena in languages within a generalized categorial

framework. In the theory presented here, processes of incorporation

underly the inflectional combinatorics of language. These processes

correspond to formal operations in categorial grammar, and these formal

operations are such that they closely link the syntactic and semantic

modules of language. In the generalized categorial framework, which

itself represents an outgrowth of the ‘formulas-as-types’ formal

movement in logic and computer science, the formal syntactic

combinatoric operations are essentially no different from (that is, are

isomorphic to) the formal semantic interpretive operations. The Lambek-

Gentzen calculus, for example, clearly relates the categorial

concatenation rule of function application (or Rl) with the logical

inference rule of Modus Ponens. Words and morphemes possess types in a

formally constrained type hierarchy just as do constructs or tokens of an

expression in a computer programming language. This correspondence

exists because both natural and formal languges are specific realizations

of an architecture which is more general, that of an underlying logical

calculus of expression.

This chapter concerns itself with two objectives: 1) theoretical

speculation on the implications of the pronominal incorporation

447
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hypothesis that has been presented in this thesis, and its relationship to

other conceptually close linguistic processes usually distinguished, such

as inflection, agreement, and cliticization, and 2) philosophical

speculation on meta-theoretical issues of linguistic theory, that is, issues

concerning the nature of explanation in linguistics, criteria for

comparison of theories, and the like.

The first objective, a discussion of the theoretical issues and

implications of the pronominal incorporation hypothesis is considered

first.

6.1 Theoretical Considerations

With respect to the interaction of coordination and verbal

agreement, this thesis has presented an analysis which posits pronominal

incorporation by the verb as the underlying mechanism for both the

agreement morphology represented by verbal inflection and the

resolution of disparate feature information among the conjuncts of a

coordinated subject. The agreeing verb has incorporated a pronominal,

and it is the pronominal which possesses the features of agreement. In

this analysis, verbal agreement, hence inflection, is coincident with

pronominal incorporation.
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There are, however, at least two interpretations of this

relationship between agreement and incorporation, a strong and a weak

one. The strong interpretation assumes that all instances of verbal

agreement are due to pronominal incorporation, and that instances of

pronominal incorporation by the verb reflect externally as verbal

agreement. This might be termed the Strong or Biconditional Hypothesis

of Agreement/Incorporation.

293. Strong Pronominal Incorporation Hypothesis (SPIH)

Verbal agreement is the result of pronominal incorporation in all

cases; pronominal incorporation by the verb is always reflected by

verbal agreement morphology.

The second, Weak or Conditional interpretation relaxes the

theoretical commitment, assuming only that all instances of verbal

agreement are due to pronominal incorporation, and saying nothing

about pronominal incorporation being always externally realized by

overt verbal agreement.

294. Weak Pronominal Incorporation Hypothesis (WPIH)

Verbal agreement is the result of pronominal incorporation in all

cases.
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Under the weak interpretation, for example, one might say that an

underlying incorporation of a pronominal by the verb has occurred even

though there is no surface effect on that verb, i.e., there is no overt

morphophonological inflection. Languages which lack verbal

agreement, therefore, could still be analyzed as possessing verbs with

incorporated pronominals. Under the strong interpretation, such

languages could not be analyzed as having verbs with incorporated

pronominals: there are no surface effects, according to this view, and so

there is no underlying incorporation process at work. The strong

hypothesis rules out incorporation of completely unspecified

pronominals by the verb, such as was rejected for the analytic verbal

construction in Irish, for example, because, as was noted, it is unclear

how to distinguish in principle between a verb possessing an argument

slot containing a null incorporated pronominal and one having an

ordinary NP argument slot.

This thesis will not adjudicate between these two hypotheses.

Instead, I will simply point out that either one, if true, has certain

implications whose existence can be ascertained by research and thus

assist in deciding which hypothesis holds. The strong hypothesis

implies, for example, that there are in general no null or empty

categories qua entities.
1 The weak hypothesis does not have this

implication. Hence, the correct hypothesis would be known if the

existence of empty categories were unequivocally determined, a
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determination which has problems of its own.
2

Furthermore, it is

emphasized that either hypothesis concerns only pronominals

incorporated by verbs; there may in fact exist proverbals which become

incorporated by nouns (and one might want to view nominalization as

such a process); similarly, pronominals could be incorporated by

nominals, and concerning this process, the hypotheses would say

nothing.^

The analysis of the interaction of agreement and coordination as

the incorporation of a pronominal by the verb has certain other

implications for empirical and theoretical linguistics. Because the

Pronominal Incorporation Hypothesis is a principle concerning verbal

agreement and pronominals, there may also be a relationship between

verbal agreement and other morphosyntactic phenomenon which

involves pronominals, such as cliticization. We next look at some

implications of the hypothesis with respect to cliticization.

6.1.1 Agreement and Cliticization

Recall that some of the initial motivation for the analysis of both

coordinate resolution and agreement as deriving from the same source

came from diachronic and synchronic parallels to left-dislocated subject

constructions (in pidgins, etc.), the apparent involvement of the notions

of topicality, definiteness, animacy, etc, in agreement phenomena (and
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analyses exemplified by Li & Thompson (1975) and Givon (1975)

suggesting an evolutionary relationship between topic and subject

languages and agreement), and the fact that the features of verbal

agreement and coordination are the same and pronominal in nature.

Cliticization demonstrates similar characteristics, as many analyses in the

literature have pointed out.

Doron (1988), for example, argues for an analysis close to that of

this thesis, that null subjects are not empty categories but essentially

indistiguishable from pronominals at syntactic levels. In her view,

which borrows the notion of a ‘clitic configuration' from the

Government-Binding theory extension of Jaeggli (1982), null subjects in

Hebrew obtain because they are in a clitic configuration. (295a) depicts

the clitic configuration.

295. Hebrew Agreement and Clitic Configuration (Doron, 1988)

a. Clitic Configuration

[head *
* * • • •

[ociFi]]
... ... [otj^Fj^]]

b. Null Subject Agreement

etmol Sama’t harca’a

yesterday hear-PAST-2SG-FEM lecture

...

V + [AGR [2nd] [FEM] [SG]] [Np [2nd][FEM][SG]]
. .

'Yesterday (you) heard a lecture/
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c. Overt Nominal Subject Agreement

etmol §am’a Rina harca’a

yesterday hear-PAST-2SG-FEM Rina lecture

...
V + [aGR [3rd][FEM][SG]]

.. .

'Yesterday Rina heard a lecture/

d. Overt Subject Agreement (with stressed pronoun)

etmol Sama’t at harca’a

yesterday hear-PAST-2SG-FEM 2SG-FEM lecture

... V+[agß [2nd][FEM][SG]] [Np[2nd][FEM][SG][contrast]]] ..

Yesterday vou heard a lecture/

e. Coordinate Subject and Agreement

etmol Sma’tem at ve-dani harca’a

yesterday hear-PAST-2PL-MASC 2SG-FEM and Dani lecture

.. . V+[AGR [2nd][MASC][PL]] [Np[Np [2nd][FEM][SG]] ve-dani]
.. .

'Yesterday you and Dani heard a lecture/

(295b) is an example of ordinary null subject agreement in Hebrew.

(295c) demonstrates that an overt nominal subject is also grammatical,

though it is unclear from her analysis whether the noun itself has

feature values. Because AGR features can be realized as verbal inflection

without needing a Case feature in her view, this example does not meet

the clitic configuration. Presumably here, the noun 'Rina' possesses no

features. (295d) is an example of a construction with a stressed, hence

overt, pronoun subject. (295e) illustrates a coordinate subject
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construction. In Hebrew, therefore, according to Doron (and Jaeggli),

Case is assigned to the pronominal clitic on the head when the clitic

configuration holds and not to the complement. Hence, the complement

must be phonetically null or it violates the Case Filter (cf. section 3.3.2).

Without constrastive stress on the pronoun, (295d) would be

ungrammatical then because the overt pronoun would lack Case. (295c) is

grammatical because the AGR features "themselves can be realized as

verbal inflection without a Case feature” (Doron, 1988, p. 206). In (295e),

the pronoun is not governed by AGR and, because AGR agrees with the

superordinate subject node itself and not with a single conjunct, there is

no identity of features, hence no clitic configuration, and therefore the

pronoun can be overt.

Doron contrasts the situation in Hebrew with that in the Celtic

languages. Case assignment to AGR is required if the clitic configuration

holds. If there is no AGR, an analysis argued for the Celtic languages by

Anderson (1982), then a post-syntactic pronominal incorporation into the

verb occurs or, in Doron’s view, the distinction is between constructions

which meet the clitic configuration and those which do not. In an AGR-

less language, the clitic configuration can still be met if the head and its

complement have identical features. If the complement’s features are not

contained in the head, there is no clitic configuration, and so no Case is

assigned, and therefore the form is ruled out. (296) displays three
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analyses of Irish agreement, a language Doron argues is AGR-less and an

example of incorporation.

296. Alternative Syntactic Analyses of Irish

Sentence: da mbeinn -se agus tusa ann

if be-COND-ISG CONTR and you there

‘if I and you were there'

a. McCloskey & Hale's (1984) pro analysis:

da tv+AGR mbeinnl [npCnrP2
*

0" 56] agus tusa l] ann

if be-COND-ISG CONTR and 2SG-CONTR there

b. Doron's (1988) Incorporation analysis:

da [y mbeadh] [Np[NPmise ] agus [Np tusa]] ann

if be-COND ISG+CONTR and 2SG+CONTR there

c. Categorial PIH analysis: (cf. example 247f)

dak/NP [NptNptNP/NP\NPinc-Pro^(NP/NP\NP)\NP\NP

if be-COND +CONTR

agus [NP [NP/NP\NptNPtu^t(NP/NP\NP)\NP\NPsa^]

and 2SG+CONTR

ann

there

The difference between (296a) and (296b) is that the former posits either

a language-specific surface filter (297)
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297. *[.. .
AGR

..

.NP
.. .]

[oF] [aF]

if AGR governs NP and NP has phonetic content.

or an abstract AGR node which specially governs the closest subject

conjunct (but not the superordinate node),
4 while the latter (296b)

assumes a postsyntactic incorporation by the verb of a pronominal NP

(equivalently phraseable in terms of a purely lexical morphology, cf.

Doron (1988, p. 210, fn. 6)). (296c), a syntactic formulation of the

generalized categorial analysis, however, assumes an incorporating

pronominal functor which is base-categorized in the lexicon as already

type-lifted. This functor replaces both AGR and pro. The language-

specific stipulation is that only pronominals can have their type lifted in

Irish, implying that pronominals are not of the same category as either

nouns or nominal NPs, a result suggested anyway in our examination of

the distributional properties of pronouns in section 4.4.

One possible implication of the categorial incorporation analysis

is that the abstract node AGR and the empty pronominals of a

configurational theory like GB are really artefacts of two facets of the

derivation: AGR (and INFL as its phrasal projection) represents the

reification of an operation of functional composition; and the empty

pronominals are simply virtual argument slots of the functor verb

(possibly NP, ADJ, Prep, etc.), in a sense, projections of the
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subcategorization requirements or properties of the verb as these

interact with inserted lexical items in the utterance string. Empty

categories, in this view, would be essentially semantico-pragmatically

determinable, more or less elaborated with featural content depending

upon topicality, stress or emphasis, the primacy of the predication

containing the empty category (i.e., whether it is main-clausal or

subordinate), etc.

It should be noted that constructions such as (296) are presumably

derived or have evolved from those exemplified by the following Old Irish

form, a straightforward verb-coded coordination which has 3-4

interpretations of the implicit subject pronoun (he, she, it, they),

resolvable pragmatically.

298. Old Irish Verb-coded Coordination (McCloskey, 1986, p. 271)

con-rancatar ocus Dubthach

meet-PAST-3-PL and Dubthach

‘He/she/it/they and Dubthach met.'

The upshot of this discussion is that, under the categorial analysis,

the pronominal incorporation by the verb which represents verbal

agreement, and cliticization, may be the same phenomena. A possible

argument against this view is the observation that clitics, perhaps by

definition, can only appear in A’ (not-A or non-argument) positions, i.e.,
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those having no assigned theta-roles. If this is true, then it is difficult to

argue that null-subject constructions (with the subject represented by

the verbal inflection alone) are clitic forms, because the subject is

ordinarily considered an argument of the verb. An answer to this

objection could be that in all languages with verbal agreement, both null-

subject and overt-subject languages, the incorporated-pronominal/clitic

always fills an argument position and that overt nominal subjects are

actually adjoined topics; in some languages, however, the topic becomes

grammaticalized (i.e., reanalyzed) as the subject and required to be

overtly present. This answer also accords with other known

generalizations about null-subject languages, eg., that a change in topic

must be represented by an overt (stressed or emphasized) pronoun, and

that the implicit subject represented only by verbal inflection is non-

referring and topic-continuing. One way to view clitics, therefore, is as

agreement morphemes. This view is also taken by Suner (1988), who

analyzes the clitic-doubling construction in Spanish as being object

agreement.

299. Clitic-doubling in Spanish (Suner, 1988, p. 394)

a. Indirect Object

les regalaron un disco a ellos.

to them 3-PL-gave a record to them

They gave a record to them/
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b. Direct Object

Nos esperaban solo a nosostros.

us 3-PL-waited only (for) us

They were waiting only for us/

Clitic-doubling in Spanish occurs to both indirect (299a) and

direct (299b) objects, and are obligatory in either case "in all dialects

when in a chain with a personal pronoun” (Smer, 1988, p. 394), as is the

case here, but optional for non-pronominal direct objects in dialects

which permit doubling and then only when those objects are [+specific, +

animate], much like object agreement in the Bantu languages. In fact,

the Spanish clitic-doubling examples look very similar to the

disagreement constructions we have seen, as exemplified by the following

Spanish:

300. Spanish Disagreement (Schroten, 1981; cited by Sadock, 1991, p.

203)

Los norteamericanos somos sus amigos.

The North Americans be-l-PL your friends

The North Americans we are your friends/

In each case, a pronominal and another, apparently redundant

expression cooccur in the utterance; in the disagreement example,
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however, the pronominal represented by the verbal inflection is not

equal to, but subsumes the cooccurring expression.

The Pronominal Incorporation Hypthesis has additional

implications with respect to clitic-climbing (Spencer, 1991; Rizzi, 1982),

switch-reference phenomena (Givon, 1983; Gordon, 1983; Haiman, 1983),

and the occasionally proposed analysis of NPs as themselves

incorporating a pronominal component (Williams, 1983; Giorgi &

Longobardi, 1991) which cannot be elaborated upon within the confines

of this thesis. These must await another forum.

One final note about pronominal incorporation, agreement,

inflection, and cliticization within the generalized categorial framework

remains to be said. Implicit in our discussions within this thesis is the

conjecture that there may be a relationship between the type of formal

combinatoric operation used to derive a particular construction and the

kind of the construction. In previous work in the generalized categorial

framework, Moortgat (1988, p. 74-78), for example, has demonstrated that

the rule of Associativity R 3 can account for many forms of cliticization.

The surface type of a morpheme is the underlying or deep type in general

in the categorial framework, and this holds also of clitics, in his view.

The clitic is simply categorized as having a functor type which seeks two

arguments, as, for example, the third-person-singular verbal clitic 's,

which is categorized as (NP\S)/PP, equivalent to an ordinary PP-
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complement-taking verb. By way of the inference rule R3, this type can

be modified to NP\(S/PP) so that the clitic can attach to the right

peripheral element of an NP, i.e.,

301. Cliticization and Associativity (Moortgat, 1988, p. 76)

The queen of England ’s here.

NP (NP\S)/PP PP

R3

NPMS/PP)

RI

S/PP

RI

S

Along these lines, what I have suggested in this thesis is that agreement,

hence verbal inflection in general, can be analyzed as derived from a

pronominal functor which is incorporated into the verbal functor by way

of the formal operation of functional composition R 2 or the more

elementary operation of division R5, within a generalized categorial

framework. I have emphasized the compositional force of this operation

because it is in fact a merging operation, of syntactic and semantic

features, which is characteristic of both verbal agreement and conjunct

resolution in coordination. The Pronominal Incorporation Hypothesis,

specifically as framed within generalized categorial theory, relates these
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phenomena and the data involving their interaction which has been

investigated in this thesis, in an especially formally perspicuous way.

The second objective of this chapter, a discussion of meta-theoretical

concerns in linguistics, is addressed in the next section.

6.2 Meta-theoretical Considerations

Linguistic theories in general have for the most part merely

assumed the essential non-equivalence between morpho-syntactic

processes such as verbal inflection, cliticization, incorporation, and

agreement. Those theories which have attempted to make interesting

distinctions between these processes fall into two camps: those such as

Autolexical Syntax (Sadock, 1991) which make distinctions in terms of the

interactions between the parallel linguistic modules of phonology,

morphology, syntax, and semantics; and those such as Government-

Binding (Chomsky, 1981, 1982, 1986) which attempt to make distinctions in

terms of essentially only one module, syntax. Both kinds of theories are

framed in terms of linguistics-internal formalisms for which no attempt

is made to bridge to formalisms in other scientific disciplines, such as

mathematics and computer science. Such discipline-internal

formalization is argued to be necessary, a mark of the incipient,

superficial, or preliminary status of the discipline as a science. At some
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point, however, I believe it important and in fact necessary to develop

formalisms which have some correspondence to those which have been

developed in other disciplines, especially mathematics. Appreciation of

the formal power and comparisons of the formal power of alternative

formulations are thereby made possible. GPSG’s concern with estimating

and limiting the formal expressiveness of a theory of linguistics, for

example, is under this view laudatory, because it situates the theory in the

wider realm of accepted mathematics and science. Analysis of complexity

and formal expressiveness are not in themselves primary goods. The

primary good is that by such analysis, cohesion, consistency, and

communication with other comparably complex bodies of knowledge is

strengthened.

Moreover, descriptive richness itself does not ensure explanatory

correctness. At one time in modern generative linguistics, it was

proposed that a theory which explained data rather than just described

data was a better theory. Notions such as descriptive power and

explanatory power were meta-theoretical considerations assumed to

possess content. Too often, however, in modern linguistic theory, more

effort is spent delineating abstract configurational nodes for the

representation of conceptual linguistic entities, for example, and

developing elaborate and lengthy chains of arguments to maintain the

consistency between the posited abstract nodes (and submodules and

modules) than is spent analyzing the explanatory content of a theoretical
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dictum posed for some data. Furthermore, reification of the theoretical

constructs is not even seen to be problematic.

Necessarily brief, this section therefore attempts to distinguish

between the notions of descriptive expressibility and explanatory power

of a theory. The former is simply the general capacity of the theory to

express intuitively plausible, fine distinctions between the empirical

datums which the theory seeks to describe and explain. The latter is the

succinct (formalizable in principle), coherent, consistent, and more-or-

less complete accountability given of the datums, including their

relationships to each other, to meaningful groups or clusters of datums,

and to appropriately measured, proximate domains and other

subdisciplines of science, initially itself based on intuitive plausibility,

but eventually and necessarily diverging from such. The descriptive

expressibility of a theory enables one to talk about the stuff of the science

appropriately and adequately. The explanatory power of a theory allows

one to make predictions, to relate the science to other sciences, and to

examine and understand the causes of the observed regularities in the

datums.

The set of criteria, therefore, by which all linguistic theories

should be measured, including the one proposed in this thesis, includes:

the ability to relate data in intuitively plausible ways, if intuitions exist

about their relatedness, in a manner which gives them explanatory
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coherence; perspicacity, formal elegance, and simplicity of expression;

reasonable correlation to existing, well-understood, well-founded, and

sound formalisms in other branches of science and mathematics;

predicability, i.e., the capability of making predictions about empirical

facts which have not yet been discovered; and finally, refutability, the

property of being able to be refuted by empirical data and replaced by a

theoretical principle which better explains both the data which was

known before the refutation and the refuting data.

These meta-theoretical considerations have influenced the

writing of this thesis, and the hypotheses of this thesis should be held

accountable to these.
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Footnotes to Chapter 6

1 This qualification is made, i.e., 'qua entities’, because empty categories
can also be considered artefacts of operations, i.e., virtual entities which

actually indicate only that a formal syntactic or semantic operation such

as functional composition has occurred.

2 As suggested by the previous footnote, processes may 'masquerade’ as

entities. It is always a difficult problem to determine whether xis an

intrinsic data construct or merely an indicator of the site of an operation,
and thus extrinsic. It is the general problem of reification in theory: how

real are abstract theoretical objects?

3 See, for example, Williams (1985), who argues against the notion that

NPs contain a controlling PRO in specifier position, and Giorgi &

Longobardi (1991), who argue for the presence of an empty pronominal

category in the subject positions of at least some NPs in the Romance

languages.

4 See the modified definition of government in McCloskey (1986),

described in section 5.4.1.
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